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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

National Bank Protection

In

effect May 9, I9f>9

The houee on Central street owned by
Ferdinand Waidwell, and rented furnished
by H. P. Hopkins, was badly damaged by
fire Monday afternoon. The fire caught
in the attic, from the chimney. The roof
of the house was burned out, and the
whole building wet down. Both Mr.
Wardwell and Mr. Hopkins were insured.

From West—7.13 a
From East—11.07 a

m;
m;

4.89 and 6.C8 p m.
12.05, 5.55 and 10.52 p

MAIL CLOSE* AT

YourvSavings.

m

POSTOFFICE.

Going West—10.45.11.30 a nr, 5 30 and 9 pm.
Going East— S.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
SUNDAY.

Thrift is a simple thing, but it means a great deal. It is the foundation of financial success and contentment, save money and put it
away safely where it will draw 4 per cent, interest, as it does with the

From West—7.20 a m.
Going West—Mail closes at

#
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The many friends of Henry Whiting are
see him out after his long ill-
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ME.
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The three-masted Ellsworth schooner
Harry W. Haynes, Capt. Samuel Goodwin,
lumber laden, from Pensacola for Bridgeport, Conn., went ashore at high tide Friday night on Penfleld reef. Long Island
sound. The sea was smooth, there was no
wind, and the schooner was moving

Mrs. S. A. Goodwin leaves to-day for
Boston to meet her husband.

TRU8T

removed

county. Those for
Hancock county are J. F. Knowlton and
Harry L. Crabtree, Ellsworth, and B. E.
Clark, Bar Harbor.

The Thursday club will meet tbiB week
with Mrs. W. R. Parker.

UNION

H. B. Haskell and family have
their home at Stonington for the

slowly when she struck. She was hauled
oft apparently uninjured at high tide SatThe regular monthly meeting of the city urday, and towed to Bridgeport. Capt.
government will be held next Monday Goodwin attributes the accident to a
evening.
faulty chart.
Edward W. Austin, of The American
George H. Patterson, wanted for the
force, is spending a vacation of two weeks larceny of |145 from Sherman T. Sparling,
in Boston.
of Corea, was arrested Saturday in Boston.
Mrs. J. T. Grippen arrived from Boston The money was stolen from a trunk in
house
where
Patterson’s
last week. She is at present at her home Spurling’s
mother was keeping house.
Patterson
on Pine street.
was located through a postcard sent by
Oscar A. Tompkins and wife, of Bangor,
him to a
woman in Corea.
Sheriff
summer.
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THIS BANK IS EQUIPPED TO TKANSBANKING
ACT A GENERAL.
BUSINESS IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. AND

Z

WILL,

THEREFORE, WELCOME ACCOUNTS OF BANKS, BANKERS, FIRMS,
AND
CORPORATIONS
INDIVIDUALS.

I
Z

WHOM

TO

IT

ASSURES COURTEOUS
AND EVERY FACILITY

TREATMENT

|

j|

WITH

CONSISTENT

*

CONSERVATIVE

guests of Fred M. Blaisdell and wife
for Memorial Day.

were

AND

PRUDENT

BANKING

METHODS.

Silsby

Treanurer.

I

J. H. Donovan has sold out his restauon Main street to Mrs. Ellen Linnehan, who has already taken charge.

■

rant

I

son

Lots of men of modest means, especially salaried men, have
asked this question. The answer is simple.
saves
has shown that the man with a bank account
W hen paying in actmoney by paying his bills by check.
to
make
additional
ual cash, he tlnds many temptations
expenditures; you know how cash in hand slips OUT of
hand. Then, too, you can’t make a mistake in change if
you’re writing checks and there is no bulky ccin about your
person. For safety, we say : Bank with a proven strong,
well-managed bank. For instance: Bank with us. We allow interest on daily balances.

Experience
really

I

I

I

!

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Branches at Old Town and Macliias, Me.

system of
ciated by

deliver

at

an

address at the tenth annual

association

at

Jacksonville, Wednesday,

GRASS SEED,

and

PHOSPHATE,

The MAXWELL AUTOMOBILE

!

PERFECTLY SIMPLE-SIMPLY PERFECT

S.

some a

to

j line
PRESSED HAY,

Agent for Hancock County.
MAINE.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Senator W. A.

a

m

A
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Removal [Notice:
Osgood’s Studio

is now lo-

cated at Xo. 2 Franklin St.,
Manning Block.

Fine

Photographic Work of All Kinds.

ELECTRICAL

WATER GLASS

electrical supplies
oa

MAINE.

WIRING.

Full Lines of

Eitiutn

STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

AND FIXTURES.
Wirtig ul SaffllM Chaaflally OUaa.

ANDREW M. MOOR.

Main St.,

Ellsworth.

I

BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER.

For Sale at

Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
*vso machine-made, plain and bardnmraea, from one’s own cloth. Made

5

al

!

dressmaking

rooms

of

MANNING HOCK.
Telephone:

ELISWOITN.

67*13.

ELLSWORTH,

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. Ice Cream
"WO PAT,
NO

WASHKN.'

_WK8T

abort noUce.

KMnBBRfm^YEi*8WOBTH.
for

memorial

Make your selections early.

day.

Ellsworth Greenhouse
Telephone 43

All kinds in their season, and fresh.

Soda

STOCKS

EVERYTHING

Delicious flavors

Fruit
ME.

PANSIES, GERANIUMS,

|

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH

laundry work done al
A°.f
'.Doda called tor and delivered.

I

PARCHER'S DRUG STORE,

The handsomest founAll flaTors.
tain in Ellsworth is in commission at

LUCH I NTS,
Main Street.

■

Ellsworth,

Castine,

who

Capt. F. B. Sadler, of tbe schooner
Portland Packet, found tbe body of Samuel McGachey, of Bangor, aged forty-five
years, in tbe Penobscot river at City Point
yesterday.

ALICE M. HOOPER,
>m I
__

|

the

of

The bids for the work will be opened at
Washington June 4.

Eggs.

For Preserving

greatly appre-

McGrachey

two weeks.
bow

tbe

man

There

was

Charles Smith and Aaa Flood went aw

Eversrd G. Barron, of Beverly, Mass.,
Sunday morning to atay a few days
with his cousin, George M. Barron, who is

Ashing trip to Amherst Saturday, returning Monday with thirty trout.
Ralph Hamilton and wife, of Breww%
were here for Sunday with Mr. HamiltowM

a

cam.*
;

|

seriously ill.
In reporting the Guptill brothers’ farming operations last week the correspondent

parents, Hiram Hamilton and wife.
Warren Jordan and wife, of Brewer*
were nere over Sunday, guests of Hn,
Jordan’s parents, Charles Lynch and wifaj
Mrs. F.'ed Grace returned to her lionaa
at the Green lake hatchery Monday evening, after visiting relatives here a few

very prettily
listened with

decorated. The audience
interest to the address by

F. W. Itollins.
Miss Mary

days.
of

Fielding,

Groveland,

i
Frank lioiden and Master Robert

Mrs.

Mass., who has been »he guest of Vinal R. Ilolden, of Bar Harbor, were here over
Uuptiil and wife,returned to her home last Sunday with Mrs. Holden’s mother, Mrn.
Monday. Mr. Gnptill’s little son was to Harriet Hastings.
have accompanied his aunt to Groveland
.Mrs. George Black and two children,
on her return, to visit his grandparents,
Morris and Clarence, of Bangor, were hats
but decided to remain here.
Friday on their way to Otis to remain ov<w
Harvest Home grange met May 29, with Sunday. They returned home Monday.
a good attendance.
After business the
Mrs. Mary J. Dunham went to Bangor
first and second degrees w’ere exemplified.
Saturday to meet her grandchildren,C. W.
There was a lively discussion of the ques- Curtis and
wife, of Augusta, and W. 8.
tion: “Are married men justified in play- Smith and wife, of Boston. After
spending baseball?” The question for tnext ing Memorial Day there, they returned ta
meeting is: “Should farmers pay tax on Augusta to visit Mr. and Mrs. Curtis.
their dogs in the State of Maine?” The
Martin H. Haynes commenced work
next meeting will be June 5.
Degree
Monday on a cottage which he is building
work will be in order.
lot

on a

near

head of Green

the

Ben Higgins is at home for a few days.
Harold McCartney is visiting friends
here.
A. H. Babcock landed

a

salmon] this

week.

Hazel Burr had

Miss
their

party

of

seven

at
BULB WORTH.

cottage.

Wednesday, June 2, at 5 p. m., at Methodist vestry—Supper; 15 cents.
Wednesday and Thurday, Sept. 15 and

MisB Doris Woodbury entertained a
party of friends to the number of seven
from Saturday till Monday evening.

16—North Ellsworth fair.
COUNTY.

Riverview
Thursday June 3
Union at North Sullivan.

June 18,19, 20—Ellsworth Free Baptist
quarterly meeting at South Hancock.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
enjoying
July 6, 7 and 8—Meeting of American Inwho ar-

time.

Charles Scribner and wife are
company of their little girl,
rived Sunday evening with Mrs. Scribner’s mother, Mrs. Bntler, with whom the
little oue lives.

the

stitute of Instruction at Castine.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 7, 8 and 9—Bluehill fair.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 15 and

Nickerson, W. Aiken, Hawkins
Coffee, O. Hardy, H. Homestead, E. 16—Eden fair.
STATE.
Homestead, R. Homestead camped out
and did considerable fishing, seven bass,
Wednesday, June 23—Annual meeting
two salmon and one large pickerel being and camp-fire of Eastern Maine Veteran
association, at Jacksonville campgrounds.
taken.
Arno

R.

MOUTH

OK

THE

I.UNine-rt

RIVER.

HAINES’

Fred

Milliken is ill.

Leon

Swett has gone to Bar Harbor to

who have received 5,000 votes

7.

Christian Endeavor meeting at
Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

will close June 28:
Mrs Clara Johnson. Hancock. 21,OBJ
Mrs J B Holmes, Ellsworth. 19,99
Mrs A I Foss, Hancock. 19,42*
Mrs R B Evans, Ellsworth. 16,387
Mrs W F Emery. 13,97*
Mrs Geo Davis. 13,584
Mrs H H Hooper.
6,72*
Mrs C S Johnson.
5.5B9
Miss Thompson.6,19*

here.

Mrs. Mina Patten, of Trenton, is with
parents, H. C. Ray and wife.

her

George Fullerton was called to
by the illness of her son Calvert,
who has typhoid fever.
Advertisers
Mrs. Agnes Alley, of Bar Harbor, was a
week-end guest of her mother and sister, cavturing the
Mrs. Cordelia Remick and Mrs. Sue Pray.
Mrs.

Gardiner

in

THE AMERICAN

frothing

to show

at 11.45.

S&ijcrtistmtnte.

Hancock County

John Martin has moved to Hancock.
Mrs. Laura Moore is in very poor health.
Mrs. Charles Garland is somewhat improved in health.

Savings Bank.
Ellsworth, Maine.

Money deposited

\

before June

at 7.30.

Clarence Morgan, who has been employed in Belfast tbe past few years, has
returned to Ellsworth with bis wife, and
opened a restaurant in tbe Gay nor building on Water street. There will be a
general restaurant on tbe ground floor and
a ladies' dining-room on the second floor.

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Rev. J. D. Frigmorv, pastor.
Morning service at
Suuday, June 6
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening

Tbe body of George W. Davis was
moved from tbe Davis family tomb to
the handsome tomb built last year as provided for in his will. Tbe body was deposited in tbe sarcophagus, but the tomb
will not be sealed until fall.
W. Howard
Davis, of Bar Harbor, superintended tbe
removal of the body.

Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday, June 6
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor.
Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3.
Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening at 7.30.

UNION

—

service at 7.

Prayer meeting Friday evening

at

7.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
—

A train of thought won’t do you much
unless you get up enough steam to
carry it through.

good

has

adopted

publication.
Elsie R. Estev.
F. A. Orcutt,
Blanch Raymond,
Committee.

Postofilce Burglars at Penobscot,
j
The postofflce at Penobscot was broken
into on Tuesday night of last week by
thieves, supposed to be the same who
robbed the postofflce at Mt, Desert a few
weeks ago.
At Penobscot they were less fortunate
than at Mt. Desert. Postmaster B. H.
Cushman had his suspicions aroused Tuesday by the actions of three strange men
who had been hanging around 4>he town,
and had taken everything of value from
the office.
The thieves entered by a rear window
and blew open the safe. It was empty.
Nothing waB missed from the store except
a few cigars.

1,

Our last dividend
at the rate of

wras

FOUR

PER CENT. We have

the

Whereas, The angel of death has again entered our gates and removed from our midst
Brother William Jellisnu; be it
Resolved, That while we bow in humble
submission, realizing how inadequate words
of ours may be to soothe the brokeu-hearted,
yet we would as a body express our sincere
sympathy to the bereaved wife and children,
and commend them to that infinite love which
never fails.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty days and a copy of these resolutions be
sent the bereaved family, a copy spread upon
our records, also
sent to the
papers for

on or

draws

interest from that date.

Resolutions.

Bayside grange, No. 476,
following resolutions:

—

Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening

art

trade

LAKEWOOD.

CONGREGATIONAL.

missing

in the

or over

prize contest at Roy C. Haines’ store, which

Mrs. Carzilla Holt, of Portland, is visit-

ing

Nolitres.

PRIZE CONTEST.

Following is the standing of the competitors

work.

Memorial

at 11.45.

Local

—

Memorial Day was quietly observed at
the lake, notwithstanding it had one of
the largest crowds that ever visited here at
one

on

The size of the

COMING EVENTS.
a

Work has begun on the new cottage for
Martin Haynes. Will Brown has charge.

at

lake

building is 21x12, and will be one-story with a
piazza facing the pond. Mr. Haynes purchased the lot recently from Bangor parties. It is pleasantly located and handy
to the Green Lake depot.
the western shore.

GREEN LAKE.

■

bad been

Tbe body of Abram B. Strait, formerly
of Ellsworth, who died at Old Town in

her

match was for fifteen birds each in series
Irving Wilbur ;haa been’|farming for B.
five consecutive shots. Deputy Sheriff
Franklin the past week.
He shot consistently J.
Brann led off.
Mae Garland has returned home from
throughout the match, and made a startling score—an unbroken string of fifteen Mariaville, where she has been employed.
misses.
Mr. Wescott broke eight out of
A large moose crossed the road just behis first ten birds, and then went to pieces, low the chapel Saturday night, beaded
winding up with four goose eggs, making towards Beech hill, where there were sev'a total of .nine kills out of fifteen. The eral moose during the early fall and late
match has started talk of organizing a
into the winter.
! gun club in Ellsworth.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday, June 6
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school

met bis death.

James Taylor and wife were here Mom-i
day from Bangor, guests of Martia B.
Silsbury and wife.

over

of

Ministerial Association.
I The eastern division of the Bucksport
Mrs. Charles A. Bellatty, who has spent
district ministerial association of the
the winter in Boston, has returned to
will meet
at
the
Methodist church
Ellsworth for the summer. Her son, C.
Knight Memorial church, Calais, Monday
E. Bellatty, and wife, will come in July
J and Tuesday. June 7 and 8.
for a few weeks at the Bellatty cottage,
Contention cove.
CHURCH NOTKS.
The steam dredger Hercules has been in
BAPTIST.
Union river a few days during the past
Per. P. .4. A. Kitlam, pastor.
week to make experimental dredges with
Sunday, June 6— Morning service at
the view of entering a bid for the government dredging to be done here this year. 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school

C. W. Grindal,
WATER

Walker,

delivered the Memorial day address here,
was
accompanied to Ellsworth by bis
wife. They
were
guests of John A.
Peters and wife while here.

Better than loose, and easier to handle
—

possessors of sixty trout—as handstring as has been brought to town

this spring.
George U. Hamilton, of Boston, was in
Ellsworth a few’ days this week to attend
to the removal of the remains of his
father, James Hamilton, to the family lot
at Brooklin.

last

you
If not, I have some extra

I through ?

IN/IAYO,

W.

proud

_

hay enough

present at the Memorial Day

Charles I. Staples and George Pierson
returned Monday from Ledge falls the

not to mention other things which we
have to offer the farmers at this

Have

were

exercises.

I season.

The Maxwell is the ideal car for
rough, sandy or hilly r**ads. Of
proved reliability, and the best
moderate priced car on the market to-day.

[

SEED,

be

—

Wednesday afternoon, rallied quickly
after the operation, and is steadily improving.
B. D. Perkins and William H. Hooper
and their wives, of Castine, accompanied
Senator ana Mrs. Walker to Ellsworth,

REQUIRES

will

Wyman park yesterday afternoon, at
clay pigeons. It was the result of a challenge given and taken in fun, but forced
to an issue by friends of the contestants
H. F. Wescott and Deputy Sheriff Brann.
There was considerable private practice
on both sides before the match.
Deputy
Sheriff Brann peppered all the tin cans he
could find near his home, while Mr. Wescott stole off to the park in the forenoon
and tried the clay birds. Be broke only
one out of fifteen in
practice, but the
match proved what the backers of his opponent at once suspected, that he was
lying low for betters. There was a small
but enthusiastic audience at the park at
3 o’clock, w hen the match came off. The

en-

Miss Marion Bartlett, who was operated
upon for appendicitis at her home last

Spring Planting

signals

trainmen, and also conduce to
greater safety of the travelling public.
There was an interesting shooting match

June 23.

Model A—Maxwell Junior—10 horse power,
PRICK $500.

Ellsworth, having

the

campment of the Eastern Maine Veteran

CLOVER

is well known in

Monday evening by a
special session, with work in the royal
purple degree. Refreshments w ere served.
Rev. W. F. Emery has been invited to
the season’s work

MAINE.

BANGOR,

and

The Ml. Desert branch of the Maine
Howard W. Dunn, jr., who was down Central is to be equipped with the block
from Bates college for ten days assisting signal system, and the work of installing
his father in work, returned to college it has already begun. It is expected
that the job will be completed in three
last Saturday.
Mrs. Fred Snow and family move to- or four months’ time. A crew of men
from the block signal department has
day to Stonington, where Mr. Snow has
commenced placing the concrete foundabeen employed for some time by the teletions, and doing the necessary electrical
phone company.
work. The Bangor end of the line will be
The pastor’s stewards of the Methodist
equipped first, and the crew will work
church will serve supper at the diningtowards the Ferry. As each semaphore
rooms at the church this evening, from 5
is .laced in position and the necessary
o’clock until all are served.
electrification completed, it is placed in
Mrs. G. R. Caldwell, who has been here commission and trains governed by
it.
for a few weeks, the guest of her parent?, The block signals to be installed on the
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Foster, leaves to-day Mt. Desert branch w ill be of the doublefor her home in Somerville, Mass.
bladed variety and of the very latest, patthis
VYivurna encampment, I. O. O. F.,closed tern. With its curved roadway,

“WHY HAVE A BANK ACCOUNT?
j

Saturday night

formerly lived in this vicinity. He has
served time in the county jail before for
larceny.

M. Gaynor and wife have gone to
Northeast Harbor, where they will open
their hotel, The Gaynor, for the season.
F.

j

young
went to Boston

returned Monday morning with PatterThere was a preliminary hearing beson.
fore Judge Redman, of the Ellsworth
municipal court, yesterday. The case was
continued until this afternoon. Patter-

Mrs. Shirley Norris, of Bar Harbor, with
infant son Douglass, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. G. F. Newman.

LEONARD M. MOORE,

in poor health.

Announcement was made Saturday of i ahouli have said seventeen bushels of pothe appointment of masters in chancery tatoes planted instead of aeventeen acres.
for Maine, made by Chief-Justice L. A.
Memorial services were held at grange
Emery. The term is for five years, unless hall Sunday afternoon. The hall was

Mrs. F. E. Tilden is seriously ill.
There will be a dance at Society hall
Friday evening.
Mrs. John Wakefield is visiting friends
And relatives in Bangor.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
ELLSWORTH,

5.30.p

Vernie Carter, who has been caring for
father, Henry Carter, has returned to
Old Town for a few days.

is still

Mrs. Clara Carter went to Bluehill Sun-

and four children survive him.

MAILS RECEIVED.

day.

Mrs. Ralph Higgins, of Brewer, Was hang
Sunday with her grandmother, Mrs*
Mary E. Kincaid.

Henry Carter

Ellsworth
A widow

_

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

WEST ELI*WORTH.

was

several years. He moved from
to Old Town thirteen years ago.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

to you as a depositor. Our books are examined
by
National Bank examiners under the supervision of the Comptroller
the Currency at least twice a year. There is no better security than that

For

brought here Monday
Tor interment. Mr. Strait was employed
as a harness-maker by Lewis A.
Joy for

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

great deal

means a

January last,

No. 22.

i

) "VIF.

71

paid

semi-annual

dividends.

SouvenirPostCards
10

CARDS

FOR

lO

CENTS.

Colored views, scenery, art
and post cards of local views.
An assorted package of 10
CARDS will be sent postpaid for only 10c. Sold for
20c. at any store. Send at
once; only a limited quantity on hand.

|

REtrVlEIVlBER
we

ing

do printing and developfor amateurs.

Send for

catalogue.

|

Stanwood Studio,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

G. T. BOW DEIN,
DEALER IN

Motor-Cycles and Bicycles.
REPAIRING

Advertising brings
assists

the salesman.

the

customers and

dona

at

STATE STREET,

short

notice.

ELLSWORTli, HAIMS,

r~~'

CHRISTIAN

BT

BMTKD

grayer Meeting Topic For th<4 Week
Beginning June 6. 1909.

j

“AUNT MADOfc”.

“Helpful

Its Motto:

By HEV. S. H. i'OYl.K.
ospel of
Topic—Life lessons fro;, t
on meetLuke.—Luke vi. 20-38. (Co
the author
Little Is known of Lu
to
now
■f the book which ve
number of
•twly He is mentioned
times in the New Testament and was
an associate of the Ap< -ale Paul (Col.
|Yf 14; II Tim. iv, 11; Phil, xxivi. That
Lake was not a Jew is assured from
OdL It, 14. when the eTanpelist, "the

are succinctly
The parpow* of this cotun
stated In the title and motto- t. f-»r the mutual
nd hopeful.
benefit, anil alms to be help'
Being for the common good. It l** fsrtbecom
n
mon use—a public servant,
; ,rveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a m»*dlum for the in
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits

U'pends largely
Comname of

the support given tt In this
munlcations must be signed but the
writer will not be printed esc# r! I 5 permission
Communications will be subieot 10 approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be rejected without good ro.H**>n
n“»i*eci.

on

:

all communications

Acts

THF AMKKICaN,
1* Usworth, Me.

|

end?

cured by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
■

grace

I leave you in God’s care:
And if I here no more see you
Go on, I’ll meet you there.

m&AUitmal

I have been very much interested in the
hymn, and in imagination have seen ;
the old church with its sounding board

j

a

door

they

pulpit,

which

had

the square pews each with
shut the family in as though

j

apartment to themselves—and
and what would the present generation
think of sermons—two of them Sunday—
an hour or more, long-and hymns with
an

ten verses, and Til venture to say none
were omitted in the singing.
I have an

j

Luke li. 1-20, 40-52; lv, 1-14; vi. 47-49; idea they sang with “the spirit and the
xii. 24-28; xvi, 1-10; xxi, 25-37; understanding:”|that .they loved to sing
OoL lv, 14; II Tim. iv, 11; Phil, xxiv; verse after verse like those in the hymn
given above. Perhaps it was a blessed reActs t L
lief to them, after the long prayer of
doubtless a half-bour’sjduration, to give
Vermont's C. E. President.
The newly chosen president of the vent to their surpressed feelings through
Vermont Christian Endeavor union is the medium of song.
Have times changed for the better 6ince
Bov. Benjamin Swift, pastor of the
Congregational church In Woodstock, those days? Then every family or nearly
Vt Mr. Swift after his graduation in every one was represented in the meeting
1886 from the University of Vermont house on the Sabbath day, whether they
apant four successful years as Y. M. C. were members of the church or not.
A. eecretary in Burlington. He grad- Now, with all the, efforts to make the
uated from the Union Theological sem- church building and the church services
inary. New York city, in 1S93. For attractive, there is everywhere a conaereral years he has been chairman of stant decrease in church attendance.
Some of us remember when there were
the committee on benevolence of Contwo church services—a forenoon
and
afternoon service— with Sunday school
between. I suppose after Robert Raikes
(I believe that was his name) invented the

j

BIBI.E REAPINGS.

Xt, 1-4;

_

Sunday school,
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J. S. Snow has
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Littlefield,

of

Rockland,

is in
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BENJAMIN SWIFT.

aregational churches in Vermont, and
lie has also been a corporate member
•f the American board.
Mr. 8wift joined the Christian Endeavor society as far back as 1882 and
Ikaa been contacted with the movement
almost continually since.
For four
years be has been missionary vice
of the Vermont union, and
has attended five international
Christian Endeavor conventions. The
Christian Endeavor work in the Green
Mountain State is sure to prosper in
Ms hands.

from

Latty

Bros,

Cape Cod

for

rldent

Living Links.
The Grace United Brethren church
of Columbus, O., in order to raise
fonds to continue the support of a native pastor in China, whom they have
keen supporting for several years, have
MMe year adopted the "living link"
Man, A chain made of red and white
paper links was draped across the
Christian Endeavor room. At one end
at the chain is a picture of the church
OBd at the other a photograph of the
native pastor.
The chain contains
308 links, the exact amount of dollars
asaded. Each person pledges to take
ease of one or more links, and when
the pledge is paid his or her name in
Wftttee on aa many links as dollars
have been paid. The plan has proved
a stimulus to the society.

very busy day. They are unusualy busy, as
Martha was called to the city to care for a
sick child for a few days, and upon investigation the ailment proved to be scarlet
fever and they have been quarantined for
six week. So'you see with five in the family*
three of them men, I just live day by day and
trust the divine love for grace and stength,
not for the to-morrows but for the to-days
as they come to me one by one.
I am getting on fine with my;housekeeping,
but have very sensibly dropped the housecleaning and spring sewing until the granddaughters are home for their vacations.
Have the garden settee out on the terrace
and the swing up and am trying to get all the
spring sunshine and fresh air I can, as they
are freely offered to us if we will only
accept
all the brightness of the springtime and of
with
life,
a song of joy in my soul.
With sisterly greetings to Ann, H. O. B.,
Esther, Aunt Maria. Dell and Charity and the
other dear ones, 1 remain, yours in hope and
helping,
Siam B.
very

It
call

very good of you to return my
soon, Sister B. How you must
have enjoyed May 27—a perfect day to be
out of doors.
was

bo

To avoid serious results take Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at the first sign of kidney or bladder
disorder such as backache, urinary irregularities, exhaustion, and you will soon be
well. Commence taking Foley Kidney Remedy to-day. G. A. Parches.

»

for the

summer

business.

second edition

One of these is

of “I

B. Haskell and two children arSaturday from Ellsworth for the

Mrs. H.
rived

written account of the whole section

summer.

William White, of Rutland, Vt., has
a photographic studio in tbeamier rooms.

opened

Schooner Eugene Borda, with stone
from Green island, sailed Saturday for
New York.

Miss Nettie Buckminster is back at the
j
postoffice, after a three weeks’ vacation in
Boston and Portland.
(

Mrs. Anther Haviiand, of Atlantic City,
N. J., has sent her furniture for her

bungalow.
Mrs. George L. Holden is having her
chambers finished. Joseph Saunders is
doing the work.
Rev. John M. B rookie has been visiting
family at Mrs. M. J. Haskell’s. He
left Thursday for New York.

The

Mrs. Snowy and son George, who have
visiting her sister, Mrs. John Weed,
returned to Boston Thursday.
Mr. and
Mrs. Weed accompanied them as far as

Rockland, returning
May 31.

the next

day.
H.

PRETTY MARSH.
Curtis Young is home for

a

Mr. Pringle has
Freeman house.

Lion and the “Man-Eater.”

distinction in Africa between
man-eaters.” The ordinary lion does not wilfully attack man.
The presence of lions roaming at night on
the veldt is not disturbing to any native
nor to whites who have come to understand the beast. Persons returning totbeir
camps after nightfall do not notice the
roaring of lions or the cries of leopards
and hyenas.
It is seldom that people bent upon
errands carry
domestic
in
weapons
the darkness,
although at night the
veldt of British East Africa is alive with
roaming beasts, which may be beard from
the verandas of the houses. Lions give

ordinary

a

lions and

passing man a wide berth, day or
night, when it is apparent that he means
mischief. An ordinary lion, even
no
when wounded, will try flight before fight.
When its escape is disputed, it will, especially if wounded, try to maul its enemy
the

with teeth and claws.

ally

a

A lion
chase into combat.

hunt is

usu-

Once a lion has tasted human blood,
however, it iB no more afraid of man, but
larns that he is the weakest of animals
and choicest of meat. Such a lion is
known as a man-eater because he hunts
man.

Henry David Thoreau.
A vagrant idler he is called by those
Who scorn the grass-grown by-ways of the
mind
That through green lanes and apple orchards
wind
To meet whatever wind of knowledge blows.
He, mnsing, sought the eternal truth behind
The fragrance of white lilies stem-entwined.
Or glittering ice, athwart pine-shadowed
snows.

short

va-

cation.

C. W. Moffett is in Boston

the

There is

his

been

cov-

Maine Central, giving important and necessary facts and data.
The second section is made up of a carefully-prepared list of hotels. Hoardinghouses and camps, and then follows a table
of railroad fares, Pullman rates, a schedule of short combination tours and h good
map of the Maine Central system.
The third book is entitled “W here the
Traveller May Stay in Maine”. This consists of a handsome illustrated book of the
principal hotels in the cities of the State
as opposed to the strictly summer resorts
which are dealt with in the other two
books. It includes sketches and pictures
of hotels of Portland, Lewiston, Auburn,
Rockland, Bangor, Fairfield and others.

by

ered

M. Ellis.

bit formal
cheer a

Interesting Rooks Issued by the Maine C entral.
The Mnine Central passenger department is issuing three band«oroe booklets

j

appointing

to

_

Valuable ami

Goa Fishing”,
few| days' j said to be the best guide-book ever put
out concerning Maine and its attractions.
E. J. Carter is on a business trip to Bos- It deals only with fishing resort*, but in
that line is complete.
ton and Cambridge.
The second one is “Vacation and HumMiss Laura Greenlaw is clerking in the
mer Tours in Maine and New Hampshire”.
office of S. P. Mills.
This booklet is not illustrated, but is solid
Mrs. Fifield, of Bar Harbor, is visiting
full of facts and figures, all of which have
her son, Roy E. Fitield.
v | a
very important bearing on the summer
Miss Freeda Ellems, who is critically
outing problem for people who do not
ill, was taken to Portland hospital Friday. ; know
just where to go, nor how to get
Capt. Adrian Stanley, of steamer Mon- there, nor what it will cost them to stay
began, has moved his family to Rockland. a while.
The first part of the book is a wellSchooner Anna Lewis sailed May 24 with

The laborsjof^another week beingcompleted, !
Several of the section bosses of the
I will writeja lineto*you. What prompted me
Benvenue Granite Co. have arrived. The
*t this time, especially, was the request of G,
men will start in4tc work June 1,
and as 1 happened to have the original copy quarry
in one of the very^old hymn books, thought and the cutters June 7. It is said that this
it might beginteresting to have it reprinted if company has a fifteen-months’ contract.
you have space to do so; so I enclose, as the
Jaanita chapter, O. E. S., gave the floral
book was considerably shattered, the printed
degree Thursday evening for the first time
leaf. I also enclose a post card which you will
in the presence of about eighty-five memplease kindly forward to A. M. D.
bers and visitors. At the grand session of
I have been house-cleaning this week. Have
tbe State, tbe grand matron conferred the
my chambers all cleaned. It has been so cold
honor of a grand officer on Juanita chapone would'feel uncomfortable away from the
ter by
Mrs. Ada A. Frink as
fire, but it.is getting ao late I thought I must
grand Martha for tbe ensuing year.
get at it if I expected to get done before sum31.
Nihil.
May
mer and companyfarrived.
I have|planted* a pansy bed to-day. I also
NORTH DEER ISLE.
have a large quantity of sweet peas planted, so
Miss Mildred Staples has gone to Brooksif the reunion is in August I may be able to
bring a bouquet. Am sorry Aunt Maria has ville for the summer.
been ill, but hope she is much better now.
Mrs. Scott has moved her furniture from
8. J. Y.
Belfast to the house of her father, John
Dear Aunt Madge
Thank you for your call. Not a
but cherry and homey, just right

was won

a

_

REV.

literary contest the vicby the “Blues”, Capt. Shirley Sweet. Confectionery, fruit and nuts
were served by the “Reds”.
tory

the

j

!

i

nearly

shortened somewhat.
On June 7 we shalljhave a daily service
Now I willjthank S. J. Y., both for my- from Boston by steamer
Pemaquid, leaving
self and G.Jfor the hymn, and give you a
Boston at 9 a. m. arriving at Stonington
I at 6.30.
few lines fromjher^personal letter to me.

!

_

In the recent

2.

jjd>

canal.

*

The literary hour

Another
discussed, also local questions.
good program has been arranged for June

business.

G. W. Redman is) taking
vacation in the city.

granite

|

being planned.
interesting.

An entertain-

BAY VIEW, 267, SALISBURY COVE.
Grange opened May 26 with a good attendance. The American Indian was well

completed.
town

on.

SOIMKRING IN MAINE.

house

new

talked

very

STONINGTON.

M. B. Friend*:

the

4har

*t<

Miss Alice Mills is visiting friends in
Jefferson.

above
over

Cbouj Vestt

was

Ames.

"county" news !

When we’ve been there ten thousand years
Bright shining as the sun,
We've no less days to siug.God’s praise
Than when we first begun.

—

years

table Compound will help you,
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass., for advice. Your letter
will be absolutely confidential,
and the advice free.

#

BROOK8VILLK.

HIOllLAND, 3G4, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange held its regular meeting Friday evening. May 28, hut bad
weather
prevented a large attendance.
After business the lecturer pro ttm. presented the following program: Story, Hill
Wilson; reading, E. E. Gross; locals,
Chandler Hutchins; song, Mrs. Millie

ties, periodic pains, backache, indigestion, and nervous prostration.
If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vege-

Millions of years around may run
Our song shall still increase.
To praise the Father and the^Hon.
Who brought us home to bliss.

Dear

was

it has been tbe
standard remedy for female ills, and
has cured thousands of women who
have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularithirty

_

RAINBOW, 203,
Rainbow grange bad fifty members present at the last meeting. The dining-Toom
ment is

Vegetable Compound?
For

5.

NORTH

question

Whv will women take chances with
an operation or draff out a sickly,
half-hearted existence, missinff threefourths of the joy of livinff, when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham’s

My friends. I bid you all adieu,

sist of those found in the sermon on
the mount. The reference itself con■Ma of Luke's account of this address,
mneh abbreviated liom that of Matthew. In these we find the beatitudes,
worn pronounced upon the rich, commands to love your enemies, the Golden
Bale, Judge not, be liberal with the
"good
promise of returning gifts
measure, pressed down, shaken togetbar and running over.”
The great lesson of Luke's gospel is
that salvation is offered freely to all

*a„.

SEAWALL.
The item that the new postmistress
had
begun her duties was an error. The ofiica
bu not yet changed hands.

•

..........................
(Copyright. 19W. by American Press Association.J
“There's lots of things In the good
book.” said Captain Tottle. “that Rome

M.-s. Sadie Lacojnt, of Goose
Cove, i,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Fannie Moore, before going to the Stanley house
for the

_
~

ing.lune

cry

cured.”—Lena V. Henry, ltoute No.
3, Adrian, (ia.

Jesus, my love to glory's gone.
Him will 1 go and see,
And all my brethren here below.
Will soon come after me.

Pinal conflicts and scenes (xx, 1;
Bill 49).
Burial, resurrection and ascension of
Christ (xxiil. 50; xxiv. 53).
The lessons of Luke’s gospel suggested In the Scriptural reference con-

aim aeciaea to

Before I li.ui Liken one bottle I
was better, ami now I am completely i

it.

If heaven be thus glorious. Lord,
Why should I stay from thence?
What folly 'tie, that I should dread
To die. and go from hence.

There we will meet and no more part.
And heaver shall ring with praise;
While Jesus' love in every heart
Shall tune the song. Free Grace.

.

Hr

:

reason.

ing Saturday evening with
tendance. A fine memorial program was
well carried out.
During recess games
were played and some good suggest fons
Next meetwere offered by the members.

had been

women

Thy garden and thy pleasant green
My study long have been!
Such sparkling light by human sight.
Has never yet been seen.

Reach down, reach down thint'arm of
And cause me to ascend,
Where congregations ne'er break up
And Sabbaths never end.

Miss Jonah.

—

than a minute at a
time. My doctor
said an operation
was the only
chance I had, and
I dreaded it almost
as much as death,
One dav I was
reading fiow other

Thy walls are all of precious stone.
Most glorious to behold:
Thy gates are richly set with pearl.
Thy streets are paved with gold.

coin, the lost sheep, the prodigal son
The
•ml rbe Pharisee and publican.
parable of Hives and I.azanis is also
found only in Luke.
In a general way the gospel of Luke
BUly be divided as follows;
Preface (1. 1-4).
Prophecy, birth anil childhood (1. 4;
n, 62i.
Introduction to Christ's public ministry (iii. 1: iv, 13).
Various phases of Christ’s Galilean
ministry (lv. 14; xiii. 9).
Jericho to Jerusalem (xvili, 31; xlx.

:

people thinks Is nothin’ but big yarn*
nowadays, but some of ’em are true season.
W. P. Kent, wife and little son, of
m
today as they was then. Take tfa.
Libby
DATES.
Jonah buslnesa. There are plenty of Island light, spent Saturday and Sunday
of
Hancock
here
their
with
25
parents.
June
Meeting
’em
on
the
one
of
had
I
Friday,
Jonnha today.
Monday they
I
for Cambridge, Mass., to visit
Pomona grange with Penobscot grapge.
North Star on a trip from Philadelphia I left
Clarentw
Kent
and
family.
to the Mediterranean, only In this rase |
KAfTTBROOK.
I
OREENWOOD, 363,
Mrs. Walter Newman has had fine Inch
Jonah was a woman. My supercargo
Greenwood grange held its regular meet- he came to me fust day out and said with her incubator. With her first batch
and
second
first
29.
The
degrees
of seventy eggs she got forty-eight
ing May
chicks
thar’s a w“man aboard
Baked to me: ’Cap’n.
and last week she had a hatch of
were conferred,on one candidate.
eightyto tiring us bad luck, ller
is
as
goin’
about
to
served
nine chicks from 117 eggs.
fifty pabean supper was
trons.
Program for next meeting: Hong, fust name's Johanna.’
Rev. Mr. Barnard preached a
memorial
tell
don’t
mean
to
me.’
I.
con“You
James
says
H. H. French; reading,
Piper,
sermon Sunday at the home of lewis
Newto
start
a
•that you’re gotn’
supersti- man for the son Marnal, assistant
undrums, Fred DeMeyer; reading, Leroy
keeper
tion like that on this ship?*
Lawrie; music, Bessie Wilbur.
at Saddleback light, w ho was drowned
on
"‘It’s started already.’ says he. ‘One his way to the station Jan. II, 1908.
tjnly
MARIAYILLK, 441.
of the men heard the woman that’s relatives were present.
Mariaville grange fields its regular meetMay 31._Doij,y.
with her call her Johanna, and he told
a small atgood

—

THE HEAVENLY JEHUS* LEM."

an

es-

The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general inter#t, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

“I suffered tmtold
Adrian. Oa.
misery from a female weakness and
could
not stand more
and
I
disease,

•Hymn 220. Port 2d-C. M.
Jerusalem, my happy home,
O, how I long for thee!
When will n»y sorrows have
Thy joys when shall I see?

This column it devoted to the Grange,

pecially to the granges of Hancock county.

WasCuredbyLydiaE.Pink* |
ham's Vegetable Compound!

to

Btylngs.

UOU-N'i Y .NEWS.
:.• rim
addIHox.) limmty Nmim

3mong tl)t (Srangtra.

OPERATION
HER ONLY
CHANCE

hypeful

and

|! communications, and ttssuece-

btlOTed ph.TsIciaD," fe distinguished
from "those of the eircumcision.”
Ijibfl came into prominence as the
■Otnpaniou of I*ani in his Inter jourThonsrh the author of the
of the Apostles, he modestly
■peaks little of himself, and this onfy
tgr the cbanjte of the pronoun to “we.”
the first personal plural.
He was a physician and. tradition
■ays, a painter as well. Little is known
“It is as per■f his further history.
haps the evangelist wishes It to he.
Wa only know him while he stands
by the side of his beloved Paul. When
the Master departs the history of the
follower becomes confusion and fable.”
Luke's gospel was written to the
gantiles. whose great apostle Paul
One of its peculiar characteriswas.
tics Is the number of Christ’s best
parables which it records that are not
Among
found in any other gospel.
these are the good Samaritan, the lost

aWjenisrmrrm,

fflutual Benefit Clolumn.

ENDEAVOR.

on

business.

employment at the

George Rumill, who has been seriously
ill of pneumonia, is gaining.
Mrs. Melinda Ober has gone to Otter
Creek to visit her daughter, Mrs. Walls.
G.
May 31.
______

Don’t think that piles can’t be cored. Thousands of obstinate cases have been cured by
Doan’s Ointment. 50 cents at any drug store.
—Advt.

Are there old tales of voyagers from Spain
Who from discovery brought more wonders
back
Than did his pilgrim journeys into Maine
Or his slow passage np the Merrimack,
Who could discern divinity in rain.
And cosmic beauty in a squirrel track?
—Martha Hale Shackford.

Many of onr citizens are drifting towards
Bright's disease by neglecting symptoms of
kidney and bladder trouble which Foley's
Kidney Bemedy will quickly cure. G. A.
PltCHU.
or.

Daniels—Horse Colic —Cure—

money back— at any dealers;
Insure your horse against Colic.
cureB or

man In the fo'castle.’
“We hadn't boon out a day before
the young woman had bewitched the
fust and second mnte. and If l hadn't
hold on to myself mighty tight she'd

every

’a’ got away with me. As for the men,
they had a Headly fear of her. It was
a
beautiful, balmy day we sailed, bnt
by night our sails was flappln' In a fog
Miss Meddercroft
as thick as puddlu'.
—that was Johanna's other name—she
come up on deck half an hour before
the midwatch conic on, laughin' and
Jokin' ’s If there was somcpln funny
In the situation. News had come Jnst
before we sailed that the Arctic had
been struck by a vessel In a fog on her
way from Liverpool to New York and
that nearly everybody aboard had
been lost. 1 see the watch scowlin’ at
Johanna and ordered her below. She.
only giggled. 1 couldn’t force her below. and she stayed as long as she

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Benjamin Tracy
N. H., to work.

j

has gone to

Redstone

Schooner Fortuna ia loading at the Settlement quarries.
Mrs. Long, of Bluehill, who has bee*
visiting her mother, Mrs. John Tufts, baa
returned home.

Eddie Judkins lost a valuable horse thia
1 week. This is the second horse Mr. JudI kins has lost this year.
Mrs. George Stinson and daughter

Oasaie, who have spent the winter in Htonington, have opened their bouse here.
! Mrs. Celia Parsons, of Boston, is w ith her
parents, Paul Small aud wife, at North
Stoningtou. She is si present ill of
measles.
May 29.

H.
GOTT’S ISLAND.

Frank A. Babbidge left

wanted.
“That fog never lifted for three
days; then It come on to blow great
guns out of the no'east- Jlst when I
was most anxious the ship's doctor
come to
me. and he said under his
breath. ‘Cap’n,’ says he. Tm afraid we
got a case of poisonin’ aboard.’ ’Great
guns!" says I. ’Whose poisoned?* *The
woman that’s travelln’ along with that
Miss Meddercroft.’ ‘Don’t bother me
we’re drlvlti’ inter this
now while
gale.’ says I. ’How do yon know lt’a
poison?’ ’I took the sfuff out with a
stomach pump.’ says he. ’It’s nrsgnlc.’
■Well, git away from me while I’ve got
•11 I can do to sail the ship. Is she
goln* to die?’ ‘She’s dead.’ says be.
‘Git away from here.’ I says, aud he
went below.
“Tbe men found out n woman had
died aboard and that she was with
Miss Meddercroft, or Miss Jonah, as
they had got to callin’ her. We tipped
the corpse over as soon as possible
without ceremony—on account of the
weather, I give out—and I told one of
the men that now It was overboard
we’d have better luck, so’s he’d spread
It. He did. but It didn’t do any good.
Miss Jonah come up on deck lookin’
kiud of wild out of her eyes and turnin’ np her face and puttin’ out her
hand. ‘Why, It’s snowin’,’ she said,
and, sure enough, lookin’ on the deck,
we saw a few flue specks. In ten minutes there was the wo’st snowstorm I
ever seen. Yon couldn't make a man
In the fo'eastle .believe bnt Miss Jonah
had drawed that snowstorm down on
ns. The temperature went away down,
and the wind was howlin' at a gait of
fifty to seventy knots an hour. Then
what do you suppose happened? The
fo'mast give way. and we swung
around Into the trough of the sea.
“I thought we'd roll over sure, bnt
we didn't. We got her before tbe wind
When the
and ent away the mast.
wind went down some'at we put her
back in her course.
“Jlst as soon as we got tbe ship
lighted the men come aft In a body
and told me they was goln’ to pitch
Miss Jonah over. I said we was only
two days from the Azores, where we
was goln' to tonch, and I'd put her off
there. They grumbled, but agreed to
wait.
“The night before we reached the
Islands It was black as Ink. I was on
deck, tblnkln' about gettln' rid of our
Jonah, hopin’ there'd be no more
poisonin', fogs, snowstorms or howlin'
gales, when I felt a shock. The ship
slowed np for a moment, then went
I leaned over the gunwale and
on.
mass sllppln’ by.
I
saw a black
knowed It was a derelict I called np
all bands and went below to look for
a hole.
I found one. but not so big
bat we could get a sail over It. and In
this fashion we kept on Into FayaL
"What was my surprise to find Miss
Jonah already packed and ready to go
I was mighty glad of It as
ashore.
I’d expected a hard time puttin’ her
off. The doctor took her ashore, and
she went, smilin’ and wavin’ her
handkerchief at us.
“The doctor never come back. We
waited and waited, and, hearln' nothin’ of him, I concluded to leave him.
We went on to Gibraltar for repairs,
with clear skies over us and calm waters under us.
Not a bit of bad luck
did we have after we got rid of Miss
Jonah.
“When I got back to Philadelphia I
met the doctor one day on Chestnut
street
I
was
mightily surprised
when he told me he had married Miss
Jonah.
She'd started abroad with a
yroman she didn't know very well,
who turned out to be luny and poisoned herself on the voyage. The doctor
got the girl’s confidence, told her of
the feeling against her, persuaded her
to go ashore without a scene and married her.
“I’d a thought the Bulclde was the
Jonah only the luck didn't leave us
when we hoiRted her over.”
HELEN SOPHIE GASHB.

last

fishing trip

on a

Thursday.

Mrs. Howard Staples, of Atlantic, is visher sister, Mrs. Charles Harding.

iting

William Burnham and wife, of Philain his yacht
Iduna.

delphia, arrived Tuesday
Work

on

the Burnham bungalow proon
account of stormy

gresses slowly
weather.

Howard Staples, of Atlantic, brought ia
1,400 pounds of fish last Thursday, and
sold them at Manset the same day.
Chips.
May 29.
HARBORSIDE.

Llewellyn Gray

is

working for Mrs. E.

W. Hutchins.
Man ford Gray and Hugh Manson aro
working at Dark Harbor.
Irving Gray, of the Rufus DeeringCo.,
Portland, is home for a few days.
Mrs. Ephraim Dyer has gone to Carmel
visit her sister, Mrs. Frank Leonard.
Counce, while at Camden a
short time ago, had a naphtha launch
stolen.
G.
May 31.
to

William

WEST BROOKS V1LLE.
Mrs. Julia Farnham is in Bluehill for the
summer.

Mrs. Harry Tapley
visiting in Bangor.

and

Emory

son

ars

Mrs. L. A. Stewart is having extorsive
repairs made on her buildings.
Miss Edith Skelton has finished her
school in Stonington, and is home tor the
summer.

May

Tombon.

31.

INDIAN

POINT.

Eugene H. Higgins and wife are spending a few days with Mr. Higgins’ mother,
Mrs. G. L. Richards.
Mrs. John Abram bar gone to liar Harbor to resume her work as bookkeeper
in Faneuil hall market.
Friends here of Mrs. Lelia Tripp, of
W’est Eden, are glad to hear that her two
little daughters, who have been danger-

ously ill of pneumonia, are better.
May 31. _____

H*

Where W’as the Deacon?
Deacon Jones, the great man of a little
village of Massachusetts, whose outward
but
piety was of the vociferous order, was
whose charity toward his fellow men
not as abounding as it mipht have been,
was dangerously ill, and his brother deacons, impressed with the custom of issuing bulletins from the sick rooms of
prominent individuals, decided to follow
the fashion, with the following results:
“6 p. m. Deacon Jones is in a serious
condition.”
“7 p. m. Deacon Jones has rallied

slightly*”
“9 p.

Deacon Jones

m.

relapse.”
“11

has

suffered

Deacon Jones has

a

departed

p.
for heaven.”
Thus the bulletins rea’d at midnight;
but early in the morning some onregenerate mortal who did not love the Deacon,
evidently passed that wayr, for the light of
a

new

the

m.

day

showed

curious

later report:

townspeople

m.—Great consternation
here. Deacon Jones has not arrived.’
Woman’s Home Companion.

“Heaven,

7

a.

—
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For Children'sA

Complaints
such

as con-

m
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stipatlon, lack

of appetite, listlessness, irritable temper,
feverishness, foul breath
and worms, give

TRUE'S
ELIXIR

Equally good for adults.

use 58 years.
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Gordon’s Last;
Chance.
By TAYLOR WHITE.

Copvrlxhted.

M'S.

by

Associated
I

Uterary Press.

•■Jimmie, do you speak slang'.''’ deTolliver suddenly as
came into the room.
brother
small
j,cr
•Do 1 walk or. my feet?" demanded
Jimmie In surprise, “ripe your lay,
I’ll get you somehow,
anael face.
are all to the
.veil if -vour speaks

maaded Maud

muddle. Throw tt off your chest.”
•It's tills way,” explained Maud.
<‘Y'oU know Sir. Gordon?"
••I've seen him ouee or twice,” admitted Jimmie, with » grin. Gordon
visitor at the Tolliver
was a regular
home.
••papa

marry him," explained Maud. "He’s so strict and
I Sought that
proper that I hate him.
if l were to talk slang and •net up’ perhaps he would leave me In peace. He
He said so last
hates a slangy girl.
w

ants

me

to

nig lit

Jimmie grinned appreciatively. He
had no great liking for the eminently
ataid and correct Gordon. He hated
men whose suits always looked as
though It was the tirst time they had
.beeu worn.
His own preference wan for Barry
Spaulding, who occasionally offered
him a cigarette and who talked to
him precisely as though he was a

grownup.
Gordon never seemed to see hint,
never laughed and Joked, and Jimmie
-entered into the conspiracy with bis
whole heart after being assured that
Maud would never disclose the source
of her education In slang.
Before

me

wee*

was

out

Gordon

He was very much
looked troubled.
In lore with Maud after his own fashion. There was no want of real affection. but Gordon waa no gallant wooer.
He had been accepted by the family,
and In his quiet, patient fashion be
was laying siege to Maud'a heart.
He had fancied be had been making
headway until she developed a trick of
Interlarding ber speech with slang ex-

pressions.
first he

shocked, but as Maud
acquired proficiency and grehr more
and more slangy Gordon withdrew
from his campaign. Though be loved
the girl as much as ever, be assured
ibimself that a wife who used slang
was utterly impossible.
In secret Maud gloated over the fact,
but bore herself demurely when ber
father sharply questioned ber concerning ber treatment of Gordon, for the
Batter's visits had fallen off, and,
though Gordon had pleaded business
At

waa

Mr. Tolliver bad an idea
that there was something else that
might explain the lover's sudden lack
■of interest.
Then fate took a baud, and so It happened that Jluimie Tolliver, crossing
the avenue, slipped on the muddy paving and fell directly In front of a rapidly advancing automobile.
There was a cry of horror from the
spectators, bnt one man sprang forward and with an easy movement
grasped the boy’s arm and carried him
as an

to

excuse.

safety.

Tor a moment Jimmie was too dazed
to comprehend; then he slowly came
to realize that Gordon, unmoved as
■ever, stood beside him, answering the
questions of the crowd, but refusing to
give his name.
All right, old man?" be asked as he
saw that Jimmie was
pulling himself
together. "Suppose we move on. This
crowd is a little too eager.”
lie signaled a passing taxicab and
directed the driver to go to a tailor's
where Jimmie's muddied garments
•night be made presentable. The rush
of cold air drove the last of the cobwebs from Jimmie's brain, and. gazing
admiringly at Gordon, be decided that
Maud was wrong in her estimate of
the man.
There was fire under the
Ice. red blood beneath the waxeuly.
Immobile expression, and Jimmie's
heart warmed to bis rescuer.
“Say, Bo," he demanded suddenly,
"are you still dead nuts on Maud?"
"I esteem your sister
very highly,”
admitted Gordon.
?"iire all right,” declared Jimmie
admiringly, "if you want to win cast
your port ear over this way aud make
a noise like
n listen."
1 In- noise of a
listener was continn -d
long after the visit to the tailor’s
was concluded. Gordon's face was as
expressionless as ever, but there wus
8 '"'inkle
In his eye.
Snui>' eteulngs later Maud,
coming
downstairs, reached the lower hall just
as
Gordon was admitted by the butler.
Jimmie hid been cautioned under pain
of losing his
promised reward to say
nothing of Ills rescue, so It was merely
that tiresome Kenneth Gordon" whom
Maud greeted with perfunctory cor-

diality.

*
buttl'd In to tear off a piece of
talk with the boss bloomer wearer. Is
be lu?" auked Gordon.
It you mean
my father"— begun

Maud icily.
That's the guy,” interrupted Gordon. “Will
you tell the delegate from

the wax works to ask him to
grease
his heels and slide
down here?”
*1 "HI go
Maud
offered
myself,”
hervously. Gordon was as coldly corfeet In appearance as
ever, but perhe was drank.
Nix on tbe
scamper,” declared Gordon, raising a detaining hand. “Use
he butler for the
wireless, and we’ll
fa l out
tome conversation while he
•nakes a home ran.”
“I must
go,” explained Mand. “I
forgot something upstairs, and I must
**• shout It at once.”
“Tell it to wait” commanded Gordon. ‘Tm the head
of tbe procMelon

~p®

no'. Don't
water carriers.”

""

you bother about the

~

•

Hut”— began Maud. And Gordon
again.
“Don’t be a goat and butt In,” he
urged. "Hit the plush.”
He pointed to a chair, and
timidly [Copyright, 1908, by American Press AssoMaud seated herself. As she had led
ciation.]
the way Into tha parlor the butler had
Daniel Lester, professional gambler,
disappeared, supposing that he would sat on the "guard" of the Prairie Belle,
not bo required further. To
ring for plying between St Louis and New Orhim now would only make a scandal
leans. Lester was tired of life. Thougb
among the servants. Perhaps her fabut thirty-two years old, be saw nothther would come down in a few minlng attractive in bis past, present or
utes.
lie usually epent the evening In the future. His father, a Louisiana plantlibrary when tie did not go to the club, er, had died Insolvent, and his son had
and In either event he must pass the been thrown upon the world. In those
open door. If the worst came she days—the fret half of the last century
could call for the butler, but mean- —gambling was not considered so dewhile perhaps she could induce Gor- basing a profession as now. and men
don to leave quietly. She took the of otberwiie Irreproachable character
chair Indicated, sitting nervously on engaged In It. Dan Lester fell In with
the edge, ready to spring up and run one of these gamblers, who took a fancy to him and taught him the art.
should occasion demand.
But "blcjd will tell,” and. though
“It depart*! cost any more to have a
whole chair," reminded Cordon as ho smothered tn the boy. It cropped out In
sank Into a seat between her nnd the the man. Ho detested his calling. Con-j
door. “I want you to put me wise to sequently. life not seeming to him to
some
What’s your grouch be a [laying condition, lie was consld
things.
ering the question of ending it.
against me?"
“Aren't you going to take a chance
“I have no grouch,” protested Maud
In the raffle, Lester?” asked a passen
eagerly. “Indeed. I like you very
ger.
much.”
•Whnt rattle?”
"I never saw you on the front steps
•‘Colored girl and her boy. They he
waiting for me.” said Gordon grimly.
“Let it come out with a rush. I’m in long to n young lady from Memphis on
her way to New Orleans. She's short
wrong. How can I square myself?"
“There Is nothing to be squared," In- of money and wnuts to sell ’em. The
sisted Maud. “I don't see how you can clerk of the bout offered to get up n
rntlle for 'em."
Imagine such • thing."
Lester slowly rose from his chair
"Xnughty, naughty V reproved Gorand went Into the cabin. There he
don. shaking bis forefinger at her adfound a young slave woman with her
monishlngly. "Look here, klddo. put
boy, ten years old. A blank hill of sale
me noxt! You don't like me. and I
on a table ready to be Ailed out In
like you. I can’t help It If I've got a lay
the nnme of the winner. A number of
frozen face. It was wished on me. and
inen
had gathered round, some of
It's none of my delnga. Tell me how I
whom were putting dowu their names
can loosen up so you'll have a yin for
for chances In the raffle.
me."
I “All right," said the clerk. "We'U
“A yin?" repeated Maud uncertainly.
first throw for the gal.”
Tbla was a word not In Jimmie's voThree d'ce were thrown three times.
cabulary.
I Whoever threw the highest number In
•'A yin—« yearning,” explained Gorthree throws was to win the woman.
don. “I want yon to think that I'm |
A stockman won her, and she began
the whole works, and yon won't even
her little boy
lie
'let me be the second hand. Fix me up i to beg him to buy
told her the boy would be of no use to
so I can come Into the big tent and
I’m the him. Her pleadings were pathetic.
be a part of the program.
‘‘Come, lot's have the matter over
‘what la It' out in the freak tent, and
I don't like the Job. I may not be ; with." said the clerk. "Put down your
for the boy.
He's
quite your style, but I can learn. I’m names, gentlemen,
i
the star pupil In the little red school- to be rattled for $300 value—$50" a
bouse, and I'll always be at the bead chance. He would be cheap at $500
“If the winner.'' said Lester, "will
of the class if you'll be the teacher. I
put up tbe mother with the boy. maklove to love my teacher.”
Maud sprang to her feet, her eyes ing a pool for tbe two of $1,000, I’ll
take half tbe chances
blazing.
“Doue," sold the winner, who would
“Mr. Gordon.” she said coldly. “I will
not prolong this Interview. I do not make a profitable cash turn by the
know what Is the matter. I do not transaction.
Lester took half the chances, as lie
want to know, but you must go. please.
I cannot listen to you when you talk had agreed, and had one chance entered In the name of little Joe. the boy.
this way."
Gordon had sprung to his feet when When all was ready the owners of
It
was
Maud rose, and now be smiled down chances begun to throw.
agreed that Lester should open the
Into the flushed, angry face.
“It seems.” he suid a little sadly, game. Having a number of chances,
“that my latest effort Is no more suc- he threw for each chance, his highest
cessful than the earlier attempts. They throw being forty-five In a possible
The next three men threw
the slnoerest fifty-four.
say that Imitation Is
form of flattery, and yet you are not less than he, but the last man to throw
before tbe lmy's chance came to lie
pleased.”
“What do you mean?” gasped Maud tested threw forty-seven.
In nstonlshment.
“Come. Joe." said the clerk, "throw
“You learned slang for my benefit,” for yourself. There you are.
If you
he reminded. “When I do the same win. your mother and you will be free ."
"Gentlemen,” said Lester. "1 will
thing you object. Of course my slang
Is iimre pronounced than your own,
pay each man here whnt he has put
but then you have only Jimmie, while In f( ir Ills share if 1 can buy them all.
I have the valuable assistance of sev- I propose to give the mother and child
eral elevator boys, my office boy and their freedom.”
the Janitor's son, who qualifies as an
All lhe holders of chances agreed to
expert. You use slang to disgust me— sell except one man, a slave dealer,
It
to
I
am
with yourself.
disgust who Insisted on holding his chance.
using
you—with slang.”
“Very well," said Lester, “I will pay
“And you know?” gasped Maud. the others for their shares aud play
“Jimmie has told?”
But I want him to
against yours.
“Be It said to his credit that the have the last throw ."
temptation was great.” said Gordon
“I don't care when I throw," said
gently. “Do not blame the lad. He the slave dealer.
meant well In giving me my last
“Very well, throw now."
chance to win you. He saw beneath
Lester tossed the dice on the table,
the surface and was sorry for his tbe slave dealer picked them up, put
I
I foolishly imagined that If
part.
them In tbs box aud rolled them out.
could excel you In the use of slang I There were two sixes and a four. His
might startle you into an interest that second throw was three sixes. His last
I see now you never can feci. It was was six, five. six. He had undoubtedly
foolish experiment. Miss Tolliver, won with fifty-one because to boat
a
ami I ask your pardon for having that tbe boy would have to throw
bored and then frightened yon. It was within two of the highest possible
my last chance, and I hoped that It number.
might succeed.
Again Lester took up tbe dice
"I gather from Jimmie’s remarks
"What
will
take for your
you
that you fear paternal pressure will be tbauce?” be asked the slave dealer.
brought to bear on you. I beg to as“I won't sell at any price."
sure you that I will so contrive the
"Well, then, since I am so much insituation as not to Involve you. I am terested in the matter, I think I'll
throw for Joe.”
—sorry that—the last chance—failed."
The little pauses In hts speech were
•Throw away.
I don't care who
Gordon’s only evidences of emotion. throws.”
the
In
halts
little
were
only
"1 do.
You’re an expert thrower.
They
evenness of his soft, even voice, but I've been on these boats for ten years,
of
feeling,
the
showed
strength
and I never saw a man who can roll
they
and It touched Maud with a sudden out the fives and sixes as you can.”
emotion.
Lester spread his arms on the table,
“Don’t go,” she said softly, laying a taking the dice box in his right hand.
“Perarm.
his
hand
upon
detaining
On the third finger of his left hand he
haps the last chance has not—I wore an enormous seal ring. His first
no more.
could
she
But
say
mean”—
throw was three sixes, his second
Gordon's arms wore outstretched, and throw was three sixes, his last two
no
his
expressionless,
In
face,
longer
sixes and a five, making in all fiftythere was n look of sueli appeal that three points and winning by one point.
with,.
drawn
be
to
herself
she suffered
The slave woman fainted, while the
In their protecting circle. Tbe last others gave themselves over to excitewon.
had
chance
ment.
When Lester looked up he saw
over the beads of the men sitting
It.
Accounts For
around the table the face of a woman.
Belle—I don’t like that man you In- It was not only beautiful—It wore an
haa
He
troduced to me yesterday.
expression of many mingled emotions
such a flyaway manner.
combining to express appreciation to
busiIlls
Mr. Lester for what he had done. She
Nell—He can't help that.
was the mistress of the slaves.
ness Is making balloon ascensions.—
“What remarkable luck!" she said to
Baltimore American._
him as she Invited him to the ladles'
The more eyes nn advertisement catches
cabin.
the more dollars t< is worth.
“It wasn’t luck,” he said, taking off
“There la a magnet
his seal ring.
atAntucuuntg.
rvyvAya •NA 'VrXW
there, and the dice were loaded.”
That was the last occasion on which
FOR YOUR HAIR.
If Kexall “98” Hair Tonic does not eradhe used the ring or any other such defrom
hair
the
falling
icate dandruff, stop
vice. It was also a turning point In
out, and grow new hair to yoar entire satHe married the lady, her
isfaction, we will return every cent you bis life.
paid us for it. Surely no offer could be former slaves stayed with them, and
E.
and
G.
fl.00.
fairer. Two sixes, 60c.
be became a prosperous cotton broker.
Moore, wholesale and retail druggist, cor.
GRACH ETHEL WEEKS.
opp. postoffice. The Bexall store.
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Rapid Fire Maxim, the
Thirteen Inch Gun.

"Probably no educational Institution
In our country has ever graduated two
more eminent nnd eloquent lawyers
than old Dartmouth college gave us
In Daniel Webster and Kufus Choate,”
says a writer In Our Dumb Animals.
"It was my privilege as a member of
the Suffolk bar to attend many years
■go the trial of one of the most Important cases of the year In our supreme judicial court at Boston.
"On the two sides were arrayed
some half a dozen of our most eminent lawyers.
Daniel Webster and
Rufus Choate, as It happened, were on
the same side.
“A hostile witness was put on by
the other side, some of whose evidence
was of the utmost Importance to Webster and Choate, If It could be obtained. nnd Choate undertook the task
of obtaining it.
No man at our bar
had more profound skill In cross examination. and the questions he put
to the witness were like the fire of n
Maxim gun. but in every instance he
failed to got the evidence he wanted
and finally sat down In despair.
"Then Webster, who had been sitting
In bis great armchair, apparently about
half asleep, as though taking no interest In the case whatever, slowly arose
to his feet, put his great eyes on the
hostile witness, asked him In the most
serious tone a single question and
brought Instantly the required answer.
Then ns quietly he sat down and apparently went about half asleep again.
It was a scene photographed on my
mind, never to be forgotten.
“The difference between Webster
and Choate cannot better be explained
as it rests in my mind than to compare Choate to a Maxim gun raining
bullets of eloquence wherever he chose
and Webster to a great gun that can
■end out a thirteen Inch shell to penetrate an Ironclad.
"It was wonderful to listen to
Choate. I remember a case in which
an ordinary lawyer would have simply said to the court that be moved a
postponement of the case because witness So-and-so was sick, but In this
case Choate arose and commenced by
saying that his important witness was
on a bed of sickness and perhaps a
bed of death and so went whirling up
almost to the skies on this simple motion, to the great Interest of everybody
that heard him.
“Our old chief Justice. Judge Shaw,
one of the greatest lawyers of his
time, was a plain, practical man. and
looked In his old age as he sat on the
bench somewhat like a Chinese Idol,
nnd he used to frequently cut off Mr.
Choate's eloquence by calling him back
to the plain facts.”
The Reconciliation.
The doctor was soon at the child’s
bedside. Remedies were administered;
then the agonized pair watched the
fight for life—skill and vitality on one
side, fierce disease on the other. When
at last the struggle ceased, the gray
dawn of day was looking In at the
The child
I-ife had won.
window’

slept.
“She is all right now." said the docshaking the man's hand, which
had gripped Ills, and feeling his heart
grow warm under the look of mute
gratitude the woman turned upon
him.
When he had gone the two stood
side by side at the baby's crib, listening to her regular breathing. Then,
with one accord, they turned and kissed each other. And in that kiss the
icy barrier between them melted away.
—Atlanta Constitution.
tor.

Memorial hall at. 9 p. m.; annual meeting
of Maine historical society at 2 p. n».;
Wednesday, June 33, graduation exercise*
of the medical school at 9.30 a. m.; annual
meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa fraternity,
Alpha of Maine, at 11.30 a. rrt.; reception
by President and Mrs. Hyde in Hubbard
hall from8 to 11 p. in.; Thursday, June 21,
annual mecting of the alumni association
and election of officers for three years, at
9.30 a. m.; commencement exercises at
10.30 a. m.t followed by commencement'
dinner.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

WEBSTER AND CHOATE.

The quotations below give the range of
in Ellsworth.

retail prices

Country Prod a on.

Ratter.

Creamery per ■.S5«40
Dairy.25630
ton.
Freeh laid, per doc.25@28
Poultry.
^
Chickens.13630
Fowl.
2C®23
Ray.
Best loose, per ton.l'ftis
Baled.
U&20

Stephen F. Berry, aged fifty, of Machias,
shot himself through the heart with a rifle
Saturday, lie had been in poor health.

Straw.
Loose. sen

Baled.

if

Fire Monday destroyed the electric power
station and novelty mill of the Union Qaa
& Electric Co., of Waterviile, at Belgrade
Lakes. The loss is $10,000.

vegetal) I an.
(5
2* Onions, ft
Potatoes, pk
tt>
05
02 Par nips, lb
Turnips,
02
08 Carrots, lb
B**ets,
1ft C.bbage, tb
(5
Lettuce, head
2ft Squash, lb
Spinach, pk
02>$
12 Celery, bunch
Tomatoes, lb
V<$126
05 Cucumbers, each O', <jot>
R/idishes, unch
06 g* 6
Rhubarb, lb
12
Siring beaus, qt

■ihtfaUMtmafttik

>

Keep Fit

fruit.

25*54 Lemonade*
jflgld Strawberries

Oranges, dos
Pineapples,

2ft §35
l«gl8

Gromriaa.

Coflee—per ft
Klo,
Mocha,
Java,

Rice, per ft
.160.25 Vinegar, gal
3ft
86

Tea— per ft—

46 0.65
Japan,
oolong,
.300 66
Sugar—per ft—
f'6
Granulitei,
Yellow, c
06*6^
os n it
Powdered,
Molasses—per g*l
.36
Havana,
t\
Porto Rico.
Meats mid
ft:
Beef,
is 35
Steak,
12 25
Roasts,
10015
Oorrm,
17 gl
Tonnue»,
Veal:
'■wnk
20§2

Roasts,

Your brairf, muscles and nerves

..60.C8

§26

.*<

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, per u>

.aft

depend

280.04

Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,
Rye meal,

Granulated meat.It-

Oil—porgai—
Linseed,

i«»%

:

DOotia.

Fork,

ft

etto,.,

Ham, per
Shoulder,

Sold Everywhere,

If, <j)h
ft

Bacon,
Sad
lard,

ift

IS
it

Ida

A tollable

gift

1 a 13
»2 16

Remedy

CATARRH

12030
Lamb,
Co
Tongues, each

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

Fresh Pish.

06 Clams, qt
25
cod,
06 Scallops qt
40
Haddock,
53
Halibut,
120)’’ Oysters, qi
2C Mackerel, each
80
Lobsters, lb
Flour. Grain and Peed.
bbl—
70
Oata/bu
Flour—per
6 5007 50 Shorts—bag— 15ft@ t 60
1 70 Mix. feed, hag 1 eftig i70
Corn, 100ft bag
1 70 Mlddllitge,bag* 50*175
Corn meal,bag
Cracked corn,

is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

170

A bushel of Liverpool salt snail weigh 0b
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island baIi ehali
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an * ill lot olil) plu«. te on t ounds.
ol apples, 44 pounds.
The

standard weight of a bushel of hex'-a In
and Hi lor Bntppiu*, te t o |>..u'idb,
wheat, bet t*, rula-buga turn’p* and pci*, 6>
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; ot onion-. 52,
of carrots, '’iigi sh turnip*, rje and
pounds;
Indian meal, 6b pounds; of parsnips, 4ft pounds;
of barley ai d buckwneat, 48 pounds; of oats
S-2 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement.

*•»

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restore?
the Senses of 1 te and Smell. Full si 2?
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
u.*c in at rniz rs75 cts.
Cream Halm
T.b brothers, 50 warren Street, New York.

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND VfcAHr KK8.

DR. A. C. DANIELS

I

good order
ot

)

Gives Vim!
Makes Blood!
Acts on tne

Aioncysi

Pots on Flesh. Makes him look
and feel as fine as Silk.
White Cornera.
Blue Box
At any Dealers.

Baehelder Brothers’ saw mill and Hilton
Brothers’ grist mill in St. Albans were
burned Friday morning. The cause of the
fire is unknown. The loss is estimated at
|7,500, with little insurance.

—

2 Week*' Treitaeat 50 Cuts

Peck, of Rockland,
the steamship Yale in

E.

New York to Boston WedHe had been receiving treatment
pleurisy in a New York hospital.

passage from

nesday.
for

Capt.

Peck

was

known

iu

nearly

every

port of consequence on the Atlantic coast,
his entire life having been spent in
voyages to those ports and the West
Indies. He w*as born in Hopewell, N. B.,
June 4, 1847. His parents removed to
Rockland when he was a small boy. He
began to go to sea when he wa-> quite
young, and

soon

rose

to

be

captain

and

commanded many vessels, mostly large
had
For the past two years he
ones.
commanded the schooner J. Manchesttr
Haynes, of Boston.
Commencement week at Bowdoiu college j
begiQ Sunday, June 20, with the baccalaureate sermon by President Hyde. The
program for the remainder of the week follows: Monday, June 21, The Alexander
will

prize speaking

DErENOED.,^dD«*a

I

PROCURED AND
drawing or photo, for expert search and rree report.
Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade marks,
copyrights, etc., |N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct -with Washington saves time,
money and often the patent.

Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.

Write or come to us at
823 Hlath Street, opp. United States Patent
WASHINGTON, D.

OSes,

C.__

CHICHESTER 8 PILLS
WTHE DIAMOND BRAND.

your I'rueelst for
I'lii-ehes-ter's IHudixikT
Ladies! Amu

V

a

/a\

lirund/avS

u

Bv l*llla in Red and Gold nietallicN^^y
!«n boxes, sealeil with Blue Ribbon.
m Take no oilier.
Boy of yoar *
ftf Brngarl-t. Asfor C\» 31-A' 1REts.TER F
I RANI) s'ILI.A, for *«
f years known as 3e^t. Safest, Always Reliabi
nm '.r.tcT':
0

in Memorial hall at 8 p. ra.;

Tuesday, June 22, class-day exercises in
The French Guide 13 a Public Pest.
Memorial hall, at 10 a. m., and under the
Paris has produced a species which
Oak at 3 p. m.; senior dance in
is the lowest embodiment of sentient Thorndike
The
is
It
is
the
guide
being.
“guide."
an evolutionary "throwback,” a reversion to type. You must go deep into
the muck heap whence the race has
risen to find bis prototype—back of
the ape. back of the tiger, back of the
snouting hog, though lie partakes of
the nature of all of these, to the dim
ages when nameless troglodytes treaded in cold lethargy the primordial
slime.
Somewhere in that category
belongs the Paris guide. Interminably
these ghosts of dead decencies squeak
and gibber in the streets of the city.—
Collier’s.
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For

Croup

Tonsilitis
and

A

Long Spell

of

Duty.

A Scotsman had come to London on
his way to India and for a few days
had time to amuse himself by sightseeing before his departure, says Oscar Ramsay in his “Reminiscences.”
He bad been much struck with the appearance of the mounted sentinels of
the horse guards. Whitehall, and bore
them in remembrance during bis eastern sojourn. On his return after a period of thirty years, on passing the
horse guards, lie looked up to one, and
seeing him. as he thought, unchanged
as
to horse, position and accouterments, he exclaimed, "Od, freend, ye
hae had a lang spell on’t sin’ I left.”
Mutual Surprise.
They stood beneath the mistletoe.
She was justly resentful of what he
had done.
“How dare you kiss me?” she exclaimed. "I never was so surprised in
all my life!”
“Neither was I,” he replied contritely. “I thought It was your younger
sister.”—Chicago Tost.
is at the

Tile only place
get bargains
advertises for your trade.
to
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HERE IS RELIEF FOR WOMEN.
If 700 have paia* in the back. Urinary, Bladder
Kidney trouble and want a certain, pleasant
herb relief from Women's ilia, try Mother Grav's
“AUSTRALIAN-LEAF.” It is a safe, reliable
regulator, and relieves all Female Wemcnesses,
including inflammation and ulcerations. Mother
G ray’s Austral Ian-Leaf is sold by Druggists or
sent by mail for 50 eta. Sample sent FR&&.
or

Address, The Mother Gray Con Le Boy, N.Y.
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K1TTERY TO CARIBOIT.

Capt. Chandler
died suddenly on

In boxes Me. tad Sc.
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Asthma

A quick and powerful remedy is needed to break up an attack of croup.
when
Sloan’s Liniment has cured many cases of croup. It acts instantly
the phlegm, reapplied both inside and outside of the throat it breaks up
duces the inflammation, and relieves the difficulty of breathing.
—

Sloan’s Liniment

gives quick relief in all cases of asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, tonsilitis,
Price, 25c., 50c., and si.oo.
and pains in the chest.
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.

KINEO

RANGES
satisfy the most
critical.
They are
quick bakers and conwill

sume

but

little fuel.

They are, in fact, the
most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.
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ested, of course, in the tariff bill which
deals with the products he manufactures
The list of Maine visitors of the last two
or three months might l»e extended. Manj

FROM W ASH INGTOS.
there will be almost a unanimous vote
the
to
favoring such an amendment
Senator Hale Watching the Tariff Deconstitution. The dste woo'd probbate-Visitors from Alaliic.
i
ably be the last Thursday in April,
W ashington, June 1 (special)—'Tho big
that
Insure
would
a
date
such
and
Maine figure in Congress through the
there woo'd be in the future no such
of tariff deliberations continues
repetition of the conditions of the 4th weary days
to be Senator Hale. He stays on the watch
of March last.

quite
twenty-four
little longer than

towtr

CO Chi TV

GOSSIP.

I

The inhabitants of Baker's island have
retain
won out handsomely in the fight to
which
possession f their homes, title to
Judge
was claimed by the government.
court, in
Hale, of the I'mted States circuit
tb
a decision just given, has confirmed
land and
rights of the inhabitants to the
been
homes they and their ancestors have
occupying for 100 years. This finally

as

long

every
a

less it

be

Senator

as

better

opportunity

a

to k

ep in touch wiiti
the visitors have

back home, ami
had opportunity to g< t a little bet ter acquainted with Washington and with men
who are conducting th
govtrnment’s affairs.
Usually the bul of New Ungland
visitors to the capital are from Massachu- I
setts, but in recent weeks Maine has been
affairs

and, perhaps,

any other senator,

sion.

pleasant featun of the extra sesThe Maine peoj !? h*re have had

been

any other senator

hours

Ths

of them have been to th-* White House and
have had an opportunity to gel acquainted
with the new Presider.i. All in ail it ha*

j

un-

Aldrich, of Rhode Is-

three New England senaright in the middle of the
republicsn section of the Senate, all of
Adservisi g Kates—Are reasonable and will be
close second.
Btxk known on application.
whom stick it out day after day, however a
Some of the Maine people have been
dreary the speeches may become.
down to talk with treasury officials about
Business communications should l>e addressed
i
comes Senator Aldrich, xvuo has a
rat
made
payso ,iihi aH ch*ck* and money orders
for public buildings and for the pura»,V in tit. H ancock County Publishing
big tariff bill on the desk before him. He plans
anchase of sites f%r such structures. Judge
KPsworth, Maine.
l,o
settles a ca«e w hich in one form or
watches every detail that pertains to that
for
Rouel Robinson, of Camden, was one of the
other has been pending in the courts
( measure. When there is a roll-call, he
This week’s edition of The over fifty years, and puts at rest forever the has one of the
latest visitors on a public building errand.
long, printed slips bearing
fears of property-owners along the Maine the names of senators. His clerk, who
JtMierteaii is 2,400 copies.
OBITUARY.
coast in the vicinity of Hancock county
sits at his elbow, marks off the votes, as
2,528 that the titles o' their property originally senators respond. Before the result ha.*
A\~hrr.ge for the year of 190S,
STEPHEN DECATUR JOY.
disturbed
be
acquired by settlement may
been announced, Senator Aldrich has
Stephen Decatur Joy died this morning
by foreign claimants. Had the decision glanced down the column and can tell in a at his home in North Hancock,
WEDNESDAY JUNE 2, 1909
aged about
effort
might t a ia-vle w hether there has been
been in a different form, an
maany
eighty years. Mr. Joy had been m failing
i have been made by Lord Cromer, until a terial
that
would
rnaaffect
the
change
health for some months.
Republicans Not Divided.
year or so ago the British representative joruy.
Mr. Joy leaves a widow and three sons
have
Several senators
recently of the Egyptian government, w ho is a deNext to the Rhode Islander in the row
Barton, Watson and Herman. A brother,
taken much seeming delight in pre- I scendsnt of one of the famous Baring >it* S nator Hale. He gets away from hi*
Gideon L. Joy. of Hancock, and a sister,
!
the London bankers, to lav residence on Sixteenth street a
little after
dicting the downfall of tbe republican brothers,
Mrs. George P. Clark, of Boston, survive
to land or islands which were en- h ov.ock
claim
Inch
is
not
it
every week-day morning-w
entirely
party, because
him.
croached upon by settlers early in the last is a
for
start
pretty early
Washington—1 Decatur Joy was one of the best-known
unanimous in regard to the schedules
century.
and i* 1*1 his little corner room on the galEccentric
ol the pending tariff bili. Tnese precharacters of this vicinity.
of
floor
the
Senate
lery
by the time the in many ways, he yet was a man of keen
Pleasant Memorial Sociable.
dictions have alw iys been made by
is
called
order
Senate
to
at
10
In
o'clock.
observation. He was well read and an
Tbe social given by tbe S. G. C. class of
democrats in the off years between
a few minutes he is on the floor, and reschool at the Baptist
original thinker, and a rough exterior hid
elections, but are rtrely verified by thr Baptist Sunday
mains
there
most
of
the
time
till
5
o'clock
was made apintellia mind of more than ordinary
actual results. One senator seems to vestry Thursday evening,
m t he afternoon, which has been the custo Memorial day. The following
gence. Many stories are told of his eccenthink that Mr. Bryan will have a propriate
hour
for
tomary
adjournment.
tricities in manner and terseness of speech.
was greatly enjoyed:
walkover in 1912. while another is program
The Maine senator has probably fol- j
In his early years Mr. Joy followed the
Patriotic airs.Lynch's Baud
tint
Johnson
or
Gov.
Guv.
lowed tb? tariff debates closer than any
quite sure
sea, and at the outbreak of the Civil war,
Recitation, “What means the Red. White and
I
That accounts for the when he
Uarmon, o wen some democratic
Blue?”.Julia Estey other senator.
enlisted, he naturally found hia
leader from me South, will be the Piano solo, “The Ball Scene,”...Muriel Byard j readiness with which he jump* into the I way to service in the navy, in which he
Recitation, “You Put no Flowers on >»y deflate. As the consideration of the tariff distinguished himself.
party’s viutoruua candidate.
Papa’s Grave,”.Elsie Morrison j bill has progressed Senator Hale has been
He enlisted early in 1881, was imThese guessing senators, too. are
Song. Tell Mother I'll Be There,”
taking a constantly more important part. j
mediately assigned to the ship Jackson
quite sure mat tbe next House will
Hester Fuller and his
activity in that line promises to and was soon confronting the southern
above a democratic majority, because Recitation, “Little Flag of Bunting.”
continue till the Senate has disposed of | forts on the
Bertha Estey
Mississippi.
tbe repuon.aii states, they think, are
the bill.
Song. Far Away Some One Thinks of You
| Bailey, of Texas, Bacon, of Georgia, In a few months he was promoted to the
going to be dissatisfied with the lauff
aud
Helen
Sinclair
of
To-night.”.Basel
sailing master on the Jackposition
democrats, and even the insurgent repub- son, where his
Mil, and win mpudiate the action of Exercise, “Our Flag,” Freddie Coleman,
knowledge of navigation
licans cross swords w ith the Maine senathose proteciio.lists who believe that
Hazel Nereis, Winnie Falls. Elsie Morand his cool judgment and bravery won
tor almost daily. Right next to Senator
rison. Helen Sinclair, Frances Sinclair,
present duller suoutd be substantially
for him honorable mention, and aoonafte:
with solo by Heater Fuller.
Flag
Hale sits the other member of the New be was transferred to the
retained.
Mississippi to
Hazel
Finetta
Fosa,
Sinclair*
wavera,
England trio, Senator Lodge, of Massa- act as sailing master of that snip. He was
Of course, ail mis is the veriest nonLutuan Woodruff
chusetts. No one who aees the part those ;
Tne republican party is uot Song, “The Good Old U S A,”.... Winnie Falls
anise.
shortly after made executive officer of the
three senators are taking in tariff building I
ship.
(second chorus by audience)
divided, although there are differcar) question the influence of New EngMr. Joy some years ago, during the
Recitation, “A Strange Country.”
ences amoug me leaders as to the
Lewis Dennett land in the tsenate of the United States.
Bpanish-Americnn war, in which he took
rates and as to certain methods of cot
star Spang»ed Banner”.Band
Everybody in Washington is playing a great interest, related to The American
ECHOES OF DBCORATIOST DAY.
laeting revenue. The fact is, that
waiting game, but some are working correspondent some of the incidents of
Recitation.Muriel Byard harder at it than others. Senator Hale is
while these differences exist in the re
the Mississippi river campaign.
'accompanied by music and tableaux
waiting for the last move of the opposipnblican party, they are by no means
His ship, the Missiasippi, was in AdmiScene 1
revision
to
Senator
tariff
tion
to
develop.
as
•tt conspicuous
tbe differences “Soldiers on Parade”
ral Farragut's squadron, and the great adwho is one of the most constant of
Frye,
which exist in tne democratic party.
miral and Executive Officer Joy exchanged
“John Brown’s Body”
senators in his attendance upon the ses- ;
salutations on several
occasions.
Mr.
There are 200 democrats in tbe Sen- “Marching Thro’ Georgia.Band
for
the
last
vote
on tariff !
is
waiting
sions,
X
Scene
Joy’s admiration for Farragut was, like all
ate and House, and considerably over
to be taken.
“The Camp-fire”
others who served under him, unbounded.
half of this number have either spoken
Solo. “Just Before the Battle, Mother,”
Uver at the House end of the capitot the The Mississippi was in the fleet before
«r voted for some kind of protection,
Mrs Everett Quinn
are
four Maine
waiting Vicksburg, and the tortur** of the long departicularly as it affects the products “Nearer, My God, to Thee”.Baud for the tariff representatives
bill to come back
They do lay awaiting the order to attack was alSene 3
•f their own states, while for the first
not have to stay on the job very diligently. most unbearable.
“Shoulder Arms”
time, perhaps, in oar history there
Like scores and even hundreds of other !
Scene 4
Speaking of Dewey’s splendid victory
baa been no democrat to voice the old “Present Arms”
“Did you
represents, ives. they are simply marking at Manila, Mr. Joy said:
•The fnion Forever”.Band
free trade sentiment that custom
Where do you
time, attending to tin letters that come in see how Dewey did it?
Percival
Wescott,
booses should be entirely abolished, Soldiers—Ralph Royal,
from constituents, and doing odd chores suppose be learned how? I knew Dewey
Harold Gould, Russell Parker, Bryant
were
both
with
about town against the day when the when we
and onr markets thrown open to
Farragut.
Moore. Philip Mason, Wesley Sowle,
House
will
be
humming again writh Didn’t see tnuen of him, but I don’t care
Herbert Beal. Captain, Asbury Clemforeign producers.
who it is, a man simply couldn't live near
activity.
ent.
Color bearer, Manter Young.
The framing of a tariff law is uot
“Uncle Amos’’Allen, of the first district, Farragut and not k :ow how and just
Drummer boy, Charles Dresser.
well understood by the people at large.
-1straight-out-from-the
skipped away from Washington for a few glory in tight
Aait finally goes to the President it is
t. of M. Commencement Week.
days to plant a few seeds up at Alfred and •houlder-knock-’em-out-flght. If the old
a measure of compromises, and while
Commencement week at the University I look after bis
garden. He yearned for a man’s spirit was anywhere near Manila
not satisfactory to a full degree to of Maine begins next Sunday, June 6, sniff of real Maine
air, and went away to that morning, I’ll bet it just climbed into
•very one, yet it is supposed to repre- with a baccalaureate address, by Rev. get it. All the Maine representatives have the shrouds and shrieked with joy over
aent tbe average wishes of the majori- Smith Baker, D. D., Portland. The pro- ; taken brief journeys out of town since the what his boy Dewey was doing.”
for the week follows:
House disposed of the tariff bill, and
Speaking of the stay-at-home “croakty. That will be the case with the so- I gram
called Payne law.
| Monday. June 7—Convocation, the ! therefore had nothing to do till the Senate ers” who found fault wild the way things
9.45 a. m. Meeting of the alumni
i
were going in the Cuban war, Mr. Joy
was through.
When it reaches conference then all chapel.
advisory council, 2.30 p. m. Class day exRepresentative Burleigh, of the third said: “It was just so in the 'sixties. Every
conflicting opinions will be harmon- ercisesonthe campus, 3.00 p. m. Presidistrict, wasupto the White House offices damn tool knew just w hat was going to
ised, and while there is no doubt that dent’s reception, 8.00 p. in.
the other day, and had quite a chat with happen next, but it never did happen the
the bill now pending when it becomes
Tuesday, June 8 -Me^ ing of the trus- President Taft. They discussed some mat- way they thought they knew it would.
a law will show a substantial down- tees, 9.0.) a. m. Phi Kappa Phi initiation, ters of Maine
|
politics in a general way. They used to say, when we were before
ward revision
it will at the same 10.39 a. m. Annual meeting of the law- The President, as the leader of his party, Vicksburg, ‘you’ll never get it. Vickstime be a full protection measure, in alumni, college of law, Bangor, 2 30 p. m. keeps in touch with developments, and as- burg’ll get away from you,’ but I noticed
Receptions by the fraternities. 3.00 to 5.30 certains from time to time the conditions that when Grant <-ame down there a year
keeping with
■vitrage*

land.

There

are

tors in a row-,

I
I

i
I

|

—

I
1
1

j
!
!

;
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Method of a Vancouver leland Tribe
to Drive Away Disease.
A few years ago an epidemic of
measles broke out among the Indian
tribes living on Vancouver Island. In
British Columbia, not far from Fort
Rupert, and the shamans or medicine
men came to the conclusion that a cannibal sorcerer, whom they termed the
‘•hamatsu” (measles cannibal!, was
slaying their children to eat them and
that he would continue to do so until
he was killed
As they could not slay a ghost In his
I

j

—

p. m. Alumni lunch ;on, 4.39 to 7.39 p. m.
Alumna?
Vernon
luncheon, the Mt.

and prospects in the states.
Gov. burlt igh reviewed

after, when
with him the

campaign

was

flurry over McClellan’s
past, Vicksburg was there,

the

house, 4.39 to 7.30 p. m. Annua: meet- republican situation in Maine, and also and she was curs.”
ing of the Alumni association. 7.30 p. m. expressed the hope that the President
Mr. Joy fought throughout the MississReunion of the fraternities, 9.00 p. rn
] would find it possible to visit Maine dur- ippi river campaign, and was in the thick |
Wednesday, June 9-Commencement iug the summer. Such a visit is among of many a bloody engagement with the i
becoming weaker, will be stronger exercises, 11.00 a. in. Commencement din- the possibilities. The President may take forts. Several times he was commended ;
I rer, 1.00 p. m. Class of 1909 reception, 8.30 an automobile run into Maine some
than ever before.
day, for his bravery and coolness under fire. He |
I p. m.
w hile he is ma
~.ing his home at Beverly, was not given to boasting of his exploits,
1
President Taft and Secretary Knox j The public is invited to attend the com- ] or he may take a sail up the Maine coast. but on rare occasions when the old war
mencement exercises, and other public He has both those
are not a little disturbed over the recontingencies in mind. •pirit moved him. he would talk interestI exercises.
Three years ago he had an enjoyable visit ingly of the campaign.
ports which reach them of conditions
His death removes a man w ho in the
to Maine, on a speaking tour, and feels
Keith's Theatre. Boston.
in Cuba.
It seems that the uew
1
Next week will be the biggest of the i that he would like to renew his acquaint- time of the country’s greatest stress recogCuban government is just awakening
nized his duty promptly and performed it
at Keith's, for it w ill mark the first i ance with the btate from the rear seat tf
to its freedom from American re- year
well.
an automobile.
appearance here for several years of Vesta
straint, and is in a fair way to muddle
The
Maine
men are spending their
Tilley, the queen of the London music
Too >||1<‘>| Cooversa!loll
the finances of the island if it does !
halls, and the highest-priced vaudeville morning hours generally at their rooms in
One ot Ibe moat notable characteristics
not precipitate a national
bankruptcy. artist ever brought to this country. Miss the big marble office building. There they of the
guides in the Miine wilderness ii
The government
is devoting
its Tilley has for a long time held an unique receive visiting constituents, who happen
,
their economy in the use of language,
energies to the indulgence of varied place as a male impersonator. Besides her to be in town, and attend to current busimany of them hardly ever speaking except
and numerous extravagances while striking costumes, she has been making a ness.
when spoken to, and having a disinclihit with her songs; onp of her best is
small
effort
to
the
More
Maine
making
supply
prominent
people have nation for anything in the line of an
called “That’s a Time a Fellow
Wants been down to
treasury of the island wiih funds.
Washington during the extende l cimersition or discussion.
His Ma'\
of
Those familiar with
present session
Tne story is told of a couole of guides ol
Cuban affairs
Congress than at any
Other features of the bill next week will other
know that unless this epoch of ex |
previous session for years. Some this sort who were employed together in
! bo McKay and Cantwell, formerly with have come on tariff
errands, and some a summer camp, and whi only spoke tc
travagance is soon cuecked it wit! : “The Merry-Go-Round”; Olivers and Nelfor pleasure, that they might en- each other twice a
day. In the morning it
precipitate a situation such as to I son: Harry Tate and company in “Motor- purely
a
few
at
the capital. Two former was,
joy
days
“Good morning. Bill;'
cause the foreign creditors of Cuba to
“Morning, <
ing”; Frank Stafford and company in a governors have been here—ex-Gov. John Sam. And at
night it was, “Good night
turn to the Coded Stales for assistbeautiful birdland sketch; Henry Clive &
F. Hill, the chairman of the republican Bill”; “Good night, Sam.”
I
ance, making necessary another as- Co., Milt Wood, and Frederick & “Don”. national committee, and ex-Gov. Cobb.
One night, after the usual salutations
The latter was here earlier in the session Sam volunteered the
sumption of authority over the isluuo.
“Deac j
information,
The world will immortalize that dream- to look after the duty on lime in which hoss
President Taft considers the situation
up the gulch, Bill.”
j
down there far from satisfactory, and er who invents an airship that will lift us so many Rockland people are interested.
No response from Bill.
I
above our troubles.
Edward Ricker has been here two or
The next day after the “good nighta’ i
is mucn concerned over it.
Physician (with his ear to patient’s three times to see what the prospect had been exchanged, Bill ventured upor
President Taft will have conferred chest)—There is a curious swelling over might be for getting a higher duty placed a correction. Said he: “That isn’t no deac
the
region of the heart, sir, which must on pint and quart bottles m which min- hoss up the gulch; it's a mule,
on him to-morrow honorary
membe reduced at once. Patient (anxiously)
eral
waters
are
imported. Attorney- j There was no reply from Sam. Earl;
bet ship in the first blue lodge of
That swelling is my pocket book, doctor. General Warren C. Phil brook, (»f Waterthe next morning he quietly arose,
packet
Alasons composed entirely of AmeriPlease don’t reduce it too much.
vilie, spent a day here not long ago, visit- up bis belongings and was about to leavi
cans in Great Britain, and the Presiing Maine people, and incidentally being ! camp when Bill noticed him and said
dent says that on the opening of the
A common mistake of local advertisers admitted to practice before the
Where you goin’?”
supreme “Matter, Sam?
new lodge he will send a cable mes- is to estimate the value of
“Goin tew dig out,” said Sam. “To<
advertising court of the United States.
one
of
space of
sage
newspaper by the amount : Republican State Chairman Byron Boyd much talk and argument around here to:
congratulation.
asked by some other publication.
It is a is one of the latest visitors, as was Editor me!”
mistake
of judgment for a business man Frank L. Dingley, of the Lewiston JourThe governors of all the states and
to estimate the value of ijMice in a
“Genius recognizee none o( the socia I
Preceding them a few days was
repu- nal.
jterritoriee have now made a favor- table
newspaper with a good circulation Oliver L. Hall, city editor of the Bangor restrictions you know.” “Well, it may b.
able statement regarding a later date
by that of some other publication wkich Commercial, and Judge Hall, his father, all right to give to genius the privilege o
for unuguration, and there seems to will
accept business at any pries and be of Augusta. Thomas Phair, of Presque ignoring social restrictions, but I think i
well to insist that genius shal
no farther doabt that if Congresa pleased to
get it,—Leavenworth (Kansas) isle, has been in Washington this spring. might be
prove its identity before the ignoring ii
vi.i submit the matter to the states Timps.
The starch king of Aroostook is interdone.”

|
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and Firewood Woro Scarco.
ITere Is an anecdote of Wagner's
early life as related by Liszt: “Wagner. Bulow and 1 were all quite young
when we lived together In Leipzig and
had a good time—that is, 1 enjoyed
myself, but Wagner was already fermenting with bis political and philosophical ideas, anil our prosale circumstances offered little ground for
the Idealists of the future. We called
Bulow 'Ivrltlkus.' and we. especially I,
always feared bis sharp tongue a littie. Of course all of us bad little mouey, but Wagner put our slender purse
He could not bear
to great strains
money worries, and we let him feel
them as little as possible.
"Once, after a long autumn. It becold suddenly, and
came
Wagner
with his 'nerves' suffered from the
sudden eliange lu the temiierature.
He demanded a heated room at once.
For two whole days the debate raged
between him nnd Bulow ns to the Immediate purchase of wood with our
reduced purse.
I was not asked, because Bulow
knew that 1 would yield, but be as
treasurer contended that It was rldlcuInns to buy wood lu the month of September.
'But I am freezing.' said
Wagner In a rage, to which the Inezorable Bulow suggested that he go out
and get wnrni bv running or warm
himself by Ills muse. I-nughlng st his
cheap, spiteful advice. Bulow and I
went out. but when we returned after
two hours we were thunderstruck to
find Wagner In the room heated to
suffocation. He sat at bis writing table deep In his work.
His face was
/
red.
where
began Ruiow. but the
words stuck In hts throat, for a glance
around the room showed him bow
Wagner had helped himself. Several
chairs and our work tables lay on the
Coor, permanently crippled.
Wagner
bad cut off their legs and made the
fire with them. Bulow was speechless
with rage, but I stood at the door and
laughed till the tears came at this Ingenious way of helping oneself. Bulow
lamented that we would have to replace the landlady's chairs and tables
and that he could not sit down or
work.
"Wagner answered spitefully: *1
have what I needed! Fellows like you.
who do nothing but go walking, need
neither chairs nor tables. If you had
given me the money right off. your
valuable furniture would still be In existence. You wished It so! Firewood
would have been cheaper!*"

own

person

they arranged

Hooth

ceremony
In which one of their number posed as
the cannibal and was treated ns they
would have liked to treat the real foe.
This fact of a substitute was. of
course, not made public, only the medicine men knowing the truth of the
matter.
Against a wall of rock was painted
an Imitation opening. In the center of
which the “cannibal” was fastened.
At
the proper time, after going
through various incantations, a covering was Jerked away, exposing the
cannibal apparently springing through
the solid rock. He was promptly grasped by two of the priests, who dragged
him ont and rushed him through a lire
which was burning In front of the
place and which wns surrounded by
all the memhers of the tribe beating
drums and singing at the top of their
voices.
By some Jugglery the cannlbal was got rid of. and the people were
told that he had flown away through
the air and would not come back.
After this ceremony bad been repeated several times to put an end to
other epidemics, which were only too
prevalent among the Indians. It grew
Into a sort of annual affair, managed
by the members of a secret society
whose members know that the supposed “hamatsu" was only a man.—
Scientific American.
a

Punishment In Effigy.
Punishment in effigy was legally
practiced in France and with great
solemnity up to the time of the first
revolution. If the man condemned escaped, a dummy was put up in his
cell and the entire routine of the law
allowed to take Its course. The warrant was read to It, and on the day
appointed It was conducted to the
scaffold In the presence of all the legal functionaries and with all the clrcumstance of the law.
Sometimes
the same person was executed In effigy
simultaneously in several cities, but
that did not exempt him from actual
punl-shment should he be afterward

caught.
Warning the Suffragettes.
Brldgewhlst—What is the subject of
Mrs. Suffragette's lecture this afternoon?
Mrs. Clubwoman—The disasters of married life. Mrs. Brldgewhlst
—I suppose she will have her husband
on the platform as an exhibit.—Town

Topics.
Rare Combinationa.
“The time, the place and the girl—
how seldom we see them together!”
“And another rare combination la the
man, the scheme and the coin.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.

Newspaper Enterprise

Tarkington, the noveli,,
newspapers have more >‘j
tic enterprise” than in his
native
While stopping at a little
Hoosier
the course of a
hunting trip Mr
ton lost one of bis dogs.

!

say lew

Money

THE MEASLES CANNIBAL

_

and republican pledges.
It will be followed by immediate reaumption of full employment and high
wages and many years of prosperity,
and the republican party, instead of

Composer's Trick When

—

j

republican principles

WAGNER MADE IT HOT.

I

tnrt^'*'
ho.'*,”*'"
ln*‘

■

newspapc., in t
asked of the landlord.
“Right across the way, there,
b^k
the shoemaker's” the landlot.i
told a“The Daily News-best little
r

size in the state.”

“•

Ita

editor, the printer and the nrint„,.
devil were ail busy doing
jUHl.oe t0 u
Tarkington with an “in our midst"
P’t''
graph when the novelist arrived
“I’ve Just lost my dog,”
Tarkington
plained after he had introduced himJo
The

“and

I’d like to have you insert
ih.s.rt

,

‘Fifty dollars rewsrd 'or the ret
of a pointer dog answering to the
1 Rex.
Disappeared from yard ol the
I aion House Monday night.’
“Why, we were just go.ng to press, .b..
j
j the editor said, “but we ll be only too .J.
me:

j
i

"
bold the edition for your sd.
Mr. Tarkington returned to ihe
hotel
Afters few minutes be decided,

to

that it

might

be well to

however’

add ”N0 quealm

j asked” to bis advertisement, and returned
to

the daily News office.

1 The place was deserted,
I skinny, little freckled-faced

save

lor the
devil who Ht
I perched on a high stool gating
wistf»h.1
out of the window.
W here ia

!

everybody?” Tarkington asked
“dawn to bunt th’ dawg”,
replied the
boy. without removing bis gate from the
distant lielda.
• lOO Howard. •io».
The reader* of this paper will be p^»,ph i„
learn that there L at leaet one drwded
rear that science has been able to
cure in «ii
it* stake-, and that iaCatarrh. Hair, Cats,is
Cure la the only po«ltl.e cure non knoira
the medical fraternity. Catarrh belnei
rtltiitional dl.eaac rcctu Ire, «
treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cu-e m taken in
ternally. acting directly upon Ihc blood and
mneoua surfaces of the system,
thereby da
atroylng the foundation of the di».«<e md
giving the patient strength by budding 0,
the constitution and aaalstlng nature
Indolnr
Its work. The proprietors have so muchfaith
In IU curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fall* to
cure.
8end for Hat of testimonials
Address: F. 1. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. Ohio
Sold by all Druggist. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conatipation.

di5

2
,„"

con.tltntioS

fema.

SO

AT. 16 feet

long.

Owner

mav

bare

«ame

by proving property and paying charges.
Ryan. south Brooksville.

iibl

Jfc:

#33l£«

188 acres. fifi acre* |a
T>OTATO FARM
amooth. cla>. loam fields, balance in puX
ture and woodiai d; produce large
.iuautity >f
hay, beside other rropa. (ioo<1 stand of buildlogs; bandy to ach *ol. stores, church and
All but H.ooo mar
neighbora. Price. 62.600.
—

remain on morigtge.
Bend for catalogue of
farm bargaina.
Mains Rbaltv Cobpant.
Bath. Me.

Boggy
Nicoiln
station; 66
FARM—At
hav; n>od
wood land. Or will exchange for smaller
Inquire of Mav Lizzi*
BUsvvorth Kalla. Me.
Elace
and
uggy. express
BANGOR top'
jumper pung. Apply
M. Boynton, Erri Lamoinc, Maine
Brook. I mile from
acres; cuts 10 tons

nearer town
AariNTia.

t

wagon
to A os as

one new

—My two story house
Terms very reaaonable
Crartkkk, Ellsworth.

HOUSE

Elm St.
Habby L.

on

APHTHA L vUNCH.
Inquire of Mas.
Curtis R. Fostbb. Eliawortb. Me

Za Irt.
or

unfurnished

Pine street. Ellsworth.
ROOMS—Furnished

iPot i.ilc

at

24

tfsejiangt.

or

One large, nearly new. Dyer A
Wi, exchange
Hughes pa‘lor organ.
for drat quality wood or hay.
Address Box
646, Ellsworth.

ORGAN—

this vicinity.
to repn'sent ua in
Permanent position if taken at unce.
Mi TV BULL dt Co.. Kloriata and Nurserymen,
144 Main St., WalervlHe. Me.

MAN

tti.intfU.
around 60 to look after our ousinett
in this county
Write to day for information. PeroDAiient
C. R. Burk A Co.,
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn

MAN

---

6
■’*»*"
*•

v

•*•*•*-

NOTICE OF rORECLOM KE.
T1THERBA8 John 8. Dolliver. of : renton.
Hancock County, oy his aiortK-^*- d«*d
Vf
nr teen
dated the seventh day of March
hundred and four, and recoideJ in Hancock
registry of deeds, in book «v>4, page ^. conveyed to the undersigned, Ellsworth Loan
and Building Association, certaiu real edata
in said Trenton, and thus described ;n *»ia
of
mortgage, to wit: “A certain lot or parcel
and situated at Trenton aforesaid, with all
buildings thereon, particularly bounded ana
an
described as follows, to wit: Beginning
»nd
iron bolt at the northeast corner of
owned by Alonzo H. Griudle on the town road
and running in an easterly direction right
rods to an iron bolt; thence southerly twentyseven rods to an iron bolt; thence ..e-Deriy
eight rods to an iron bolt; thence northwesterly twenty-seven rods to au iron bolt at to#
road at the place of beginning, containing
one and one half acres, more or les*
And whereas the condition of -aid mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach o! the condition thereof,
the Ellsworth Loan and Building A«*R>»- itton,
mortgagee, claims a foreclosure of said ..iortEllsworth Loan and
gage.
Building Association
By J. A. Peters, attorney.
Ellsworth. Maine, Juue 1, 1909.
Notice of First Mooting of Creditor*.
Id the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Annie M. Goss,
\ In Bankruptcy-

Bankrupt.

)

To the creditors of Annie M. Goss, of St onington, in the county of Hancock and ui»*
trici aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the -d
day of .May, a. d. 1909. the mta
Annie M. Goss was duly adjudicated
rupt; and that the first meeting of &*r
creditors will be held at my office, in Ed"worth. Maine, on the 12th day of Juo#;
a. d. 1909. at 9» o’clock in the forenoon,**
which time the said creditors may xttend.
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, exaunn#
the bankrupt and transact such other bo*v
neas aa may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting.
ing.
Referee in BankruptcyEllsworth, Me June 1. 1909.

NOTICE

ttuaincie Cart).

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

OF
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING, AM*
GENERAL CLERICAL WORKof
Agent ot the Union safe Deposit & Trust Co.,
Portland. Me., ftx furnishing Probate
and purely Bonds.
APECIAfcTV MADE

Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Dug
Store), Ellsworth. Maine.

Advertising is like learning to surf"1*
Save confidence, etrike out and you will
urely win.

the roae for me, sure, Ted. Tou
must «ay you will marry me this
time,” he ended, with au air of desperation, “or I'll”—
The threat was not completed. In
the earnestness of his plea I’ercivale
hail forgotten that he was running an
automobile for the lirst time In bis
life. They were now going at a tremendous speed and every Instant gathering momentum.
Edmonia gripped
his, arm ns they lurched around a
curve mul bounced over a culvert.
"Hang on!” yelled I'erclvale as they
approached a slight descent.
In his
clumsy efforts to control the machine
he Inadvertently put ou more speed.
"What are you doing?” screamed
Edmonia. “Stop! Why, you nre running away with me!” she laughed

jJ

Edmonia.
STEPHENS.
By JANET CHRISTINE

1 Copyrighted. >»«.
Literary
\

by

Associated

j
A
J

\

Press

the knight erThere was nothing of
In the
rant about Perclvale Bouncy.
Turner, thought:!
Eduionla
of
thoughts
the frowning
which invariably formed
waking
background to Porcivale's and
modbi,uis. he was dlscourugiugly
einlv Inoffensive.
as
She had once stated succinctly,
that the only
was Edmonin's way,
that remotely suggcstthing about him
for Itself,was the cowt,l standing up
and otherlick at the hack of a stjunre
head
wise irreproachably groomed
doubtful apThe subject of this rather
encouraged la tho
proval was secretly
belief that the cowlick Indicated an
which seemed to be
a c.rcssive spirit
the heroic attribute In tho Imagination
of Edmonla'a

set.

Edmoe.ia’s faintly

appreciative

re-

mark had been Inspired in her moth
or's attic during the rummaging of a
rain bound house party, when, upon
the discovery of an ancient coat of
Ivrrlvnle had pulled It nut from
r,,..
under ill" eaves and had fallen speedily to calculating how many chain
<1 a, Inths It would have made for Mrs.
Turner's carefully ordered kitchen.
This was too much for Edmonia. A
man who could evolve dishcloths from
the fabric of romance must be lacking
In the most rudimentary Instincts of
ehtvulry. It counted for naught with
ter that Perclvale Bonner was evincing a business ability that made his
father prouder every day or that she
tad never had a rlral lit ills loyal devotion to her.
She dreamed of the clash of armor
and the risks of Joust and tourney, a
knight who should perform fents of
arms for her sake and rescue her. If
need be. from a tyrant's might. In the
free wholeeomeneas of American soelety the tyrant bad not appeared,
and to do Edmonia Justice she really
did care a great deal for Perclvale’a
allegiance, only she desired a more

daring proof.
therefore incumbent

upon this
thoroughly consistent young Indy that
she steel her heart against the pleasing picture which a tall, broad shouldered. gray clad figure, hat off and
light hair tossing In the breeze, made
against a morning sky on the first day
ef one of bis erratic autumnal visits
near her country home.
She accordingly let her disdainful
glance dwell upon his offensively ruddy cheek and Ignored his unaffected
stare of astonishment at her modern
equipage, a brilliantly red automobile
at a standstill upon the country road.
"What, ho, Rebecca!” he greeted her
when
within speaking distance of
where she sat to the crimson rambler. "Armed cap-a-ple I see! Is the
drawbridge down?”
Edmonla smiled tolerantly and gave
him her hand.
"But why linger so far from the
paternal castle? Das thy gentle palfrey gone lame?”
Edmonla glanced suggestively hack
along the highway. “I’m waiting for
a friend.” She said it with conviction.
The dusty road stretched la two long,
undeviating lines In either direction.
No one was In sight. Perclval's gaze
sbnnd.med Its quest and returned suspiciously to the crimson rambler.
“Could I," he asked auxtously, “figure
la that capacity?”
She reddened In turn, thpn scanned
him critically. "Perhaps." She was
still rather doubtful of bis capabilities.
Mentally scorning as Inexcusable a devotion to his business which hud made
him hitherto Ignore the automobile
craze, he flattened himself out after
the tuuuuer of the ardent automobllist
under her car aud confided his despair
to her tonneau.
It was bad enough not to be romant!
but not to be even useful was unbearable. He had not the slightest
Idea of how to start the machine. He
crawled out from under the machine
and mounted to the driver’s seat.
Her sudden secession of trust, ln•i|lr>,d by his businesslike manner, proT"kod him to fresh endeavor. He made
a great show
of moving brakes, tigbtening useless screws aud peering into
the machine while she scanned the
It

ws*

scenery.
Whatever be Anally did

that automobile to start It Perclvale does not
know. Suddenly It slid out of the
shade into the road like a bird from
under ills hand. "Alia." be cried, with
*n assurance that be was far from
feeling, “l thought so!"
He held g trembling hand Upon the
wheel and answered Irrelevant questions at regular Intervals. They were
now gliding
along between hedgerows
of gorgeous
autumn color. He began
to feel more
at ease.
Edmonla hummed a little
sing as old as, it was
sweet:
to

The rose that all are
praising
Is not the rose for ms.

He looked ut her and In that look
forgot his new responsibility. She was

gazing steadily down the dusty turnpike, a little smile upon her lips, aa
Khe would see the knight of
Per dreams In
plumed helmet and
*

though

armor riding to bear her away.
He couldn’t catch
us," said Perci® e *Q
response to her thought. She
arted and looked
with more interest
her
companion. He had spoken iu
o
confidence that la born of Igno-

rance.

®ay’ Ted."

he continued, “I don’t
w
much about your ‘flowers of
1 dont even understand the
ab<,ut an aut”- He caught
him. i."8
»
mseif up
He pos,tlvel
would not
‘“Is humiliating fact.
H.
on more
confidently: “Bat yon

k
,c.

For additional

Customary Observance—Bright Skies
—A Fine Address.
Bright skies and bracing weather contributed to the enjoyment of Memorial
Day, which was observed this year on

of doors to stare after them.

bers of the post came about 100 school
children, most of them in white, and

formed

be

Army

■gain.

triumphal Journey.

other pages

the
i

in

line and

marched

hall where luncheon

Miss

Bertha Turner, who has been
in

Bangor,

Mrs.

a

em-

(hurt

pleasant tea
home, “Ashlawn,” Wednesa

Misses Sarah and Martha
a

few

weeks with

Portland and Bridgton.
Mrs. Eric Kimball and
a

days

few

Currier

May

31.

Sim.

_MAUI A t:
KlUworth

Ar May 30, sch
coal, F p* Lord
Ar June 1, sch

Fort

Wesley Abbott, New York,

ELLSWORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and bath : new
Water street; store and <1 welling.
furnace; nice lawn; stable.
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.
HANCOCK POINT-N ew summer cottage; liviog room, 20x:'.0; bardwood door; tireplace ; line kitchen and pantry; four chambers
and bath ; hot and cold water; two piazzas ; tine view of bay
and mountains, tome very due shore lots in sizes to suit

Ginn has bought Albert Conrad’s

Grade Ware is working in Holden for
Mrs. Kelley.

for the

for Charles

Saturday

[
came
I

Tuesday.

week.

Gertrude Marks,

the

Friday night,

location. Cottage, eleven rooms and bath: tour fireplaces;
electric lights; large piazza; desirable surroundings ; fine
location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in sizes to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.
SORRENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; communication often by boat and rail; library; church; boating; bathing;
tennis; automobiles; tine roads: nice drives; woods; delightful walks.
We do a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE business, and
offer the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.

All business entrusted to

Alfred Condon and wife, of Surry, were
guests of Coleman Gray and wife last

went home

diuing-room overlookiug bay ; plate glass ; beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath : five fireplaces ;
electric lights ; large piazza ; bay and mountain view; tine
some

i>iKr>.

returned

summer.

and will return

large

MARIti hi).

farm.

annex : thirty-six large rooms; four bath
complete ; extra closets and lavatories ; nine fireplaces ;
and pleasant piazzas : electric lights in all rooms; hand-

rooms

HERRICK—BRIDGES—At
Swan’s
Island,
Ma,v 5, by Rev J O Rutter, Miss Myra Esther
Herrick, of Swan's Island, to Frauk Emery
Bridges, of Minturn.
STAN LEY—MORRELL—At Bangor. May 22,
by Rev Carl F Henry, Miss Ella B Stanley to
Collins P E Morrell, both of Bar Harbor.

NORTH ORLAND.

Winifred 'Gray, of Bangor,

school

t

SORRENTO—New hotel and

BLAISDELL—At Franklin, May 24, to Mr and
Mrs Johu vV Blaisdell, a son.
GILES—At Sedgwick, May 26, to Mr and Mrs
George M Giles, a daughter.
GRINDLE—At North Brooksville, May 22, to
Mr and Mrs Charles Grindle, a son.
SHERMAN —At Biuebill. May 31, to Mr and
Mrs Lawrence*-A Shermau. a daughter.

Leasou from the New 1 e.-tament.
Rev P A A Killam
Address. .Rev W F Emery
Music. .Quartette
Benediction.Rev J D Prigmore

Miss

terms—
desired.

purchaser.

Selection.Quartette

1

GILLEY—At Bucksport, June 1, Mrs Sarah
M Gilley, aged 77 years.
GROSS—At Sconington. May 24, Johnson B
Gross, aged 64 years, 2 mouths, 25 days.
GROSS—At Orland, May 28, Mrs Ruby S Gross,
aged 87 years, 6 mouths.
JOY—At North Hancock, June 2, Stephen
Decatur Joy. aged about 80 years.
SNOW—At Bucksport, May 30, Mrs B W Snow,
aged 86 years, 5 mouths, 21 days.

will receive the very best attention.

;

The George H. Grant Co.,

i

us

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

teacher,

I.

for the Memorial

j

..-1

<U>vutt;si memo.

recess.

Ami Carey and son have contracted to
plant fifteen acres of potatoes on the Dead
River farm for Boston parties.

visit to her nephew,
West Goulds boro.

Carroll

Dunn,

at

fully.

School closed last week.
Mabel G. Grant, of Harrington, and
Miss Sarah Harriman, of Bucksport, have
returned to their homes.
Winnetka council, D. of P., entertained
guests from Hancock and Sullivan councils
Monday evening, May 24. The degree
w'aa worked on four candidates and a nice
program enjoyed. There was a banquet at
8 o’clock and refreshments in the evening.
June 1.
C.

“Make him a present of It”

bought on very reasonable
regular monthly payments if

CountyNPorra.
Southwest Harbor—Ar May 25, sch Annie
M Preble. Portland, salt for B H Mayo
Ar May 28. schs Harry Miller, (Br) New
York for St John. N B, with coal; Manuel R
Cuza. New York for St John, N B. with coal;
Louie Cobb. Perth Amboy for Calais, with
coal; E Merriatu, (Br) New York, for St John,
N B, with coal; Stella Maud. (Br) Boston, for
St Martins, N B; John J Fallon and Mattakeesett
Sid May 30, all the before-mentioned vessels

<

following desirable properties may

be

Hancock

Invocation.Rev S W Sutton
Selection.EUaworth Male Quartette
Leasou from the Psalter.... Rev Gideon Mayo
Prayer.Rev R B Mathewa

a

hook?"

The

BORN.

whined.
Mrs. Godard’s guileless soul looked
out at him through her nearsighted
eyes, and she lingered her purse hope-

Qenereus,
“What would you do If you went
fishing and a whale were to bit* your

Rea! Estate Bargains.

LLM.

Lfilu W Eppes, Salem

lows:

to their farm here

,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Albert Parker has returned to his home
Portsmouth, N. H. He was accompanied by his sister, Miss Sarah Parker.

church, delivered an eloquent memorial
address. The program of the service fol-

A. J. Saunders and wife have

to every movement of the
*
to all positions.

in

SUNDAY EVENING SERVICE.

Jeanette Mumler is working
Wight, of Dead Brook.

yields

MORANG,

i_.

Ellwood are
Mrs. Kimball’s

.NASAL

Thomas Bendix with his son Wayne and
his household goods left Monday for

Machias,
Miss

where

they

are

to

G.

MIONA
Cures indigestion

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach dislive.
ease or money back.
Large Is >x of tabThe teachers. lets 30 cents.
Druggists in all towns.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Miss Eunice Tinker, of Northeast Harbor. is visiting her sister, Mrs. Edgar

New

Accident and Health Insurance

CATARRH.

A. Parcher Shells the Great llemedy that Cured Mrs. Karberg.
Here is a very simple y ei wholly sincere statement i>? a Michigan woman,
who was cured by using Hyomei—ibe
1
no care no pay remedy lor catarrh,
as'lima, hay lever, croup, cougus and
j colds.
“A bad case of catarrh was cured for
me by the use of Hyomei.
The trouble affected my head, nose and eyes,
and was very annoying and disagreeable, and the cure, from the use of
Hy omei, was very gratifying. Hyomei
has from me a strong recommend and
endorsement.”—Mrs. E. Karberg. 213
Kingsley St., Ann Arbor, Mich Nov.
IB, 1908.
1'bousands of just surli letiers are in
moment.
Irving S. Ray is home for a week.
existence, and thousands more would
iney ;
be but for the desire toavoid publicity.
"Oh. thank you—mans you:
Mrs. E. D. Chase has returned from a
If y ou have catarrh, bestir yourself,
cried as they scrambled into the boat. '< visit to
Bangor.
and drive it out of your system. Kill
hothe
"Don't thank me!" growled
W. P. Hew ins spent Memorial day w ith the germs. You can do that easily if
'Thauk the weather! Vistel keeper.
his family in Boston.
you use Hy omei (pronounced High-oitors is so scarce this year we can't
»
Miss Emma Thurston has gone to West me).
afford to let even the fools drown! I
It isa dry, antiseptic and very pleasfor
Sullivan
the
summer.
did It for your board aud lodging!”—
ant air, that when Inhaled, quickly reMiss Edith Carter, of Bar Harbor, is lieves all forms of catarrhal inflamLondon Answers.
mation, stops snuffles, hawking and
visiting Mrs. Frank Shaw.
The price tor a complete
For a Loaf, All Right.
Percy Moore, of Bluehill, was a recent blowing
outfit, including inhaler, is only til at
As the tramp looked at .Mrs. Godard visitor home before leaving for New York.
G. A. Parcher’s.
Here was
he felt u thrill of hope.
Lula M. Bunker has closed her school at
inand
benevolently
is
home
her
un
Northeast
Harbor
and
for
vaeasy
surely
“Could you gimme a cation.
clined person.
Mrs. John S. Coombs has returned from
dime to buy a loaf o’ bread?" he

Youth's Companion.

C.

in

son

with

It

Yet it loses none of the style and grace which have made
La France shoes Famous—a shoe toi>e
proud of and to give
long, satisfactory service. We had rather show it than describe it.

are

relatives

slipper.

as a

mother, Mrs. W. L. France.

A vote of thanks was, at this gathering,
the post to all who had so gen-

Norris

,

foot and instantly adapts itself

Dwight Brown and Raymond Grindell,
who have been employed on the steamer
J. T. Morse, are home.

by

Why He Saved Them.
For weeks upon weeks the heavy i
James Gibbons and wife visited friends
rains descended upon the holiday re- in Surry last week, and are now' with their
sort of Lakcswash, and the proprietor daughter, Mrs. Hattie Saunders, of Bucksof the Punt and Puntpoie was looking port, w ho is ill.
very blue. Indeed, those two struw j Mrs. Ruby Gross, an aged and respected
hatted, miserable looking objects out lady, formerly of this piace, but who had
In the Lakcswash canoe were the only lived with her son Ira at the
village for the
visitors of the season. The hotel propast three years, died at his home Friday
watched
their
clumsy morning from a shock, with which she
prietor gloomily
endeavors to navigate their tiny craft. was stricken Sunday, May 23. She was
Suddenly, plop, splosh! “Help!” In a nearly eighty-seven years of age. She
the
hotel
moment
proprietor had leaves one son. Funeral was held at
changed from a sluggish do-nothing to Carter schoolbouse Sunday.
a frenzied rescuer.
Putting out rapid- j May 31.
B.
ly in a boat, he succeeded In reaching ;
PROSPECT
HARBOR.
critical
the terrified men Just at the

"I have only a quarter here,” she
said, "aud I’m really too tired to walk
home.”
"Sure, I cau change it for you,” said
the tramp cheerfully as he took out a
dime and a nickel, and not until Mrs.
Godard was halfway home on the car
did It occur to her that there was anything unusual lu the transaction.—

able

F. N. Whitman and wife, of Middlehoro,
Mass., have been the guests of Mrs.
Charles Babson.

spending

Shopping

’*

Lydia Gower had

spending

Style

Do your feet tire when
shopping ? And do
you object to the awkward
and unsightly affairs called
“walking shoes ?”
The makers of the celebrated La France Shoe for
Women ($3, $3.50 and $4) have perfected a shoe which
you ought to get acquainted with, it is so different from
the ordinary, so-called, “ flexible welt
shoes. It is the
La France Flexible Welt, and the illustration herewith
shows that the name is a good one. It feels as comfort-

party at her
day afternoon.

passed by

day

is at home for

J

you go

vacation.

ladies of the relief corps.

home

While

Brooklin.^

The union memorial service at Hancock
hall Sunday evening was largely attended.
Rev. W. F. Emery, of th; Methodist

:

Fboi Ease

Miss Evelyn Gray spent part of the week
with her sister, Mrs. Ro.viand Flye, at

erously assisted in making the day a success—to the K. of P.. to Miss Bonsey, to
the orator, to the band, to tbe clergy who
had participated iu the Sunday evening
memorial services, to the school children
and to the public generally.

!

iaa-"—.

on the steamer Bay State, is home.
Miss Edith Snow, of Bangor, has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur H. Sargent.

ployed

ijiiiiS/lOE ^ WOMEN

I ihhi

ployed

Grand

to

served

was

La France

Walter Nevells, of the yacht Satilla,
spent Saturday and Sunday at home.
William Simmons, who has been em-

reformed and marched to Hancock

line

Out-

lucky If you ever see home
We shall never stop!"
But
even as he spoke he felt something respond to his groping fingers. The machine was obeying his controlling hand.
Joy and a relief that rolled over him
like a wave made him shout aloud.
Edmonla received this new demonstration aa the exultation of a captor
and commanded and Implored by turn.
But he did not at once diminish bis
speed. He knew now that Edmonla
had not realized his impotence.
He
pat the machine at a hill nud plunged
down the other side. Edmonla was
clinging to him with wild promises.
He brought the car carefully to a
standstill and climbed painfully to the
ground. Edmonla was sobbing Into
her handkerchief. He hoped he was
accepting the role of victorious knight
modestly, but the Iron was hot!
“Ted.” he cried, “you've got to keep
your promise, you know. I'm not much
of a knight, and I don't know bow to
run”—
His unsuspected confession was Interrupted for the second time as she
suddenly, to his astonishment, smiled
up at him through her tears.
“1 never was driven like that In my
life!” she remarked, with pride. “But
—but let's go home In a buggy!'*
“Not until we're married,” said Perclvalc firmly.
Edmonla refused to continue In the
car. however, so they walked on to the
nearest town, where the minister's fee
was the first of a series of more muudane charges which punctuated their
homeward Journey In the buggy.
But In his new Joy. which was only
enhanced by pecuniary Interludes with
the wrathful owners of slaughtered
hens, the tearful mistress of an injured
dog and damages due to the recovery
of errant horses. Perclvale made It a

see

Mass., Tuesday.
Miss Josephine West has gone toCastine
Monday, the 31st, the 30th being Sunday.
As usual, the forenoon was occupied by for the summer.
detachments from Wm. H. H. Rice post
Miss Grace Bowden, of Brooksville, is
visiting the cemeteries and decorating visiting friends in town.
soldiers' graves with flags and flowers.
Mrs. Clara L. Bowden has returned
At 1 o’clock the members of the post
home from Medfleld, Mass.
assembled at Grand Army hall, and,
Mrs. John Bennett has returned from a
headed by Commander William Small, and
escorted by Lynch’s band, marched to tbe visit with relatives in Boston.
Miss Alice Hinckley, of North Bluehill,
soldiers’ monument, where the usual brief
has been visiting friends here.
service was held. On this march the Uniform Rank, K. of P., Capt. A. L. Friend,
The schooner Independent is loading ice
acted as escort, and following tbe mem- at the Mountain
Ice Co.’s wharf.

raged cries followed them when a hull for the regular Memorial Day exerharking dog was not quick enough to cises. The hall was quickly filled.
elude those blurring wheels and with
Mayor F. F. Simonton presided; upon
a
yelp of pain rolled over and over the platform with him were, besides the
into the ditch.
Three horses baiting orator of the day, Miss Helen E. Bonsey,
by the roadside In front of another reader, Senator L. B. Deasv, of Bar Harbor
lion. John A. Peters and Melvin S. Smith.
house stampeded as they whizzed
by
A selection by the band opened the
and raced them out of sight.
Edmonia now tried to expostulate exercises; prayer by Rev. P. A. A. Killam
with her mad cavalier. But I’erclvale followed. After another selection by the
said nothing to her almost tearful
band, Miss Bonsey read “The Perfect
appeals. His whole attention was con- Tribute”, by Mary R. S. Andrews, a long,
Lincoln’s
centrated on keeping the thing within but finely-written story of
famous Gettysburg address.
the limits of the road.
Mayor Simonton then introduced the
“Bents Eochlnvnr!" he yelled breathspeaker of the day, Senator Walker, whose
lessly ns they grazed a watering tub.
Edmonia moaned. "You are crazy!” masterful address was attentively listened
she cried. “Let's go home! Oh, take to throughout.
The exercises closed by the singing of
me home!” she commanded him.
“Home!" I’erclvale ground the word “America” by tbe audience, and benedicpassionately between his teeth. “You tion by Rev. Mr. Killam. The post again
win

County New*,

8ARGENTV1LLE.
Mrs. Rcuel Dority returned from Lynn,

tremulously.
“Why not?" he shouted wildly, as
she thought, recklessly. The idea of carrying tiny flags.
The column marched along Maple street
stopping was a delectable one now to
I’erclvale, but one wliich he felt that ; to the handsome new residence of Hon.
John A. Peters, where it was joined by the
he must abandon.
The roadsides of flreweed and gold- speaker of the day, Senator W. A. Walker,
j
enrod flew by like a track of flame. of Castine, who, with Mrs. Walker, was
liens flapped from under his wheels the guest of the Peters’s during their stay
in town.
ns they passed farmhouses at a
rate
After the service at the monument, the
of speed that made the occupants rush
out

i£iinri.»..nnu»

COUNTY NEWS.

MEMORIAL DAY.

•re

Proprietor

Old Market
I have purchased the stock and
good will of the Phillips market on Main street, and solicit
the continued patronage of old
customers and a fair share of
new ones.

Best of MEATS, GROCERIES, FRUIT,

,

to indemify one for time lost. The low-st •■utes tor 'he m>st 'literal policy iri
The FIDELITY & CASUALTY CO., of ISlow York

O. W.

TAPLLY, Agent,

ELLSWORTH,

SjjU

Cl
I I AN
wWITT
UR, Sorren'o,

in

Ei:i, worth, Surry,

MAINE

I.aiUuine, Hancock,

liar Harbor, Nortliea*t Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Timber Lauds.
Iiepres ntative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
■

**•

Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

Office at

An

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T.

Engine on the Farm
Yes, indeed, they are time and money
The GRAY GASOLINK engine has many points of superiority,
call and let me point them out.

BltUBAKER, Manager.
It road

Midway
Heading Terminal
between

Hdii

savers.

Station
Filbert St.

St.

on

Cream Separators

day and up.
American, $2.50 per day

European,

$1 per

Tt e'eare many kinds on the market,
nut the SHAKHi
TABULAR is
the one I recommend. I deal iu

and up.

Farm

The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence m

PHILADELPHIA.

Implements
of all kinds.
If I haven’t what you
want, l cau get it for you.

A

special sales of machinery
slightly damaged by water

few

THE—

in the recent tire.

I

am

agent for the "NEW home" sewinh

MACHINE.

CLARION.

V
MAIN ST.

Whether it’s a

range or a fur-

nace—if it is

“Clarion”,

sure to

a

meet every

Made by the Wood

Bangor.

J. P.

Sold

u

is

requirement.
Bishop Co.,

by

ELD1HDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

Rug Works.
Factory rebuilt—brick,

(VI.
CARTER,
(under Ells,shoe factory), Ellsworth.

J. RALPH SMITH, D. O.,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,

from Hang r. will be at the American
House, Tuesday and Friday
each week.
SPECIALIST IN NERVOUS
and

CHRONIC DISEASES.
BE A CHAUFFEUR

Oriental

OR

Automobile Engineer.
i

Men wanted to train

tor

improvements.
Springer.
^positions as drivers or p*
CANNED GOODS.
piiiniieu. naittij fto w
Mrs. Mary Whittaxer, who has been
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Hugs made from old
Actual practice.
week.
$60
per
or
1
Brussels
Velvet
Woolen, Tapestry.
Carpets. course3 weeks. Oldest, Most ReliableComplete
visiting at Henry Bartlett s, returned to
School.
Ellsworth Thursday.
JOHN O. KIEF, ! Carpets Cleaned Clean. Send for circular.
Write now tor best positions.
! L. L. MORRISON, Skowhegan, Maiae.
A.
Rf.
May 31.
block,
Street.
AUTO
CO.,
PORTLAND,
Phillips
Maja
PORTLAND
El'/wortb
modem

Wilson has been principal of the high
school the past year, and all hope she will

subscriber* al 10',
If tht 117 post-offices in Hancock county
All the other papers in the County com
bined do no! reach so many. The Ameri
AMERICAN hat

return in the fall.

paper printed ii
Hancock county, and has n ever claimed t <
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
arty oe called a County paper; all th,
rest are merely local papers. The circula
The American, barring the Bat
tic.’
ban i»

only

not the

Stanley
Sunday.

Hollis
over

from Bangor

home

was

Charles H. Pert, of Sedgwick, has built
a fireplace in the “Den”.
Mrs. Adams, of Washington, D. C., has
rented the Wells house for the season.

UUU^ll
for additional

j
j

after

visiting

■.

.=-r-.rrv"-=:

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Norwood’s Cove school-

summer

visit.

|

Mrs. Al. A. Bragdon is caring for Mrs
Huldah Richardson, who is critically ill.

Miss Geneva Bragdon is visiting hei
aunt, Mrs. Jennie Hartwell, at- Bar Har-

rived

■

have
son, all of Washington, D. C.,
at West End for the summer.

bor.

and young daugbtei
Theresa, of Eastbrook, are visiting relatives here.
Ellsworth Hastings, wife and child, ol
Massachusetts, are visiting their parents,
i
E. \V. Hastings aud wife.
;
Mrs. Bertha Wilbur and little daughter
Charlotte wdt return to Northeast Harbor
Mrs. Walter Lawrie

|

Wednesday for the season.
Miss Helen Maeomber, who was the
guest of her cousins, Alisses Charlotte and
Jessie Alacomber, during high school commencement. returned to her studies at
Pittsfield Monday.

|

j

week-end

from

improving

recent

a

casion
The

impressive.
pupils of Miss

muBicale

a

Rev.

sermon

a.

were

Marguerite Ball, of Hancock Point,
week at Southwest Harbor recently, the gusst of Mrs. William Hanna.
Capt. Hanna goes to Boston this week in
the Wheelw right yacht after the owners,
who will summer as usual at Northeast
Harbor.

1

by

a

Dr. Small

HANCOCK.
O.

Pettengill

B.

frier ds in

Florence

Dunn gave
her home Saturday after-

and wife

by

Eastbrook.

Galen Young and wife are home from
fishing trip at Molasses pond.

May

light

refreshments

31.

son

driving

Monday,

were

thrown from their carriage, by their horse
stumbling. Miss Jessie lamed her arm,
and each had quite a shaking up.
The G. A. R. veterans

coming

favored with

were

The address at the hall in the afternoon by
Rev. J. E. Parker, of Harrington, was listened to by a large assembly. Mr. Parker,
himself a veteran, gave much historical

information, and his manner of presenting the subject held the close attention of
his hearers. The patriotic mnsic was by a
mixed

31.

pected

in

was

Rockland last

Herrick

was

Stonington

in

EJith Hyson, of Sullivan, was the
Josie Googins last week.

Mrs.

week.
Amos

home this week.

D.

Lounder and sons Fred and
Arthur, and Mrs. Emily Galiison, of Boston, are here for the summer.
C.

gu» st of Mrs.

last

W. H. Grass and wife celebrated their
thirtieth wedding anniversary Thursday
evening. May 27. A large number of their

week.

Misses Mary and Edith Wilson have returned to their home in Bolon. Miss Mary

enjoyed

friends

May
Irvin

It is Coming in Rapidly in Ells*
Evidence
prove
leader.
same

on

of

to

oxen, the

Ellsworth

every

people

So many

experience daily.

Dient should be

Henry Billings

following subject will

the

go

This

through
public

proof positive

wavering doubter.

the

state

to

:

am

such

Kidney
tunity

a

miss

an

never

here for

Capt.
here

on

a

pair

of

in town.

days.
Dickson,

Bar Harbor,

a case

Woodlockk.

|

daughter

1

seasons.

1

S.

was

Mrs. Agnes Stanley caire from Waltham, Mass., last Thursday called here
by the illness of her mother, Mrs. Nahum

buisness last week.

no other.

mmmmmmmm6m*m*m**+******m*»r

-Advl.

m

WEST BROOK UN.
a

Abira Bridge*
tor a few week*.

Mrs. Warren Kawson, of Rockland, is
Anna Harkins.

Hodgkins.
May 31.

I

Ely’s Cream Balm is the remedy yon Bhould
use. All druggists, 50c.
Mailed by Ely Bros.,

[ 64 Warren Street, New York.

II

here

from Bar Harbor

Miss Nelson and Misa Turnisa leave today for their homes at Lowell and Danforth.

Mis* Latie Brilges ii visiting be:
parent*, D. A. Brilgc* aud wife.
Mrs. O. P. C irter nai gone to Lynn,
Mam., to visit her daughter, Mrs. Grace
Moor.

John Quinn, of New York, president of
Consumers’ Consolidated Co., of New
York, is in town.

Mr*. Myra Baunders, with her two
children, who ha* been visiting her
mother, Mr». M*ry Fogg, left Wednesday

Mrs. Lewis Hsrriman, with ber daughBernice and son Stearns, left Friday
for Rome, N. Y.

for

visiting ber mother, Mrs.

the

by

B.

31._
NOKTH SULLIVAN.

Seth Bsbbidge has returned from Chelsea, where he was called
ness of his son-in-law.

her home in I>eer Isle.

May

ter

Mrs. William Murray was the guest of
Mrs. George Orr Wednesday.

the serious ill-

Delbert Keetl

week

was

the

£l

j

amioTiTii ni»

Do this with your children.

School children should be fed plenti*
fully and frequently on Quaker Oita
It makes the best possible breakfast for
brain
anyone who ia to work with either
or muscle.
It’a easy to prove this in
Increase the daily
your own family.
consumption of Quaker Oats ar i you’ll
young horse of Bangor parties.
days.
in
Mrs. Elirs Cousins, who has been so see an almost immediate improvement
Mrs. Reynolds’ nephew, Horace York, is !
those who eat
of
health
and
the
energy
ill
several
is
weeks,
very
improving.
visiting her.
of Quaker
Mrs. Hannah Perkins has returned to it The regular size package
The youngest son of Jerome H. Knowles
j her home at North Brooksville after Oats sells at 10c, the large family packis very ill of pneumonia.
with
spending two weeks with her daughter, age sire at 25c; the family package
Schools closed May 26, except the high
Mrs. Bentley Grindle.
a piece of china 30c.
school, which closes one week later.
Breakfast on Quaker Oats every day.
Floyd Black has gone on a yacht for the
William Draper Lewis and family, of !
summer,
ilis brother Eugene, who has !
-jr
Philadelphia, are at the homestead for the ! been on a visit to his home
here, has re- ;
summer.
May

turned to his

31.

B.

;

May

27.

duties^n

a

naval

—

——

boat.

A.

_

j

Mrs.

BIRCH HARBOR.

J. W. Pettee.

from

McDonald, sea coast missionary, preached in the Baptist church

helping

Rev.

A. P.

Sunday afternoon. In the morning he
organized a Sunday school in the Bunker
harbor district.

May

31.

C.
OAK

North Bluehill, where he has been
his father farming.

L. H. Billing, wife and niece, Miss
Prudence Saunders, returned home Saturday from Marlboro, N. H., after au absence of two months.
Mr. Billings goes

Quarry Tuesday
May 31.

to Hall

to work.
A.

_

POINT.

Sargent ha** moved to F2den.
Frank G. Murch w as at home last w eek.

Charles

CRANBERRY ISLES.

_

Liver needs waking up. Doan’s Regulets cure
bilious attacks. 26 cents at any drug store.

Anderson returned

Mn. Mery Fogg baa gone to Sunset for
few week*.

Mrs. Lydia Perry has gone to Southwest
Harbor for the summer.

-~—

the nam;—Doan’s—and take

Louise

to-day to Boston after a visit with their
parents. Peter Anderson and wile.
Arthur Cole and! Avery Anderson left
to-day ou the sehoooner Kate I.. Pray,
Capt. Medbury Eaton, which coals the
Hgbthous«s|on the Maine coast.
May 31.
Sea.

relatives here.

Capt. E. C. Rose brook i« quite ill Of
acute indigestion.
ABE.
James Seavey is on the steamer City of
Capt. W. S. Trussed has taken command
Bangor.
of backache. Th? misery varied from a I ington Junction.
MKINLEY.
of the schooner Rena A. Percy.
is
Palmer Seavey
third officer on the
May 39.
G.
dull ache to a sharp pain, and at times 1
Mrs> Emma Ladd is visiting at SouthRichard Stanley, in nis sloop Alice
steamer H. F. Dimock.
west Harbor.
could scarcely stoop. If I sat down it was
Marion, has stocked |500 fishing.
GOULDSBORO.
March
W.
left
to
George
Mouday
has
join
Frank McMullin
recently had a load
harder for me to get up again, and I was in
Mrs. Luella Stanley and Mrs. Agnes
the steamer Suer DeMoots.
j Gladys Rolfe is ill.
of edgings landed on his w*harf.
doubt as what to do for the trouble. 1 had
Phippen have returned from Bangor and
Forrest
will
move
into
the
WhitaPerry
the
wind
j
high
Daring
Monday after- Bar Harbor.
Mrs. P. W. Richardson has a wax ivy
read a great deal about Doan’s Kidney ker house this week.
with nearly one hundred clusters of blos- noon Horace Barns’ house and barn were
W. Herrick, of Southwest Harbor, is
and
as
said
to
be
Miss
were
a
burned.
sure
Hattie Rolfe, of Winter Harbor, is soms on it.
Pills,
they
j
here with a double horse team, doing
June 1.
dre for backache, I finally decided tc with her aunt, Mrs. Blanche Rolfe, and
Plutarch.
Robinson
ran
his
seine
after
John
C'apt.
farming for the people.
attending school.
give them a trial. I procured them at
dinner, one day recently, and that afterCapt. \V id is E. Bunker, who was taken
SEAL COVE.
and wife, of Evanston, noon at sunset he
Henry
Hovey
his
cargo
Moore’s drug store, and it required only
discharged
Mrs. L. R. Hodgdon, w ho has been quite to the hospital at Bar Harbor two weeks
111., are here to spend the summer at their of 20,000 pounds of pollock at P. W. Richone box to effect a cure.
1 had a slight old home.
ago critically ill, is improving.
ill, is better.
They were accompanied by
Na»al Catarrh, an inflammation of the delireturn of the trouble soAeJtime after, but. Mrs. Edith Hovey, of Gouidsboro, who
Mias Ella Belle Stanley, of thU place,
Miss Margaret Koch conducted the
cate membrane lining the air-passages. ia not
daughter of Thomas F. and Luella StanAgain appealing to Doan’s Kidney Pills has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Edevening service at the hail May 24.
mixture taken into the stomach.
cured
any
by
mund Mitchell, at
ley, was married May 22, at Bangor, to
Homewood, 111.
May 31.N.
,Vas relieved.”
Don't waste time on them. Take Ely’s Cream
Collins P. E. Morrell, of Pittsfield. They
May 31.
JEN.
Balm through the nostrils, so that the fere red,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents,
Everyone would be beneflted by taking
swollen tissues are reashed at once. Never
Foley’s Orino Laiative for constipation, stomColds that hang on weaken the constitution
poster-Mil bum Co., Buffalo, New York,
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinuer?
Tongue mind how long you have suffered nor how ach and liver trouble, as it sweetens the stom- and develop
into consumption.
Foley's
coated? Bitter taste? Complexion sallow? often
you have been disappointed; we know ach and breath, gently stimulates the liver Honey and Tar cures persistent coughs that
pole agents for the United States.
and
the ooweisand
Re member

John and

Capt. H. J. Leach, a native of Penobscot,
died at Brewer Mr nday, aged seventy-five
years. He was the son of the late Georg.'
and Betsy Leach. His parents moved to
Brewer when he was a boy, and it bad
since been bis home. For thirty-five years
he had been owner of the Bangor-Brewer

Nancy Leach, of Penobscot, is
'
J. M. Bunker lias sold his house here visiting her daughter, Mrs. F. fi. Billings.
to Jesse Fi.zgerald and gone to MassaA. J. Caadage and daughters
Esther |
chusetts.
and Lois went to East Bluehill Saturday,
has been
Mrs. Fred Bartlett and son Georges returning Monday.
returned of
James L. Saunders, jr., has returned
Sorrento, are visiliug her sister, Mrs.

H. Remick and wife went to West
Ellsworth last Thursday to see George
M. Barron, who is very ill.
Mrs. Harry Rodick has gone to Amherst
to visit friends. Her mother, Mrs. Orcutt,
of Amherst, is keeping house for her.

Mrs.

where

Otter Creek.

S.

Minnie Moore and daughter Huth,
they have failed
*of Bangor, are guests of Mrs. F. S. Graves,
to give satisfaction. Off and on for two
j Daniel McKay and E. W. Wooster have
or three years, I was bothered
by attacks planted eight acres of potatoes at Washlearned of

has moved to

Miss Helen C. Mitchell, who
caring for Mrs. Clara Ford, has
to Ellsworth.

Ch’B’er.

of

Harvey

a

days.

home.

Mrs. Florence Flye has returned from a
visit with her parents, A. T. Conary and
wife, at Bluehill Kalla.

scratches and bruises.

—...

few

E. P.

|

Hodgkias, who has been
very ill, is improving.
Mrs. Nellie Martin, of Ellsworth, spent
a few days here last week.
Mrs. Albert Hodgkins and children
went to Bar Harbor to spend Memorial
Day.

Clark is at work for G. L. Joy.
Mrs. Sarah Robinson, of Oid Town, is

j

before.

Mrs. Nahum

A.

oppor- !

to recommend them and have

a

Albert

FRANKLIN ROAD.

strong advocate of Doan's
never

ones

purchased

31._

Read it carefully.

Pills that 1

only

has

Howard Hardison is employed on the
potato farm of L. S. Springer.
Eugene Butler is on the steamer Admiral Schley, running from Boston to the
West Indies.

May

every

Frauk E. Fernald, Ellsworth, Me., says:
,4I

is ill.

store.

ortli.

interest

Springer

been

is at

P. 1. Hail ia building a woodhouse.
School closed to-day alter a very successful term taught by Miss Irene Billings, of HluebiU.

use of his arm.
He will go to the Bar
sister, Mrs. John 8. Davis.
Harbor hospital to-day.
All hope the
Mrs. Bertha Wilbur and daughter, of j
will be successful.
Northeast Harbor, who have been visiting operation
Pbbblb.
May 31.
her aunt, Mrs. 8. W. Billings, have returned home.
BROOKS V1LLE.
May.
May 31.
Frank Webber, of East Bluehtll, is
boarding at Stillman Kench's.
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
John Bowden has recently purchased a
Miss M. E. L*wis is in town for a few ;

MARLBORO.

Earl Braeey is making paving blocks.
S. S. Scammon has bought the DeBeck

Engene Hamilton

frightened

George Ober, who fractured his elbow a
urday night and Sunday with his family.
Mrs. Mary Pettengill has returned to her j short time ago, will be obliged to go
home after spending the winter with her through an operation in order to have any

summer.

Thelma.

has

is home for

0
NORTH BROOKLI.V

_

Saturday morning about 2 o’clock the
Wooster house, owned by L. W. Rumill,
was burned.
Cause of fire not known,
a* it was not occupied, the children bav- j

Saturday

who

Bangor,

✓

31.

Mrs. Eviejnutshins, of Bluebill, was a
badly burned last recent guest of relative* here.
of
a
from
by
explosion
powder
Miss Beatrice Gordon aud Mis* M. E.
seam charge he supposed had misfired. He
Moon were in Biugor Wednesday.
was reloading it when it exploded.
Miss Genevieve Butler has returned
Schools closed Friday after successful
home after spei; Ung the winter in HalTRENTON.
terms taught by Miss E. J. Nelson, of
George Watson is home from Bangor Lowell, grammar, and Miss Ethel Furness, lowed and Angu«t>i.
for a few days.
Arthur Hali h »i returned to bis home in
of Danforth, primary. Prises for pupils
Harvard Copp has gone to Bar Harbor not tardy or absent were swarded Alberta Harrington after a few weeks w ith his pafor the summer.
Sesvey, Doris Grant, L?slie Lanpher and rents, Zeraro Had and wife.
M
May 31.
John Dolin, of Hall Quarry, spent Sat- Eddie Mills.

Capt. W. H. Lunt and wife, who have
employed at Northeast Harbor, are
home for a short time before going to

out the

school at

Raymond Clark, who has been attending M. C. I. at Pittsfield, is at home. He
will return to Pittsfield for tbe examination and graduation tne middle of June.
G.
May 31.

been

WEST FRANKLIN.

Mure Evidence.

Emms Jordan,

west Harbor.

Isle, who have been visiting her parents,
L>. Dow and wife, have returned Lome.

ing moved
May 31.

ANON.

itltDicai.

M

pleasant evening.

a

31.

Varnum and wife
narrowly
accident Monday even-

escaped with
May 31.

daugnter

Holcie Coombs, of Bar Harbor, apeat
Memorial day with his family here. He
was accompanied by Mr. Mayo, of South-

Mrs. Harold Lawson, who has been very
i'l at the home of her parents, Daniel Dow
aai wife, is much better.
Mrs. Ina Sawyer and children, of Deer

Bluehill for the

well

ing.

Miss Elizabeth Tinker, one of our oldest
Ladies, is now boarding- with Capt. John
!

line.

serious

became

Wednesday
Harbor.

May

their horse

returned

Horace Watta, Jr., will soon go to Lagrange, where be will be employed on the
Bangor A Aroostook railroad telegraph

automobile

an

Bridges

lJeilie

from Pittsfield, where he has been
attending sebool, and left Friday for Bar

which was running
without lights. Both were thrown from
their carriage and the horse cleared himself and ran home. The carriage was not
damaged, and Mr. and Mrs. Varnum
at

Miss Sophia Clark pleasantly entertained
number of her young friends at the
home of Frank Goodw in Thursday even-

home.

NORTH HANCOCK.

B.

Farnsworth

Scmac*

escaped
ing, when

a

Mrs. L. W. Rumill, who has been visitin Portland and Boston, is

Pomroy.

E.
a

EGYPT.

week.

friends go with them.
May 30.

Mrs. Annie Willia ia visiting her
parents, G. W. Rodick and wife.

repairs.

A.

Miss Leila Coombs was the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Holcie Coombs, last week.

Myra Gott has gone to Prospect,
employment.
W. E. Dow, who has work at Seal Harbor, spent a few days at his home last

ing relatives

was

_'

Miss

l’earl McFarland, last week.
Edgar H. Butterfield and wife left last
week for Keokee, Va., where they will be
employed. Th^ best wishes of a host of

aud

of Seal Harbor for the past few
May 31.

where she has

daughter,

for

The many friends of Mr. Dickerman ate
Mr. and Mrs.
sorry to learn of his illness.
Dickerman are among the summer visitors

WEST TREMONT.

Jennie Springer, who has been in
Portland for medical treatment, is ex-

BROOKLIN.
A. E.

her

“**

tour to

ferry.
Irene arrived Sunday. They are at Nathan I
HALL QUARRY.
Stanley’s. Mr. Morse is cle. k in the store
of N. 8. Stanley.
Willie Leslie, of Frankfort, is visiting

The schools closed Friday, after a pleasand profitanle term in each department. The teachers, Mrs. Lucy P. Leach,
of Belfast; Miss Evelyn C. Hail, of Bucksport, and Miss Emma Damon, of Deer
Isle, returned to their homes Saturday.
£.
May 31.

Mrs.

Dunn pianist.

May

visited

Srnythe

Fred Morse, wife and little

_

__

quartette, Miss Florence

double

few

ant

Mrs.

fine weather for their memorial exercises.

Miss

H. E. Grover, who has been working in
Boston and Brookline, Mass., the past
winter, is spending s few weeks with his
parents, Charles E. Grover and wife.

summer.

Portland,

Newman

attending

Will ism Childs, who has been fireman
New York the past year, is
spending s few dsys with relatives here.

week.

inter in

them to

move

31._E.

on*s steamer at

Mrs. Emily Gallisnr., who has spent the
w

to

week.

Mrs. Drew, who hss been spending the
winter with friends in Harrington, is visiting her son. Rev. E. S. Drew.

Smith, who has spent a few
days at home, lea%*es to-night for Belfast.
Mrs. Mary R. Butler of New Bedford.
Mass., will be at the old home here the

Jessie Maeomber,

to Sullivan

here for the

goods

Mr. and Mrs. Burnham, who have a cottage at Sutton Island, were in town last

called to Asbville Friday
of Franklin, son of

cos

nr,h

week

arrival Friday.

Steamer Sc hoodie, of the Winter Harbor-Bar Harbor route, went on the summer schedule Tuesdsy.

Melville

B.

Misses Charlotte and
while

were

Mrs.

Sunday evening.

__

of the recital
served.

was

the

day evening, June 10.
Mrs. George O. Littlefield left Saturday
for Boston, w here she will join Mr. Littlefield, of the V. 8. cruiser Dee Moines,
which will go to Charlestown nayj yard

patronized.

Rev. Mr. Roberts, of New York, supplied the pulpit of the Baptist church

a

Program: Trio, Misses Maeomber, Bragdon h 1 Dunn; piano solo, Alta
Two candidates will be instructed in tbe
Blaisdell; study, Elwood Donnell; march, chief's degree at the meeting of Omaha
Beulah Hirdis.» i; vocal solo, Bernice tribe
Friday evening, June 4. RefreshDunn; study. HbZdl Bragdon; piano solo, ments.
Marcia Bragdon; waltz, Genevieve Havey;
C. H. Bartlett, of Bangor, was in town
duet, Gertrude h iJ Marcia Bragdon; piano
Monday inspecting the work on his boat
.solo, Marjorie Br gdon: waltz, Edith PerPortia, which is being fitted for the season
kins; study, Gertrude Bragdon; exercise, at Foss Bros.*
boathouse.
Marion Bragdon; vocal solo, Julia MaA “June ball*’ will be given at tbe town
comber; study, Fredda Bragdon; duet,
Gertrude
Bragdon, Genevieve Havey; hall on Thursday evening, Jane 10. Kel•tudy. Paul Gordon Bunker: piano solo, ley’s orchestra of three pieces will furnish
Julia Maeomber; march, Marjorie Brag- the music. Refreshments.
C.
May 31.
don; piano solo, Lola Dyer; study. Frances
Dyer; piano solo, Beulah Hardison; waltz,
WEST HANCOCK.
Paul Gordon Bunker: piano solo, Edith
Horace Smith is employed in Cambridge,
Perkins; study, Eleanor Djer; study, Elwood Donnell; chorus, “America," Miss Mass.
Marcia Bragdon, accompanist. Miss Dunn
Irving McFarland has employment in
is to oe congratulated upon her success Portland.
with her numerous pupils. At the close
Mrs. Ferrin, of Bar Harbor, is with her
noon.

8. K.

came

ISLKSFOKD.

the serious illness

visiting J. F. Anthony.

are

baby

The dance at the hotel Isles ford

Mrs. Charles Brann, of Ellsworth, is the
guests of her
parents, James B. Webber
*
and wife.

Unb Femme.

31.

wife and

Northeast Harbor Saturday to pack

May

Spray.

improving.

is

followed

was

Crabtree,

their household

Mrs. Julia Tracy, who has been very ill,

training by

and

from

Syracuse.

31.

spending

hsvt> accepted an invitation to visit
Whiting chapter, of Castine, Thurs-

E..%

Arthur

WINTER HARBOR.

social.

May

j

pupils

The program

the teacher.

C.

the

Martin.

I Northeast Harbor for the summer.
Mrs. Venia Hodgkins, accompanied by
Will Thurston, assistant at Crabtree
daughter. Mrs. Winnie Whitcomb, of i
ledge light for a number of years, has
has
been
a
few
N.
Y..
Syracuse,
spending
j been transferred to Rockland breakwater
days with relatives at Northeast Harl>orand as head
keeper. His friends here regret
Southwest Harbor on the way to Sorrento
to have him leave, but are pleased with
for the summer. Mrs. Whitcomb, after a
Mr. Peasley will take
his good fortune.
week's visit at Sorrento, will return to her
his place as assistant here.
in

May

is

Hearty

•VThere have been no church
service,
hers for the past five
weeks, Rev w*
Bolies haying been absent on a

spent the memorial recess here.
The members of Penobscot chapter, O.

her

home

gratulationa

other paget

nary,

land to meet

j

tee

PENOBSCOT.
Miss Lila Dunbar
in Csstine.

Mrs. Hattie Martin has gone to Rockher husband, Capt. J. G.

a

County New,

*•-

Philadelphia.
Charles Hammond, of South
Gould,,
Little Janies Perkins has been quite ill
boro, who has come here to prepare th'
of measles.
Colton yacht for commisaion, ia
boarding1
Irving Littlefield was in town last week at the home of D. K. Stanley
from Boston with the Underwood fl-h
his
visiting
parents.
May
boat Osprey. The eraf Jit* iwen in BosR
31.__
wife spent
ton the past winter for alterations.
j Dr. M. A.in Ward well and
AMHERST.
Bangor.
P M.
Wednesday
May 31.__
Mrs. W.G. Orcutt is
visiting in Mart,
J. H. Montgomery and Joseph Brown,
boro.
HANCOCK POINT.
of Bangor, were in town Monday.
Mrs. H. D. Rodick was in
S, J. Johnston has bought a span of
town last
Miss Frances Wilson, of Portland, is visweek.
horses.
iting her mother, Mrs. Abigail WiKon.
Harry Bridges went to Bar Harbor laat
Mrs. Farnsworth, of Sullivan, is visiting
Dr. and Mrs. Sprague and children, of
week.
Mrs. W. H. Phillips.
Booth bay Harbor, are visiting relatives
Mrs. Abbie Patterson has gone to R.,
Jennie Ball is home from Medfield, here.
Harbor.
Mass., for the summer.
Mrs. William Sellers and daughter
Mias Beatrice Jordan is in
Forrest Cousins, of Ellsworth, is em- Jeanette, of Brewer, are guests of William
Bangor taking violin lessons.
Hutchins and wife.
ployed at C. A. Penney1*.
Miss
of
Miss Fellows and Miss Strickland,
Miss Nina Varnum, Mark Smith and
Maggie Grover, who baa been emFranklin Smith, of the Backsport semi- ployed in Bangor, ia home.
Bangor, are boarding at C. F. Chester's.

Miss

spent

taken, showing careful

well

preparation by

E. Bromley,
by
Bunday, is big'ily spoken of. G. A. R.
veterans, to the number of seven, honored
the service by their presence. The music,
the Hags and flowers helped make the ocThe

The sophomore class of the high school
a very interesting reading at Odd
Fellows hill, Friday evening, May 28,
well
attended. Program:
which was
March: “Attack at Zarila,” Ethel Mae
Candage; “Kentucky Philosophy,” Edith
Sarah Kane; “The Bridge Keeper's Story.”
Albert
school;
Frin
Allen; song,
f5uilder."
“The Legend of the Organ
Marion Frances Grindell; cutting from
“The Real Diary of a Real Boy,” Harry
Wallace Biidges; “To the Lions,” Leonell
Alberto Flye; “Teacher's Sleigh Ride,"
Marie Franees Jordan; song, school; “How
the La Rue Stakes were Lost,” Thomas
Leary; “Miss M*i’oney on the Chinese
gave

parts

illness.

severe

vention at Winter Harborare Mrs. A. W.
Clark, Mrs. Bertha Robbins, Mrs. Nellie
Hanna and Mrs. J. M. Mason.

Question," Elsie Sherman; “Justice in
Leadville,' Helen Lois Mayo; remarks.
Supt. Frank E. MeGouldrick. All the

Bunker, of Somerville, Mass.,
guest at the home of his
sister, Mrs. Lottie Gay, where their
mother, Mrs. Roland Bunker, is slowly
Charles R.

-was a

ar-

will reside at Bar Harbor.
an extended.

COUNTY NEWS.

aiso

a

Eugene Thurston caught an eight*
Wi'liam Underwood Co. is building a
pound salmon at Long pond recently.
smoke-house on the 1 »ud of Jonathan
Miss Myra Wilson, who has been quite May, formerly known a* the Dix land.
ill, is able to venture out in line weather.
Capfc. Watson Thurs on has returned

!
ing-room as cook.
Fred Higgins, a graduate at M. C. I.,
George Ingells has purchased a new went to Pittsfield Wednesday to attend |
naphtha boat of Arthur Sargent and sold the funeral of I)r. Taylor, w hose death is
his sailing boat to A. H. Mayo.
|
deeply deplored by all the students.
A. B. Bibbs and wife, Mrs. Charles StnrThe delegates from Willard union w ho I
tevant and family, Mrs. Hancock Robin- will attend the county W. C. T. U. con-

FRANKLIN.
Calvin Dyer and family have moved tc
the upper tenement in Junction house.

in

.John ciosson

large catch
P. W. Richardson & Boa contemplate
building a smoLe-house for the curing of
rtnnan haddie.

other page*

Saturday evening of last week wadi joyed by a large number.
Mrs. Lucy Stewart and son, of Jersey
City, accompanied her mother, Mrs. Lucinda Harmon, to the old home here for a

C. E. local union will be held at the
1.
Baptist church Friday evening, June
Mrs. Margaret Stimpson, of Manchester. N. H., is employed at West End din-

COUNTY NEWS.

$ee

brought

house

Sargentville.

her sister in

County Nou>n

A social at the

Mrs. Johanna Dority has returned home

Harbor Record’s summer list, is large
than that of attihe other papers printei
in 'uncock county.

1

ardson «& Son’s wharf.

X\1VYV&.

regulates

to

is much superior

pills and ordinary laxatives. Why
Foley’s Orino Laxative to-day? O.
ciu.

not try
A. Pak-

refute to yield to other treatment. Do not
experiment with untried remedies as delay
may result in your cold settling on your lungs.
O. A. Paacaaa.

43

years* millingus

experience

have

taught

how to make this perfect flour.
Richest Ohio Wheat, six times
scoured
hermetically sealed A
tanks—latest improved mahalf-hour tests.
chinery
Your breadwill prove it.
—

—

WilliamTeli
ForSmUatYourCroctr{•

Whitcomb, Haynes & £•■
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

■

for bar home in Howland.
at home.

jjOBTH CASTINE.
home ,ronl

'«

bSnow

May

MAR1AV1LLE.
E. J. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, is in

visiting in Portland.
Ouilford returned Thursday
'•

weecott
,,

yResd.

town.

Frank Jordan has gone to Bar Harbor

th. normal

of

Mildred Crafts,
to work.
of Mrs. Ada Conner.
i(lbe guest
Josie Frost, of Bangor, is at home for a
is
a
Bridges, of Penobscot,
abort tire a.
Edwin Ordwsy and
There will be a sale and supper at the
jber parents,
Grange hall June 0.
well and daughter
Ward

Uirism

ol Bangor,
f

are

has

Reynolds

Mr. Leland has gone to Bar Harbor to
work; also Mr. Avery and wife.
Rev. G. Mayo, of Ellsworth, has occupied the pulpit here two Sundays.

Koland Ward-

at

coaat-

on a

gone

*to"sockland in the schooner Min-

Mrs. George Black, of Bangor, was in
over Sunday visiting relatives.
Blanche Heath, wijo has been employed
at Dr. Simonton’s, at Ellsworth, for some
time, is at home.
town

been in the emMartin, who has
has gone to his
Duncan Dunbar,

j

Onlinewho submitted to
Ham Dunbar,
in Bangor last week,
al operat.
recovering.
in

a

Linwood Hoyt has
moved
into the
George Black house, recently purchased
by Dr. C. C. Morrison.
s student at the normal
to Conner,
Ezra Conner
Elwood Frost, son of Joseph Frost, has
i, with his parents,
gone to Bar Harbor hospital for a surgical
few days.
ife, for a
went to Urland last operation on his neck.
Augusta beach
her brother,
John Russell and his son Wade, of Bar
funersrof
the
to attend
Harbor, were in town two days last week,
vi ho died in Augusta May
b Ames,
guests at the home of George Frost.
illness.
rrs lingering
B.
May 31.
L‘
,31.

is

PAST ri»TY IN UANHP.lt.
Men past middle life have found comfort
a poultry
is
and
relief
In
building
Dorr
Foley's Kidney Remedy, especnrd
ially for enlarged prostrate gland, which i*
! very common among elderly men. L. E.
Morris. Dexter. Ky.. writes: “Up to c year
first to have peas
rles (iray is tbe
suffered from kidney ‘and
! ago roy father
bladder trouble ami several
otstoes up.
pLysicians pronnunred
it
of the prostrate
enlargement
waa
Haney, a former resident here,
gland and advised an operation. On account
of his age we were afraid he could not stand
week,
from Bangor lost
it and I recommended Foley’s Kidney Remedy,
has and the first boltle relieved him, ‘and after
jotinues wet, and little planting
taking the second bottle he was no longer
is
Gross
growing rapidly, troubled
done.
with this complaint.” G. A. Parto | CHER.
bts been hardly sun enough yet
ot
best
dairy
(or the
quality

grass

liderable work

done

was

in

the

and Beveral lots were
gry last week
Much work is needed on
lots, the owners of wbieh are

grided.

eted
and relatives scattered.
Its
Iter seems likely to hold up at
nt price, 30 cents, during theaumabicb will be tbe flrat summer here
in a quart, r of a century or more that

price.

11 have held up at that

BLUE HILL.
Abbie Allen is visiting her brother’s
ly on South street.
A. Parker has returned from Mt.
%

days’ stay,
Commissioner Paris Snow has a
it work on the roads,
e boys of tbe B.-G. 8. A. baseball
present a fine appearance in their

jo fora few
id

red suits.
irvey Gray, who bought Eugene C.
hs plaee, has sold bis bouse in the
geto Mrs. 11. E. Morton,

party of ladies took a buck board ride
Sliworth May -ti to atteud the tnisiry uieeting at tbe Baptist church,
.d.tjweet, who purchased the Merrill
lear Mrs. John A, Stevens’ place, has
foundation in for a new house and ell
rhisto be built there this

season,

lay 29.

M.
SEDGWICK.

R. Guptill and
rarrived

w

their

at

ife,

of

Revere, Mass.,
home,

summer

Louise Anderson, who has been
nding Boston university, is home for
ise

days.
was

Riverside hall

dance at

a

irday evening.

Music

qufttette.

by

the

Stoning-

fine memorial address

was given at
Baptist church Sunday morning by

pastor, Rev. Elisha Sanderson,
Holmes

family,

»., will arrive soon to
ix rear of the

of

Dorchester,

opeu the

postofflce

*ry store and

as a

room

confec-

lunch counter.

H 31.

H.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
xClosson is ill of scarlet rash.
tier.

H. Allen, who has been quite ill,

bool has been closed for
it of the scarlet fever,

a

week

on ac-

Allen, who has been troubled with
on his
face, is better.
*• Ira
Page, who has been with Mrs.
^PP at Sedgwick two weeks, is
y

bscess

W. Page, w ho has been ill
many
died Sunday afternoon. The f un*ill be held at his home
Tuesday afhes

on.

y31*

Kae.
_

SURRY.

ineood Curtis

is

peddling fish*

?'Dunham b«B gone to Bar

*

on

a

Harbor to

farm.

Conary, of the yacht Aurora,
Saturday and Sunday at home,

hade*
Mann was operated upon for
nndicitia at his home laat Friday. He

°‘n* well.

I^oit
mar

Blaiedel], the teacher of the
school here, went to Franklin
night to Visit hie parents.
*»•
Adalbert Bellatty, of Ellsworth,
''ng.*8ht r 8‘ster, Mre. Sterling Ander*
very '**
pneumonia.

*y

~

y

«•

__S.
east burry.
Moon is visiting his

°»b

daugbter,

E-fjene Warren, st Ellsworth.
Tisworgy » away with
^
ved

her

“Pt Winlleld Treworgy, while
*ng hie yacht in commieeion.

i,

in

a,‘n8°n has somewhat

im-

health, snd his daughters have
,or
»• JA8tb"y
“
teactlinBi Anna for Everett,

Jr.
is

—’

No matter how long it hat been
gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth

or faded.

of healthy hair. Stops its
falling out.
n»* ponitively removes Dan*
Keeps hair soft and glossy. Re*
fuse all aubetitutea. 2J< times as much
in $1.00 aa 50c. sixe. to Not a
Dye.

ttflMMc. bottles,at drnaolats
book
PhUo

“Th, Car. of tbe Hair."

Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J. .

MortllkO Soap con.

Pimptaa,
red, rough and chipped hands, sod all skin
dial
•aws. Ktwpa akin floe and soft 25c.
drmretata.
Bond 2c lor Iran bank “The Car. of the Skin."

Pnnpev Notice.
AVI NO contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support nnd care for those who
may need assistance during the next five
mrs and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, us there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
*»<">»*.
M. J. Drummky.

H

ere

eyie W‘H graduate from

a

‘or chrjni^d.?ar !* especially recom»n0 lung troubles,
»o»uinptfon h.,rof bro«ehltl«, asthma

ia«l

®»oy

foi^ZTy VSdxl r“do":

l

iUgal 3foutfa.
District Court of the United States, for the
Eastern District of New York.
In the matter of
White Granite Company,

[

)
Bankrupt.
PURSUANT to an order duly made in the
above entitled proceeding dated May 5,
1903. James E. Dutton, the trustee iu baiikjupt :y for said bankrupt, will sell at public
auction, to the highest bidder, on the premises formerly occupied by the White Granite Company at Blue Hill, Hancock county,
Maine, on the 16th day of June. 1909, at 11

1

!

Str*mhn«t«

..

Ellsworth Loan and Biding M

%

owned

by VV. B. Thompson; thence by said
Thompson’s line noitnerly to land formerly
owned by Levi B. Thompson; thence on said
Levi B. Thompson’s laud norlhwesterly to
land owned by Allen Fiske; thence on said
Fiske’s line to first meutioned bound, and
containing twenty-five acr:s, more or less.
Said lot being a part of lot No. 16, of the

second division of lots of said Bluehill. The
premises described in a heed recorded in said
registry, in vol. 421, page 870.
A certain lot or parcel of laud situated in
said Bluehill, and bounded and described us
follows, to wit: Nortn by land formerly of L.
B. Thompson; east by laud of Lionel Howard;
southerly by the Tolinau and Perkins lots, so
called; west by land of 8. B. Billings, it being
one-eighth of the lot No. IS of the second division of lots, according to the plan of the
town of Bluehill, and
bein^ the premises described in a deed recorded in said registry, in
vol. 3tT|, page 806.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Bluehill, bounded und described as follows, to wit: it being a lot of land formerly
owned by 8. P. Brown and t’utman Ingal Is, and
formerly called the Saulsbury land; bounded
north and east by a land formerly owned by
Levi Townsend; south by the land of John 8.
Treworgy; west by the land of 8. P. Billings,
containing twenty-five acres, more or Jess, and
being the lot referred to iu a deed recorded iu
said registry, iu vol. 871, page 354.
A certain lot or parcel of laud situated in
said Bluehill, and bounded as follows, to wit;
On nerth by land of tue late Daniel Treworgy; on the east by land formerly owned by
M. K. Chase and Mrs. Ueuben Parker; on the
south by lot No. 34, and ou the west by land
formerly owned y John Stetson; aud is the
eastern third of lot No. 54 of the third division of lots on the p an of said Bluehill.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Bluehill, and bounded and described as
follows to wit: Beginning at the northwestNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
! erly corner of land owned by John S. Trew"YTTHEREAS Adelaide A. Saunders, of orgy; thence on line of said Treworgy’s land
TT
Orland, in the county of Hancock and | northwesterly 60 rods to land of 8. B. BillState of Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated ! ings, thence on line of said Billings’ land
the twenty-fifth day of June. a. d. 1895, and southwesterly 95 rods to laud of Charles E.
recorded in the registry of deeds for said Han- Billings; thence by liuc of said Charles E.
cock county, in book 295, page 270. conveyed
Billings' land southeasterly 60 rods to land of
to W. G. Sargent, late cii Sedgwick in said
John 8. Treworgy; thence northeasterly by
county, now deceased, a certain lot or parcel said Treworgy’s laud 9> rods to place of beof land, with the buildings thereon, situated ginning, containing 35 acres, more or less.
in said Orland in the county of Hancock
Bluehill, May 22, 1909
aforesaid, and described and bounded as folWard W. Wescott,
lows:
Deputy Sheriff.
at
a
cedar
stake
on
the
northern
Beginning
NOTICE
or
FORECLOSURE.
side of the road leading from Orland village
to Ellsworth, thence north 47° east, eight rods
'ITTHEREAS, Viola A. Morse, Lillian Meto a stake; thence north 43° west, seven rods
Win berg and Lucy A.
Rae, Inez
W
to a stake; thence south 47° west, eight rods Sprague, all of Rockland, in the county of
to a stake by said road; thence on said road Knox and State of M >me; Lottie Meservey
south 43° east, seven rods to place of begin- and Judson Stinson, both of Poitland, Maine;
ning.
Agnes Trefethen, f Peak’s Island, Maine, and
And whereas the undersigned is the duly Eugene Stinson, of block
Rhode
Island,
appointed and legally qualified executor of Island, by their mortgage deed dated January
the last will and testament of said W. G. Sar- 4, 19' 8, recorded Hancock registry of deeds,
gent: and whereas the condition of said mort- vol.451. page 407 conveyed to Sarah J. Morse
gage has been and now is broken, now there- and F. F. Morse, both of Swan’s Island. Hanfore, by reason of the breach of the condition cock county, Maine, the iollowing described
thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said mort- properly, viz.:
gage and give this notice for that purpose.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated on
Sedgwick, Maine, May 26, 1909.
Swan’s Island, in said county of Haucock and
Henry W. Sargent,
bounded as follows, vz
Commencing at
Executor of the last will and testament of W. Thomas J. Colomy northeast corner at a stake
G. Sargent, deceased.
and stones and running south 85J west forty
By Elmer P. Spofford, his attorney.
rods to a stake ami s ones; thence S. 30° W.
eight rods to a birch tree; thence N. 49° W.
subscribers, Emily Leland Harrison, eighteen rods to a stake and stones; thence
C Leland Harrison and John Marshall N. 8° W. thirty-four rot’s to a stake and
stones; thence S. 65° F, t weuty-three rods to
Gest, all of the city and county of Philadelphia, state of Pennsylvania, hereby give no- a stake and stones; thence S. 73k}° E. fortysix rods to a spruce tree on the shore; thence
tice that they have been duly appointed executors of the last will and testament and two 5. 47° W. eight reds to the first mentioned
bounds containing eight acres more or less.
codicils of
Also an undivided or.e-fourrn of a lot of
JOHN HARRISON, late of said PHILASwan's Island and
land situated on said
DELPHIA,
bounded as follows: Commencing at a spruce
deceased, no bonds being required.
Not be- tree at the head of Seal » ove; thence N. TS1^0.
ing residents of the State of Maine, the sub- W, by fence and wall forty six rods; tbeace
nd one-fourth rods by
scribers have appointed Albert H. Lynam, N. 65° W. twenty-six
whose address is Bar Harbor, town of Eden, fence and rail; thence N 71V3 W. thirty-five
Hancock county, Maine, as their agent for rods to a split rock; thence N. 53^° W. sevenall purposes specified in Revised Statutes teen rods to two spruce tiees by the fence;
of Maine. Chapter 66, Section 43.
All per- thence N. 43° W. ten rods to the shore; thence
demands against the estate easterly around tbe shoie to Seal Cove Head;
sons having
thence southerly arounn the shore to the first
ueceased are desired to present
of said
mentioned bound and containing one hunthe same for settlement, and al! indebted
dred acres more or It ss.
thereto are requested to ma&e payment irnAnd whereas the Bind mortgage has been asEmily L. Harrison,
mediated.
C. Leland Harrison.
signed to me by tbe said Sarah J. Morse and
F. F. Morse, by assignment dated the 17th day
John Marshall Gest.
May 10, 1909.
of April,a. d 1909, recorded Hancock registry, book 458, page 33fi; and whereas the conhereby* give notice th«t dition
rpHE subscribers
of said mortgage has been broken;
have
been
X they
duly appointed adminis- now therefore, the
undersigned owner of said
trators ot the estate of
mortgage, hereby claims a foreclosure of said
GILES H. SARGENT, late of MOUNT
mortgage by reason of the breach thereof.
Ctko. A. Sprague.
DESERT,
1

THE

$8.00

Banking.

of beginning, containing twenty-five acres,
more or less, and being tne scut hwest quarter
of lot No. 1ft, us per plan of said Bluehlil. 1 he
premises descnned in a deed recorded in said
registry, in voi. 421, page i,i.
a cerium lot or parcel cf land situated in
said Bluehill, huiI hummed ami uesclined as
follows, to wit:
Beginning ai the northern
corner bounds of lots number lifiy and fiftytwo of the second division iu saiu town, and
running north *8° west oj rods; thence north
87° east 168 rods up to number fifty of the
third division of lots in said fcowu; thence
south 4° east, fifty rods; thence south 87°
west, 168 rods up to tne first meiftioned bounds
and containing fifty acres, more or less.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Bluehill, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning at the northwest
corner of laud owned by Baiuuei Bil.iugs;
thence on said Billings’ line easterly to laud

WHEREAS

20|

|

the county ot Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Walter Sargent.
Roderick D. Sargent.
May 18, 1909.
in

Siven
aviug

subscriber

notice that
admin-

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
istrator of the estate of

GEORGE C. STEWART, late of BROOKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Recbkn C. Stewart.
Brooklin. May 12, 1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JOHN E. CLARK, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHki.bn A. Clark.
mediately.
Bar Harbor. May 18,

THE

1909.__

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
FRANKIE M. JORDAN, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Cuarlks J. Dunn.
Orono, Maine, May 25,1909.
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BTATB OF HAIM.
County of Hancoo*
May 22,1*9.
rilAKKN this day ou execution dated May
JL
8, 1909, issued on a judgment rendered
by the supreme judicial court for the county
of Hancock, at a term thereof begun and held
on the second Tuesday of April, 1909, to wit:
on the 24th
day of April, 1909, in favor of Edith
M. Chase, of Bluehlil, in said county, against
Addle F. Fluke and Allen A. Flake, both now
or formerly of said BlrebiU, 'or the sum of
three hundred and forty-eight dollars and
seventy-sixtcents,debt or damage, and fiftyseven dollars and forty-one cents, costs of
suit, and will be sold at public auction at the
office of Edward E. chase, it sain biuehill, to
j the highest bidder, Juno 2tt, 1*9, at ten
o’clock iu the forenoon, the following deI scribed real estate ana an the right, title and
interest which the said Addle F Fiske ana
| Allen
A. Flske have and had in and to the
j same on the seventeenth day of June, a. d.
i9uo, at teu o'clock in the forenoon, the time
when the same was attached on tne writ in
! the same suit, to wit:
! A- certain lot or parcel of land situated in
| said Biuehill, commencing at Billings* line on
j the Eastern road leaning from biuehill to
;I Bueksport; thence by saul road to land formerly owned by John Webster; thence by said
! Webster's laud to corner of land owued by
! said Webster; thence north forty degrees west
I to stake ami atones on line of laud owned by
! Samuel Biiliugs; thence by said Billings’ land
I to aforesaid Eastern roau, containing fifteen
acres, more or less; the premises described in
I
a deeu recoaled in Hancock registry of deeds,
i vol. 281, page 87b.
A certain lot cr parcel of land situated iu
said Biuehill, bounued and described as fol| lows, to wit: Beginning at the northwest
corner of the Bray lot so called, now owned
W. twenty rods
| by said F'iske; thence Wo.
j to original corner of 8uu sbury lot; thence N.
48" E. two hundred rods to the Truntly lot;
thence 8. 48' E. twenty rods to said Bray lot;
thence 8. 4.i1 W. two hundred rods to the place

FORECLOSURE.
Lafayette Davis and Augustus W. Clark, deceased, of Ellsworth,
in the county of Hancock and State of Maine,
deed dated the 16th day of
by theirA.mortgage
D. 1875, recorded in the Hancock
March,
county registry of deeds, book 147, page 474,
conveyed to the Hancock County Savings
Bank, having its place of business in fellsworth, county and State aforesaid, a certain
parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
situate in said Ellsworth and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the easterly line of Water
street at the northwesterly corner bounds of a
lot formerly belonging to Benjamin Jordan;
thence easterly and at right angles with the
said line of Water street fourteen rods to a
corner; thence northerly at right angles and
parallel *ith the line of Water street aforesaid six rods to a corner; thence westerly at
right angles and parallel with the first line
above mentioned fourteen rods to the easterly
line of said Water street; thence southerly
by the easterly line of said Water street six
rods to the first mentioned bounds and containing eighty-four square rods, more or less.
And whereas the said mortgage bas been
assigned by the said Hancock County Savings
Bank to me, by assignment dated the 30th
day of December, A. D. 1899, recorded in Hancock registry, book 3»5, page 368; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken; now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth, Me., May 25, 1909.
EdwiN A. Clark.
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situate in said Ellsworth and hounded and described as follows, to wit:
First lot: Beginning on the east line of
Water street at the northwest corner of lot
formerly of Benjamin Jordan; thence east at
right angles to the said line of Water street
fourteen rods to a corner; thence north at
I right angles and parallel with the line of
! Water street six rods to a corner; thence west
at right angles and parallel with the first
mentioned line fourteen rods to the east line
off Water street; thence south on the line of
said street six rods to place of beginning, containing eighty-four square rods, more or les*.
(Second lot: Bounded, beginning on tbe east
line of said Water street at tbe northwest corne«* of kt above describ'd; thence east at
right angles to said street and on the north
i line of lot above describid nine rods to a
corner on the west line of a passageway leading to Main street; ihence north and at right
angles sixteen feet by >aid way to a cor er;
thence west and at right angles nine rods to
Wa’er street; thence on the line of said street
a;steen feet to the place of beginning and
containing twenty-three hundred and seventy-six square feet, more or less. Excepting
and reserving herefrom, however, the following described lots or parcels of land.
First reservation: Bounded, beginning at a
! point in the north line of lot last above de| scribed and conveyed, forty-one feet and eight
inches east from the east line of said Water
street; thence south seven feet and eight
inches and parallel to the line of said street;
thence west forty one feet and eight inches
and at right angles to said street to tbe line
of said street; ihence on the east line of said
street north seven feet and eight inches, ard
thence east and parallel with the second
course forty-one feet and eight inches to place
of beginning.
Second reservation:
Bounded, beginning
at the east line of Water street at the northwest corner of a lot of land now or
formerly
owned by Whitmore: thence north and parallel with tbe line of Water street thirty feet to
a corner; thence north sixty-nine
degrees
and thirty five minutes east one hundred and
thirty three feet at right angle s with the lineof
Water street to a corner; thence north eleven
degrees and forty minutes west twenty-six
and one-fourth feet to a corner; thence north
sixty-nine degrees and thirty-five n.inutes
east to land of Whiting; thence south on the
original line of said lot to land of Whitmore;
thence west on the original line of said lot
fourteen rods to place of beginning.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth, Me., May 25,1909.
Edwin A. Clark,

Never Falls to Restore
Gray Bair to itsNatnral
Color and Beauty.

o'clock in the forenoon, all the real estate and
personal property which were of said bankrupt in the State of Maine.
be said real estate is described as follows:
All the interest of said bankrupt in the
fo lowing pieces of property situate at Blue
HiU, Hancock county, Maine, bounded and
described as follow*: Noitherly by the Mrs.
Gilpatrick lot so called; easterly by land of
Mm. Janies Y. Urindle, Blue Hill Granite
Company and George W. Cla* ; southerly by
Commencing, >la> l>, 1900,
the highway leading from Blue Hill to East
Sunday Blue Hill and laud of Warren C.
Clay, and
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR,
only westerly by land of Warren C.
Clay, Mrs.
James \. Grindle and Charles M. Wood and
bar
,0 40,
known as the Granite lot; also oneother lot of
4 30
; Sorrento..
land situated in said Blue Hill and bounded
Sullivan. .!. I 4 56'.'. and described as follows:
by
Southeasterly
Alt DesertFerry
11 9»
ft
10 05 6 85 land of Geo. W. Clay, soutbwe
terly by Blue
S
11
5
27 10 12' 5 42
Waukeag Fy.
37|
Hill hay; northwesterly by land of Mrs. Janies
Hancock.
;il 4<‘j 5 30 10 15 5 45 V. Urindle, and northeasterly by the highway
Franklin Road.Jll 48 15 39, 10 25 5 51
leading from Blue Hill to East Blue Hill and
Wash’gt'u June1 11 00 llg67 15 47; 10 45
6 0.1
known as the Granite Pasture and Wharf.
ELLSWORTH
11 071 12 06.
5 85! 10 52; 6 10 The Granite lot
containing seventy acres,
Ellsworth Falls, 11 12 liglOj 6 02!cl0 57* 6 15 more or less, and the Granice Pasture and
Nicoliu. Ill 25 12g23 1« lfi cll 10' 6 28
Wharf containing fifteen acres, more or less,
Green Lake —* 11 36* 12*81
6 24lc1l 191
6 38
both of said parcels oeing the same conveyed
j Phillips Lake.. :il 42 12g39,: J6 31 .. 16 46 to Joseph and George P. Wescott and Joseph
a 39cll 34
il 50 12*46:
6 54
T. Hinckley by the heirs of the late Lemuel
Holden.j
Brewer June...1 12 OP} 1 05! 6 59 11 53' 7 14 Peters by deed dated
February 15th, 1871.
BANGOR.| 12 16 1 lu; 7 05 11 59 7 20
Reserving and excepting from the last menA M | A M
; P M J P M , A M
tioned piece of land the right, privilege and
Portland.! 4 M>! 5 40' 12 ft0
4 50 12 50
easement of taking the granite from the laud
Boston.| 7 56 ; 0 06| 5 30 8 26) 5 90 between the brook near the old granite road
Sunday and line of George W. Clay’s land.
Also one other piece of land on the easterly
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR, only
side of the highway lead:ng by George W.
[pm!
Jam am pm
8 00
9 00110 00
Clay's house and deeded by George W. Clay
'Boston.J 10 00
to W#scott & Hiuck ey and recorded in Han
M
A M
AM,
j
cock registry, book 142, page 442.
Portland.
1 20
11 00 12 40 i 1 20 1
The said personal property consists of enA M
P M
A M
P M
A M
derricks, drills, wheels, carts,
e GO 10 30
BANGOR.
3 35
5 00
6 10 J gines, shafting,
harness, lumber, tools, stone and ail other
6 or; JO 37
Brewer June...
3 41
5 C6 6 17 articles
in
anil about the business of
used
Holden.
J6 29 10 59 J 4 00 |6 25 i 6 37 said White G.anite
Company including office
Phillip* Lake.. Jfi 36 :il 07 J4 06 J5 82 J6 41 furniture.
Green Lake6 41
4 13 ;5 40! * 62
11 15
For particulars and list of personal prop
I Nicoliu.
:H 53 11 25 |4 21 J5 49 7 01
to
E Dutton. Trustee No. 42
Jsmes
erty apply
Ellsworth Kalis
7 06 II 40
1 31
6 02: 7 15
East 23rd Street. New York City, or Lyon &
ELLSWORTH
6 08
7 13 11 47
4 39
7 20
for
said Trustee, 128 BroadSmith,
attorneys
Wash’gt’n June | 7 26i 11 57. 4 45 J6 14 7 27 way. New
York City.
6 22 7 36
Franklin Road. 17 33; 12 06.
Dated May 17. 1909.
6
41
12
15
90
45
7
Hancock.} *7
Charles A. Tipling,
6 33 7 48 !
7 44 12 18
! Waukeag. S Fy
Releree in Bankruptcy.
7 50 12 25.
6 40
I Alt Desert Ferry
7 55
Sullivan.: S 20..
I Sorrento.j 8 45 1 15'.
nTATK OF MAINE.
7 25 8 40
I BAR HARBOR | 8 40, 1 40
Hancock ss.
I
!
I
I
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39 ri^AKEN a-d seized on an alias execution.
JL ilus 18i h day of May. a. d. 190V. tuieu
p ni. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a in, 10.52
the 12 h clay oi May. a. <i 1909, issued on
p. ni. connect with Washington Co R R.
a Judgment rei d-red’by the supreme judicial
J Stops on signal to conductor,
court, lor the county oi Penobscot, at a term
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers,
thereof begun ami held on the first Tuesday
to
leave
from
g Stops only
passengers
points of October, a. d. 1907, toinwit: On the31stday
of October, a. d. 1907.
favor of Horace F.
east of Washington Junction.
Green, of Brewer, in the county of Penobscot,
These trains connect at Bangor with through and
Samuel P. Snowman and Everett
against
trains on Maiu Line, to and from Portland. A. Snowman, both ot
Sedgwick, in the county
Boston and St John.
of Hancock, for tbe sum of one hundred at d
Passengers are earnestly requestly to pro- seventy-five dollars, debt or damage, and ten
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
dollars aud seventy-one cents cost ot suit,
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to and will be sold at public auction, on the
Ellsworth.
premises iu said Sedgwick. to the highest
bidder, on the 21st day of June, a d. 1909, at
F. E. BOOTHBY, Oen’l Pass. Agent.
two o’clock in the afternoon, the following de
MORRIS M’DONALD,
scribed real es’ute, situated in the towns of
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
Sedgwick and Bluebill, in said county of
Hancock, ami all the right, title and interest
General office, Portland, Me.
which the said Samuel P. Snowman has in
aud to the same, ou this day, to wit: ‘’Westby the highway, northwesterly by land of
erly
Allison Herrick: northwesterly by the highway and laud of Allison Grindle; easterly by
land of said Grindle to laud of Washington
Gray; thence on said Gray's land to the highway, except the premises deeded to Samuel P.
Snowman by Alexander Snowman; being
about forty (40) acres, more or less, situated
Fare Between Bar Harbor and in said Sedgwick and Bluebill; also another
of land situated in said Bluebill, and
parcel
bounded aud described as follows: Being a
Boston
part of lot No. 24. being the northerly s de of
said lot. the same deeded to said Alexander
Snowman by John Mather and aquitauce by
R. H. Gray and John Mather, dated Feb. 21,
$4.25 one way and
1849, being about thirty seven (37) acres, more
or less;'" being tbe same premises described
in a deed from said Alexander Snowman to
round trip.
said Samuel P. Snowman, dated Oct. 17. 1872,
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds,
vol. 243, page 528, aud having been the homeSteamer leaves Bar Harbor at 1 30 p m week stead of the late Alexander Snowman, dedays for Seal Harbor. Northeast Harbor, South- ceased, and now being the homestead of the
west Harbor. Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
saidS>muel P. Snowman.
Dated at Penobscot, this eighteenth day of
Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, conNorris L. Upindrll.
necting with steamer for Boston.
May, a. d. 1909.
Deputy Sheriff.
Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 2 CO p m week days
for South Bluehlll, Stonlngton, North Haven
OF MAINE.
STATE
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for BosCounty ok Hancock ss: —May 21. 1909.
ton.
rPAKEN on execution, wherein C. M. Conant
RETURNING
A, & Co., a corporation duly incorporated
and located aud having its principal place of
business at Bangor, Peuobscot county, Maine,
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 pm week days is plaintiff, and Alvah K. Hasiam ot Waltham,
for Rockland.
Hancock county, Maine, is defendant, and
will be sold at public auction, on June 28, a. d.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m. or on arrival of 1909, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the
office of Fred L. Mason, esq., in First National
steamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and intermediate land- Bank Building, iu Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, all the right which the said Alvah
ings.
K. Hasiam has or had on August 25, 1908, at
two o’clock aud thirty minutes in the afterK. S. .1. Morsk. Agent, Bar Harbor.
noon, that being the time when the same was
attached on the original writ, to redeem the
following described mortgaged real estate
situated in said Waltham, to wit:
Beginning
on the south side of tbe county road leading
from Waltham to Eastbrook on the east side
of Cook brook so called; thence southerly by
said brook to an aah tree marked K; thence
east 29° north ten rods to a cedar stake marked
K; thence south 29° east forty rods to a cedar
Is what your money will earn if
■take marked K; thence west 29° south to said
inveated in shares of the
brook; thence by said biook to Little pond;
thence by said pond and John Wilbur’s land
to land formerly occupied by Walter J. Hasiam, being the northwest corner; thence easterly by said Walter J.’s north line to the
county road; thence northerly by said road
to the place of beginning, containing 100 acres,
A NEW SERIES
more or less.
Said real estate is subject to a
is dow open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay- mortgage given by said Alvah K Hasiam to A.
W.
in Hancock county regisrecorded
Ellis,
ments, 81 per share*
try of deeds, book 268, page 533, and assigned by A. W. Ellis to John F. Whitcomb,
Charles H. Haynes and John O. Whitney, coWHY PAY KENT
partners as Whitcomb. Haynes A Co.,as apwhen you can borrow on your
pears by assignment recorded in said registry
and
first
a
mortgage
shares, give
of deeds, book 428, page 4, on which is said
reduce it every month? Monthly
to be due about eight hundred dollars.
payments ana interest together
Also all the right which the said Alvah K.
will amount to but little more
Hasiam has or nad on said August 25,1908, at
for
than you are now paying
two o’clock and thirty minutes in the afterrent, and In about ten years you
noon, in and to the lot of land situated in said
will
Waltham, containing 100 acres, more or less,
OWN TOUR OWN HOME.
anp described in deed from Chan. Willing A
al to A. K. Hasiam A al dated Oct. 15, i860, and
For particulars Inquire ot
recorded in said Hancock county registry of
O. W. Tapley. Sec'y,
deeds, book 176, page 258.
First Nat’l Bank|Bldg.
F. O. Silsby,
A. W. Kino, President.
Sheriff.
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SOUTH PENOBSCOT,

*

NOTICE OP POKKCLORCKE.
Augusta, W. Clark, Of Ellsworth. In the county ot Hancock and
Btftte of Maine, deceased, by hfa mortgage
deed dated the sixteenth day of October, a. d.
1891, recorded in the Hancock registry of
deeds, book 282. page 54. conveyed to Edwin
A. Clark, hie heirs and assigns, a certain lot
or parcel of land with tbe buildings thereon,

Genevieve is

SI._C.

itjal KFirt*.

legal Notice*

hospital as nans in Jane; Sarah for Isleaboro, when the is teaching, and Martha

STATE OF MAINE
Hancock ss.:—May 24,1909.
on execution wherein
Pine Tree
State Mutual Fire Insurance Company, a
corporation having a place of business in
KenneManchester, in the county of
bec and State of Maine, is plaintiff, and
Eliza
J.
Baker, of
Brookiin, in the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
is defendant, and will b»- sold at public auc
tion on June 29. a. d. 1909, ut ten o'clock in tbe
forenoon, at the Town House in the town of
Brookiin, Hancock county, Maine, all the
right, title or interest which the said Eliza J.
Baker has or had on February 15, 1909, at eight
o’clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon,
that being the time when the same was attached on the original writ, to rtdeem the
following described mortgaged real estate,
to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in Brookiin, Hancock county. State of
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
w’it: Commencing on the road parallel with
the north side of store formerly occupied by
A. W. Hale; thence running southeasterly
forty-five (45) feet more or less to the northeas. corner bound of the lot set off to Joshua
Watson and others; thence southwesterly by
said lot ninety-flve (95) feet more or less;
thence northwesterly forty-five (45) feet more
or less; thence northeasterly along the north
side of building one hundred twenty-five (125)
feet more or less.
It being tbe balance of
conveyed to H. H. Harden by Mary
property
A. Heath, with buildings thereon.
Rodney W. Smith,
Deputy Sheriff.
County

op

TAKEN

rflHE subscriber bereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed administraX
tor of the estate of
SARAH A. WORTBLEY, late of BUCKS-

PORT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
in

of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imWilby C. Conaby.
mediately.

Bucksport, May 12,1909.
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UNITED STATES

OF

,

iitnu,
Status

AMERICA, Plaint l*,

▼a.

BUBRILL AND 0HARLE8 R.
BUBRILL, Defendant*.

CHARLES O.

To the Honorable Judge of the Olronit Court
of the United State* of America for the Diatriot of Maine:
petition of the United State* of America by Robert T. Whttehouae, attorney
of the United States of America for the district aforesaid, iespectfully showetb unto
your Honor:
That under the provisions of Section 2 of
tbe Act of Congress approved May 80th, IHL
entitled "An Act To increase the limit of cost
of certain public buildings, to authorize tbo
enlargement, extension, remodeling, or improvement of certain public buildings, to
authorize the erection and completion ot public buiidii.gr, to authorize the purchase of
sites for public buildings, and tor other purposes”; and under the provisions of the AOft
of Congrc 88 approved March 4th, 190V, entitled
“An Act Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in tbe appropriations for tbe Oral
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
and nine and for prior years, and tor other
purposes”; a fund wi»a appropriated for the
purchase ot an addition to tbe site of a federal
public building, to wit, to the United States
Post Office and Custom House at Ellsworth, in
said Disrhtof Maine, and that tbe secretary
of tbe treasury of the said United States was
authorized by said acts to procure such additional real estate as may be necessary for the
making of said addition to said site, and that
in pursuance of the authority granted by said
act, the secretary of the treasury has determined that tbe hereinafter described lot or
parcel of land was necessary for the purpose
of m*kii g addition
said site; but it is imlossible for the said Uni ed States to acquire
the said land by purchase or voluntary con-

THE

i

veyance:
mat pursuant to the

provisions of the Acs
Congrtss sppioved August 1, 1888, and entitled‘‘An Act to Authorize Condemnatiou of
Land for Sites 'or Public buildings and other
Put poses", which said act authorizes the secretary of the treasury or any other officer of
the government who has been authorized to
procure real estate for the erection of a pubHe
building or for other public uses,toac| ciuire
the same for the United States by con| demnation
under judicial process, whenever
in his opinion It ie necessary or advantageous
to the government to do so, the secretary of
the treasury decided and now is of the opinion that it is necessary and advantageous to
the government of the United States to acquire the said land by condemnation under
judicial process for the purposes aforesaid,
and upon the 7th day of May, 1909, pursuant
to the provisions of said Act of August 1st, 1888,
| the secretary of the treasury made appiicato the attorney geueral of the United
| tion
to cause such condemnation proceed|! States
ings to be commenced, and the attorney general of the United Slates, on the twelfth day
of May, 1909, instructed and directed the petitioner, the attorney of the United States for
the district of Maine, to institute these proceedings for the condemnation of said land;
That the said land re quired for purposes of
an addition to said lot as aforesaid, is situated in the city of Ellsworth, in the county of
Hancock, in said district of Maine, and is
bounded and described as follows: beginning at the southeasterly corner of the federal building site in the city of Ellsworth,
Maine; thence along the southwesterly side
of Water Btreet, thirty feet (80) to an iron
pin; thence south seventy degrees and fifty
minutes west eighty (80) feet; thence north
eighty-four and one fourth degrees west to
Uuion river; thence northerly by said river
to the southwesterly corner of the federal
building site, and thence along the southerly
line of the federal building site to the place
of beginning; and known as the "Burrill Lot".
The following parties claim to be the owners in fee of the above described land which
the said United States was unable to obtain
by voluntary conveyance, and which it is desired to acquire by condemnation in these
proceedings as aforesaid, namely, Charles C.
Burrill and Chailes H. Burrill, both of said
Ellsworth.
Wherefore the said plaintiff, the United
States of America, prays this honorable court
that the parties hereinbefore named as defendants and all other persons interested
| herein be made parties defendant to these
| proceedings by giving to such persons due
notice of the pendency of this petition in
I such manner as the court may see nt to direct,
I and further commanding them to appear before this court on a da> set for the hearing of
this petition, then and there to make answer
* to the same and to show cause, if
any they
have, why said petition should not be granted
J and
their interests in said land condemned
as prayed for herein, and abide the further
and judgment of the court in the premj order
ises, and that they may be further notified by
order, and direction of this court that on a
day certain to be fixed oy the court a hearing
will be had on said petition, and the plaintiff
further prays that at said bearing a jury may
be empannelled for an inquiry and assessi1 ment of the damages and compensation to be
paid by the United States for the interests of
each of the said parties in the above described
j la d sought to be acquired by the said United
| States lor the purposes aforesaid, and that
[ upon payment into court or to the proper
owners, defendants herein,
by the United
States of an amount of compensation equal to
sum so assessed by the jury as the value of
the
|
I the interests in the land above described, that
possession may be awarded it by this court according to law,and hat the absolute title to the
said property thereby vest in the said United
States for the purpose aforesaid, and that the
Court will divide the sum so paid and order its
distribution among ibe several claimants as
to their respective rights herein; and for such
other and further orders as the nature of the
case may require or as may in the premises be
just and right.
Robkkt T. Wuitkbopsb,
of the United States for the District
Attorney
of Maine.
ot

1

|

|

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
District

Maine, United States
Circuit Court.

op

UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA, Plaintiff,

vs.

CHARLES C.’ BURRILL AND CHARLES
R. BURRILL, Defendants.
ORDER OP COURT.

Upon the filing of the foregoing petition, to
wit, on this nineteenth day of May, A. D.,

1909, it is ordered
That the said Charles O. Burrill and Charles
R. Burrill, named as defendents In said petition. and any other persons who may be interested in the parcel of land therein described
and each of them be and each of them Is hereby directed to appear before the Circuit Court
of the said United States to be holden at Portland within and for the District of Maine on
the thirty first day of July, 1909, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon and within the next fourteen
days thereafter, then and there to show cause,
if any they have or ither of them has, why
said petition should not be granted and the
said several part interests in said parcel of
land be condemned as prayed for in said petition, and lurther to do and receive that which
our said Circuit Court shall consider as to the
matters and things prayed for in said petition.
It is further ordered that the Marshal of
this District be and he is hereby directed te
give notice of the filing of said petition and
of this order to all persons interested therein,
; by publishing in thr Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published at said Ellsworth in this
District, once a week for three consecutive
weeks, an attested copy of said petition and
this order, the last publication to be at least
fourteen days befoie said July 31,1909, and to
serve an attested copy of said petition and of
this order on the said Charles C. Burrill and
Charles R. Burrill, at least fourteen (14j days
before the said July 31. 1909.
BEtt
It is further ordered that said Marshal; deposit in the Registry of Deeds for the County
of Hancock, where said parcel of land is situated, at least fourteen (14) days before the said
July 31,1909, a copy of said petition and of this
order duly attested by the Clerk of this Court
and procure the recording of the same by said

j

f

Register.

And it is further ordered that said Marshal
make return of his doings under this order to
our said Court on the said July 31, 1909.
And it is further ordered that on the twentythird day of Septembe A. D. 1909, next at the
Circuit Court of the United States to be held
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at Portland in
said District, a hearing be had on said petition
and on all answers and objections; when aud
where all parties interested in the premises
may be heard. By the Court.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
(L. 8.)
A true copy of petition and the order of the
Court thereon.
Attest: Henry W. Mayo,
Marshal of the United States within and for
the District of Maine.
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in," called Ethel.
Vying approvingly the tall, well proportioned figure in the doorway. "I'm
hiding.” she explained as Chisholm
“I’m hiding from a
came forward.
“You

may

come

man.”
Chisholm's quiet
comment as he dropjied into a chair
opposite the settee on which Miss
Sprague sat. "I have come here to
hide from a woman—a woman I never

•■Remarkable!”

was

met.”
Ethel clapped her hands. "Wouldn't
It be funny if it happened that you
were running away from me and I
ware running away from you and we
both should be hiding here together—
from each other’;”
“More than likely we are the victims of Mrs. Bayard’s well lutentloncd
sfforts.” asserted Chisholm "It is odd
that after dodging Mrs. Bayard we
should find ourselves in the same retreat with the common aim of avoiding each other.”
“If you should tell me your name.”
suggested Ethel, "we could find out if
ws really are the only two victims of
Mrs. Bayard's matchmaking craze"
“And rob the situation of its piquancy!” objected Chisholm. "No, Miss—
Miss—er—Miss Dimples. I think we
will enjoy a chat far more, because we
are not absolutely certain that presently we will emerge from our retreat
only to be pounced upon by the energetic Mrs. Bayard, thereupon to be introduced to each other while the world
—cur little world—looks on and smiles
lte commiseration.”
“Mrs. Bayard means well,” declared
Ethel, “but it is dreadful the way she
goes around introducing people with a
look that says, ‘Now I have introduced
you young people 1 shall expect you to
be married Immediately, because you
art perfectly suited to each other.’
Every one finds such amusement in
Mrs. Bayard's matchmaking that her
victims are marked persons, so they
come to bate each other.”
“If she were content with mere hints
It would not be so bad.” continued
Chisholm comfortably, “but she had
me over here this morning to tell me
that tonight I should meet my fate.”
“And she wrote me.” explained
Ethel. “It seemg that she has three
•eta of victims here tonight, so as
soon as I came I made straight for
this flirtation nook. Mrs. Bayard believes in flirtation booths to further
her amiable ends, and it seemed a
clever bit of satire to take refuge lu
one of her matrimonial traps."
“I felt much the same way." assented Chisholm.
“Of course some time
In the course of the evening I shall
have to undergo the ordeal, but 1 am
trying to defer her introduction until
the last moment.
“This Is the first time that I ever
1
have been warned that 1 must marry,
whether or no, and—well, 1 don't suppose that it would sound right to say
that I am bashful, but I don't seem
to fancy the idea.”
“Which is ungrateful when Mrs.
Bayard goes to such rouble on our
account,” reminded Ethel. "She gives
three or four balls a year just to ’bring
people together,’ as she expresses it.”
“Just as though the people would not
find each other if let alone!” commented Chisholm, with a laugh. “Now, I
can Imagine that lu happier eircumatances I might”—
“What?” demanded Ethel as Chisholm paused.
“I was going to say,” he concluded,
“that left to myself I might perhaps
have carried out Mrs. Bayard's wishes
through natural impulse and not
through a sense of duty.”
Ethel colored softly at the remark,
for the meaning was not to be mis|
taken.
Moreover, she suddenly re- i
gretted the matchmaking propensities
of her hostess, which had resulted In
prejudicing the mind of this new j
found acquaintance against her.
“I remember when I was a yonng■ter In short trousers,” reminisced
Chisholm, “that one day my father
mixed a pall of whitewash, placed a
brush beside it and gave me strict orders not to whitewash the chicken
coops because I did not have the
requisite skill. Then he went downtown, and I took chances on a thrashing to prove that I could do It”
“We always want to do the forbidden things," assented Ethel. “I suppose we inherit the trait from our first
parents.”
■

its

numan

nature,

agreed

cnis-

holm. “Now. if Mrs. Bayard had said,
•Above all things, keep away from
Miss—er—Dimples,’ I should have
hunted up the introduction the very
first thing Instead of running off to
hide.”
‘“And then you make my acquaintance the very first thing, just the
lame."
“But we are not certain, yon know,”
pleaded Chisholm eagerly. “You said
yourself that there were four other
victims.”
“But of course we are one of the
pairs,” insisted Ethel.
■“Perhaps not of the same pair. It
may he that through some happy
chance fate has been permitted to
take a hand and do things right”
“If you wonld tell me who you are,”
suggested Ethel, “we could settle the
matter.”
“And spoil it ail,” reminded Chisholm.
“Then I shall tell you my name,” declared Ethel firmly. “I am”—
“Eon art Miss Dimples—for just a
■little while," pleaded the man. "All
too soon the awakening will come.

enjoy tnesc row minutes withthe thought that fate and Mrs.

us

are

contriving

to

make

I Booked

us

hateful to each other."
"If 1 am hateful"— suggested Ethel,

5
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Let
out

\

Matrimony >

|

rising.
“Don't go," pleaded Chisholm. “I
didn’t mean ft that way. You nre not
hateful. You are a most adorable and
charming young woman. It la only as
an Inevitable tiling that you could become—not hateful, but"—
“Irritating,” suggested Ethel, resuming her seat. "I suppose that when we
shall feel the same
are introduced I
way about you.”
"Then you do not feel that way
now?” he pressed.
“You nre not hateful—yet,” she conceded. “I think that I should like you
if I were not certain that Mrs. Bayard
Is looking everywhere for us to give
the detested Introduction.”
‘Then don't let us be Introduced,"
pleaded Chisholm. “I mean not by our
hostess. We can get some one else to
introduce us, and when Mrs. Bayard
sees ns talking together she will leave
us alone."
‘Terbnps that might be (lone.”
agreed Ethel thoughtfully. “The only
trouble Is that so few here know mo.
It would be running a risk to go in
search of an introducer."
“Then we might go and look for—
the devil.” he completed {unexpectedly
ns the palms which screened the entrance parted and Mrs. Bayard swept
In.
"There you are.” she cried, shaking
a plump, roguish forefinger at the i«xir.
Mrs. Bayard would Insist on being kittenish in spite of 200 pounds of all too
solid flesh. “I have been looking everywhere for you two.” she added,
and Chisholm groaned. Evidently they
were one of Mrs. Bayard's “pairs."
"I think it's a shame.” continued the
good lady. "There are Mr. Wynne and
Miss Maurer flirting desperately, and
all the time I've been looking for you
two to introduce you to them."
A gleam of Interest shone in Chisholm's eyes.
"Dear Mrs. Bayard," he suggested,
“don't you think that perhaps It would
be wd! to let that infatuated couple
alone and rest content with Introducing us to each other?”
“Miss Sprague—Mr. Chisholm.” repeated the hostess, adding. ”1 am sure
that yon will like Ml«s Maurer when
you meet her. Mr. Chisholm.”
“I am quite convinced of that.” assented Chisholm calmly. “I am already very grateful to Miss Maurer
for occupying Mr. Wynne's attentions.”
There was no mistaking the meaning
and the mastery In Chisholm's tones.
Mrs. Bayard turned and fled. Chisholm faced the blushing girl.
"Since it was fate and not Mrs. Bayard who took an Interest In our af-.
fairs." he said significantly. “I—that Is
—there is a good half hour before tbe
supper dance. Let's spend the time in
getting better acquainted.” And he
sat down again, this time on the bench
beside her.

For

>
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Paul Ardmore nodded his thanks
the conductor as he swung down the
! car steps to the snow covered platform
; and made his way toward the waiting
;

\

!
1

room.

No expectant committee gathered
about the stove, and the only signs of
life were the clicking of the telegraph
Instruments and a thin film of very
rank tobacco smoke that curled from
under the closed window of the ticket
office.
He waited a minute; then he rapped
j
on the ground glass, and presently a
face, appearing In the opening, evinced
surly interest.
*T am Professor Ardmore.” explained
”1 am to give a lecture at the
Paul.
Gothic church. There Is no committee
to meet me, and there seems to be no
hack about the station.”
"There Is one generally, tint Jim got
a job driving a feller over to Moorway. He’ll be back to meet the 0:13,
but if you don't want to wait it's easy
You go down the road
to walk there.
a piece till you cotne to l’tne street.
Then yon go over to Maple until you
come to Spruce.
It's just around the
corner on Spruce.
Are you that feller j
that was to lecture In the Star course
last night and didn't come? The ladles
got up a show, so they wouldn't have
to give the money back.”
Paul clutched at his pocket and extracted a letter.
He glanced at the
fine feminine handwriting and breathed
a sigh of relief.
"It 1* for the 17th.” he announced
In relief. ”1 am so absentmiuded that
I have to be very careful of my dates.
Perhaps the committee has discovered
the error and will gather the audience
ngain tonight. In any eveut It would
be best for me to go over.”
He turned up the collar of his ulster
to protect his throat and. leaving the
station, plunged through the drifting
snow.

It was not a long walk, for Maplewood was a small place, and presently he was In sight of the church that
was attended' by the town's fashionable families.
To bis relief the lights shone out.
and a little knot of people stood about
the door.
They eyed him curiously as be pushed his way through to the door and
entered the vestibule. Several young
women came forward expectantly as he
entered, and Paul, deciding that they
were the committee of the Ladies'
guild, grasped an outstretched hand.
“They told me at the station that
the lecture was yesterday, or. rather.
that the audience had gathered yesterday through some error,'' he said
cordially. "I am glad that you were
able to gather tbera together again this
evening. I presume an error was made."
The welcoming smile faded from the
girlish faces. “You are the lecturer?"
cried one. "We thought you were the

Hi* Lady’* Tr**t*t.
Sarah, the first Duchess of Marlborough. whose tempestuous character
lacked many of Ihe ordinary graces of
womanliness, was yet sincerely loved
by the two persons who knew her best
—her husband, the Duke of Marlborough, and the "good” Queen Anno,
Among the many pictures which Mr.
Fitzgerald Molloy, the biographer of
the duchess, Incorporated In his “Life”
is one which is not only lively, but

1

j
1

I
i

bridegroom."
"Mercy, nor exclaimed Taul. coloring vividly.
"The lecture was announced for last

night,” went on the speaker. "The
guild members organized an Impromptu concert to avoid disappointing the
audience. You might at least have telegraphed when you found that you

charming:
On the death of the duke the ducb
ess found in a cabinet where he kept
all that he most valued a mass of her
hair.
Years before when he bad
thwarted her in something she resolved to mortify him, and, knowing
that her beautiful and abundant hair
was a source of pride and delight to
him. she had it cut off.
The shorn tresses were left in a
room through which the duke must
pass and in a place where be must
see them, for whatever Marlborough's
lady did she did thoroughly. But be
came and went, saw and spoke to her
and showed neither anger, sorrow nor

could not come.”
“But I have come," declared Paul as
he produced his letter. “Your commuideation says very distinctly that the
lecture Is on the 17th.”
The girl took the letter unbelievingly. then gave a little cry of dismay.
“You are Professor Ardmore?” she
cried. “It was Burton Brooks, the
Egyptologist, who was to have lectured last night. Your lecture is to be
given on the 27th. 1 made the mistake
in the date. This Is my letter. I am
very sorry.”
“1 can come again on the 27th.” j
promised Paul as be perceived the
surprise.
girl's distress. “I take It that there Is j
When he next quitted the bouse she a wedding here this evening. May I
ran to see her tresses, but they had
stay until It Is time for my train? It
disappeared, and on consulting her Is scarcely Inviting at the station, and
looking glass she saw how foolish a the agent smokes very br.d tobacco.” |
“Yes; we’ve reported his bad man- j
thing she had done. But she said nothing about her shorn locks, nor did the ners to the company dozens of times,” i
duke. She never knew what had be- was the discouraged reply. “You are
welcome here, hut It Is a rehearsal for
come of them until after the death of
the duke she found them among those the bridal party, aot the wedding.”
She led the way into the body of
things which be had held most prethe church, and Paul slipped into a
cious.
I pew on the sidle aisle, glad of a restful haven until train time.
How Oysters Drop Psarls.
“The pearl oyster gives Its pearl to
Presently the organ pealed, and at
1
you as a pretty girl gives you her the first strains there entered the
white band,” said a Jeweler. "Did you groom and his best man. Ad elderly
think that, like an oyster opener In woman, who seemed to have constituted herself the mistress of ceremonies,
an eating bar, the fisher pried open
the shell with a knife and went jab- ; shouted to the organist to atop and
bing about in the soft flesh? Oh, no charged upon the sheepish groom.
The oyster
"Go back!” uhe cried.
"You don’t
—nothing so unpoetlcal.
opens its lips and silently lets drop give the organ a chance! He’s got to
its pearl.
i play the march all the way through,
“The oysters,” he explained, "are and If yon come ont now you'll have
brought in to port and are laid on to stand like a toy figure waiting foi
sloping boards, mouths downward. A the bride to come in! Don't come unfew inches below their mouths is wa- til I say ‘Now’ and then remember the
ter. In two or three days the oysters place In the music!”
become dreadfully dry and thirsty. j
The groom and his supporter stumThe water tantalizes them.
It in- bled back Into tlie vestry, and again
creases their thirst
At last they open the organ pealed out the wedding
their shells, and if there are pearls march. Paul turned curiously to look
within they roll forth and drop into at the bridal party, and for a moment
the pans of water. That Is how pearls his pulse seemed to cease Its beat,
are obtained. To open the oysters and
The little bride was none other than
i
search them is a useless task that la Kleanor Klngsland, the one woman In
never thought of at the fisheries.”
the world that Paul worshiped, and
hls worship was not the less Intense because he had never told of hls love.
Too Much Equality.
He had thought of her always as a
“Why are you so vexed, Irma?”
"I am so exasperated!
I attended child, for he was very young himself
the meeting of the Social Equality for the position that be held, and in
league, and my parlor maid presided consequence felt himself to be tremenand had the audacity to call me to dously old,
He had meant some day to tell Us
order three times!”-Fliegende Blatter.
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Mrs. B. W. Snow died Sunday at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. F. O. Perkins,
aged eighty-six years. Besides her daughter she leaves two

sons.

M. Gilley died Tuesday
morning, at the age of seventy-seven
years. Mrs. Gilley had been in poor health
the past two years. She leaves one son—
Howard F. Gilley, uf this town.
Mrs.

Sarah

The graduating class of

the grammar

enjoyed a straw-ride and picnic at
Alamoosook Friday afternoon. There are
fourteen girls and two boys in the class.
The school will close June 4. The principal, Miss Pauline F. Devereux, of CaStine,
has given general satisfaction, and all
school

hope for her return.

MR. NEAL M.

Mr, Neal M.

The death of Edna, wife of Horatio
Gross, of Verona, occurred Wednesday,
after a long illness. Besides the husband,
a daughter, Mrs. Earle Grindal, of Bucksport, one brother and several sisters survive. The funeral services were held Friday afternoon, Rev. William Forsyth officiating. The interment was at North
Penobscot.

Nelson,

171.19

Li^^B)

Avc., Alameda, Cal., writes:
“As I was a great
suffer,,
chronic eatarrh tu niv
stomach
lameness In

«9
79

'i?X

my hack ami hint,
pleased to say that aft,.,
ties of Peruna I feel j.erf
"ly
] win never 1* without it in
“I adviseevery body w le.l.a,
It to give It a trial and they will
The James E. Hall post and W. R. C.
i their health.
the
attended
Congregational church
"After all other doctor.. hare
Sunday morning and listened to a tine ; have been cured tlmuiL’li
memorial sermon by Rev. Edw in Juason
next to God I owe my thanks
to
Klock. The exercises Monday consisted
Hartman for being cured.”
of the usual march to Oak Hill cemetery, j
Causes

w»lln9
hotn^^B
notw^B
reZX><
|Bj
faiwfl

l'ornnai^H

|

by

led

the

Bucksport band,
were

where

Then the

held.

march to

tute because she had to have her dress
fitted. Paul, do you know, I think a
dress like that would tempt me to
marry anybody."
"I shall have to see Miss Brace's
dressmaker." said Panl gravely, "for I
want to tempt you to matrimony.
I
thought that you were too young to
give up all men fur just one. but when
I saw you standing beside another at
the altar and felt that I bad not spoken In time"—
"Mercy! Pm getting to be an old
maid." Insisted Eleanor, with a laugh.
"This Is my third season, and I've
been waiting for the right man to

W. S. Archer has gone lo the Bangor

hospital

|

for treatment.

Miss Eunice Coggins,

who

Rheumatism

a

to

ara

source

to

NORTH LAMOINE.

has

been

®

I
What connection is there
MwhI
stomach catarrh and lameness?
^|
There is
vital connection,
('atarr^l
of the stomach deranges
di”e«tio^|
Deranged digestion leads the formal
tion of acids in the stomach and
hov^l
These acid formations
absorbed ia|^|
the blood and produce
rheumatic wj|
~B
dition.
Peruna relievos the rheumatism
oq]|
by rc|jeving the indigestion, and thi|
of the blood
cleansing the
ia|
lampurities that lead up
Indigestion

the

Emery hall, where an excellent
declared Paul gallantly.
address
by Milton Beckwith, of EllsI
“Do you know her?” cried Eleanor worth, held the attention of a
large audi- |
In astonishment.
ence.
The singing by the school children
"You are she." reminded Paul, hut under the direction of Mrs. Ellen
Godfrey
Eleanor shook her head gayly.
and Mrs. H. Rufus Googins.w as a pleasing
“I almost wish that I was." she
and
the
recitations
and
feature,
songs by
cried—"all the excitement over one the little ones called forth
hearty apgirl, even though she Is as beautiful plause.
as Letty Brace.
I was Just her substiJ.
June.l.

n< ss

intfe|

joints, neuralgia and rheumatism.
Mr. Frank Richter, 809 Fast imdStB
Winona, Minn., says:
in

recommending

*1

lVruni

tukepleam^fl

f"rratarrho|
b|

teaching
Limestone, is I tho stomach. I know what it is to
1
home.
afflicted with this awful
!
Dexter Brooks returned last week from na cured tne. For catarrh of
1
Is unsurpassed.’*
■
Vanceboro, where he spent the past ach it
month.
After the ceremony a
Mrs. Robie Norwood, with daughter present.
was held at Red
Men’s hall. About llifl
Hope, is visiting her parents, George H. friends and relatives were
present. MnB
;
Coggins and wife.
j C. R. Bridges played the march. Tbtl
Capt. A. B. Holt and wife joined his bride received a large number of presenuB
brother here on Saturday returning SunSpbcTB
May 31.
day to Gouldsboro.
BASS
HARBOR.
Mrs. Henry Clark, of Southwest Harbor,
since last

fall

in

)VrwB
ibe»u>n*B

|

along.”

"And lias be?” rressed Paul.
Eleanor glanced shyly up Into his
face.
“I guess he lias.” she confessed, and
Paul's face turned radiant.
“We shall hare to have the guild
secretary for onr best g!r!-I mean the
bridesmaid,” lie corrected. “It was
she who booked me for matrimony as
well ns a lecture."

receptioj

1

and Mrs. Stanley

Coggins

H.

L.

Wednesday.

on

Holt and family, of Dover,
for the summer. They were
accompanied by Dr. Holt's mother, Mrs.
A. L. Holt.

I

F. Gott.

iB
I
spending • fevfl

Miss Helen Jackson i»

Dr. Clarence

Cambridge, Maas. I
people gave Marian
surprise party Saturday eveninf.9

weeks with friends in
Some of the young

Sawyer a
May 31.

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting May 26, with forty-seven patrons present. One member was received by application. Program: Exemplification of first
degree, music, songs, readings and recitations. Plans are being made for county

X.Y.Z.1

_

LAMOINE.
Miss Minnie Pomeroy, of Bangor, is I
guest at Benjamin Young's.
j
Mansel Young and Lester Salisbury,^
their
with
Ellsworth, spent Memorial clay

grange June 22.

I

B. Frank Young, a former resident of
town, died at San Francisco May 5,
while on a visit to friends. He was ac1
companied by his sister, Mrs. Abbie Gilbert, who cared for him in his illness of
; only three days of heart failure. His rej mains were taken to his home in Chico.
Members of the Odd Fellows and Rebekab
lodges attended the funeral and conducted services at the grave. The church
quartet rendered several selections. The
pall-bearers were Odd Fellows.
June 1.
Y.
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Miss Ethel Thompson, of Buikapott,
here for the season.

have arrived

i

is here with

Mrs. Julia Newman visited friends iH
Mansct last week.
■

road.

|

Georgietta

Schooner

guests of Mrs. A.

were

Harvard Kittredge, who spent the winter at home, was called to Boston Tuesday
to resume bis work as fireman on the rail-

Skylarks.

Bere the Test Well.
A famous dramatist was the hero of
one of the most amusing
marriage proposal experiences on record. When as
a young man he feil In love with the
pretty daughter of a pastor he was
afraid to face the lady and so wrote
her a letter. He waa told to call tba
next afternoon and receive his answer. On reaching the house he was
shown into a room and giTen a seat
on a sofa. The servant said that the
lady would soon appear. He aat and
hung around In that room for fnlly
two hours, often tempted to leave the
house or make a break for further Information, but not having the courage
to do either. At last he could stand It
no longer and rushed Into the corridor,
making for the door out of the bouse.
Then he heard a shout of clear, silvery
laughter In the room he had left. He
hastened back and saw the face of his
sweetheart peeping out from undei
the sofa, convulsed with mirth. "Do
forgive me,” she ejaculated. “1 simply
wanted to And out how long you
would wait for me. You have borne
the test well. Now help me te my
feet.”—Ladles’ Home JournaL

LAMEn£|

Dorr’s.

bride deserves."

John Burroughs relates that a numher of years ago a friend In England
sent him a score of skylarks In a cage.
He gave them their liberty In a field
near
where he lived. They drifted
away, and he never heard or saw them
again. But one Sunday a Scotchman
from a neighboring city called on him
and deelared. with visible excitement.
that on his way along the road he had
heard a skylark. He was not dreamIng; he knew It was a skylark, though
he had not heard one since he had left
the banks of the Donn a quarter of a
century or more before. The song had
given him infinitely more pleasure
than It would have given to the naturalist himself. Many years ngo gome
skylarks were liberated on Long Island. and they became established
there and may now occasionally be
heard in certain localities. One summer day a
lover of birds Journeyed
out from the city In order to observe
them. A lark was soaring and singing
In the sky above him. An old irishman came along and
suddenly stopped,
as If transfixed to the spot. A look of
mingled delight and Incredulity came
Into his face. Was he Indeed hearing
the bird of his youth? He took off his
hat and turned his face skyward and.
with moving lips and streaming eyes,
stood a long time regarding the bird.
“Ab.” thought the student of nature,
'if I could onfc hear the bird as he
hears that song with his ears!" To the
man of science It was only a bird song
to be critically compared to a score ot
others, but to the other It brought
back his youth and all those long gone
days on his native hills.

CATARRhI

Raymond Fellows and wife, of Bangor,
in town over Sunday.
Mra. Frank Hamm, of Belfast, is visiting Frank P. llamm and wife at Hiram
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But even as he rose Eleanor turned
and came swiftly toward him.
“Paul Ardmore."’ she cried as she
offered her hand. "And I had the funniest feeling that you were here. All
through the ceremony I felt It. and
when Jeanne told me that you really
were here 1 was delighted.
Did you
see the rehearsal? Isn't It going to he

come

\

OUNTY NEWS.

love and seek her for his own, but h#
had delayed his proposal until It was
too late. Now she was sbout to become the bride of thst sheepish looking chap standing In the chancel.
He half rose as though to leave;
then he sank back into bis seat again.
He would drink the cop of hamlllation
He would see the
to the very dregs.
girl be loved go through tbe form of
marriage which on tbe morrow would
be performed; then he would go back
to his own narrow, loveless life bearing the knowledge that delay bad cost
bim happiness.
Miserably be watched the procession
form and break, to form again in response to the directress, but at last
the rehearsal was pronounced perfect.
The groom and his best man made
their appearance on the very note that
brought them to panse expectantly before the bride started and yet ga^e
her time to step into place before the
musle stopped.
With a brisk "AU right!" the directress led the way down to the Sunday
school room, with the announcement
that refreshments wore to he served
there. Paul rose, hoping to steal out
unobserved.
It never would do to meet Eleanor
now. She could rend his secret In his
face, and he would not contribute even
so slightly to her happiness at such

parents.

Capt. Charles Hodgkins is home
Melrose, Mass., and will prepare his

this

home for occupancy.
follow in July.
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NORTHEAST HARBOR.
C. E. Monaghan will open his reason of
dances at Brown’s hall, Saturday evening*
t June 5.

“Say, mister,”
breathlessly,“take
1

the small
said
down this order

boy,

quick,
j>ound8 of

A. H. Stockbridge, wife and daughter
Mary have spent two weeks here and at

to school. Two
of
cents; three and one-half
at
sugar at 7 cents; six boxes of cocoa
two dozen eggs at 32, and four pounds
it
butter at 40 cents. How much dues
come to?” “Four dollars and eightj-thiw
cents, my little man,” said the srrocer.
“What address please?” “Gee! thank*as he made his eacapa
said the

Atlantic with friends.

“That

SW AN’S ISLAND.
C. R. Bridges and F. E. Bridges have
gone to Portland with lobsters.
Mrs. Lizzie Stanley was called to Boston
by the serious illness of her grandson.
W'illie Scott.

pretty wedding took place at the home
of Capt. and Mrs. Barbour Tuesday evening, May 25, when thei* niece. Miss Myra
Esther Herrick, was married to Frank
Emery Bridges, of Minturn, by Rev. J. O.
Rutter. The house was prettily decorated
with potted plants and evergreen. The
bride wore a traveling suit. She was attended by Miss Goldie Stinson. Only 1
members of the immediate families were
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falling out? Troubled with dandruff? Want more hair? An elegant dressing-
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Sulphur. Glycerin. Quinln. Sodium CWorld.
Cepekum. Sage. Alcohol. Water. Perfume.
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Does not dolor the Hair
KEEP WELL!—,
who regularly use the true L~ r*
Atwood's Bitters never suffer from constipation, sick headache,
n»eai*
indigestion or biliousness. Get a bottle of this reliable olda bottit.
cine and begia taking it now. Sold at all good stores. 35 cts.
No need to be sick.

People

No. Haven, Me.
Have used your 'L. F/ Atwood's Bitiers wi*h peat success
it a standard
Thidk
for constipation and other stomach troubles.
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